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ABSTRACT
 
This report summarizes the results of studies performed under NASA
 
Grant NSG-5011 and entitled Satellite Support to Weather Modification
 
in the Western U. S. Region. These studies were completed during the
 
period 1 April, 1974 to the present. The applications of meteorological
 
satellite data to both summer and winter weather modification programs
 
were addressed in this research. These studies included the appraisal
 
of the capability of satellites to assess seedability, to provide real­
time operational support, and to assist in the post-experiment analysis
 
of a seeding experiment. This research has led to the incorporation of
 
satellite observing systems as a major component in the Bureau of
 
Reclamations weather modification activities.
 
Satellite observations acquired under this grant are an integral
 
part of the South Park Area Cumulus Experiment (SPACE). The objective
 
of the SPACE research program is to formulate a quantitative hypothesis
 
for enhancing precipitation from orographically induced summertime
 
mesoscale convective systems (orogenic mesoscale systems). Satellite
 
observations assist in classifying the important mesoscale systems,
 
defining their frequency and coverage, defining a potential area of
 
effect. Satellite studies of severe storms were investigated under
 
this grant. This document addresses the progress of those studies.
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FINAL REPORT: Studies of Satellite Support to Weather Modification
 
in 	the Western U. S. Region
 
NASA/GLAS/Severe Storms Research Program
 
Grant NSG-5011
 
1.0 	 INTRODUCTION
 
This report summarizes the results of studies of satellite support
 
to weather modification in the Western U. S. region for the period
 
1 April 1974 to the present. The early stages of this research were
 
focused on the collection and analysis of satellite data for four major
 
weather modification programs:
 
1) 	Meso/Synoptic Storm Modifications (National Oceanic and
 
Atmospheric Administration)
 
2) National Hail Research Experiment (NCAR/NSF, RANN)
 
3) High Plains Precipitation Enhancement (HIPLEX; U. S. Dept.
 
of Interior, Bureau of Reclamation)
 
4) Wintertime Orographic Cloud Modification (U. S. Dept. of
 
Interior, CSU/Extra-Area Effect (NSF/RAN N)).
 
During the period of this research, the first program never
 
materialized, and the second program was rapidly phased out, while
 
the HIPLEX program and wintertime orographic cloud modification studies
 
have become increasingly functional. The Bureau of Reclamations
 
weather modification programs have become increasingly dependent upon
 
satellite support to the extent that they have provided funding for
 
investigations of satellite support to both their summer and winter
 
programs under Contract 6-07-DR -20020. The results of this research
 
are described in section 2.0. The CSU/Extra Area Effect Experiment
 
has 	relied on satellite data for important input.
 
Colorado State University has operated a series of field experiments
 
in the Colorado Mountains (the South Park Area Cumulus Experiment ­
(SPACE) which are designed to investigate the 4relationship between
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mountain-generated cumulus convection and precipitating mesoscale
 
systems over the High Plains. This experiment provided an excellent
 
opportunity for testing satellite analysis techniques because of the
 
extensive ground truth data collected during experiments. Therefore
 
the later stages of the research covered by this grant emphasized the
 
SPACE experiment. The ultimate objective of this research is to
 
formulate a quantitative hypothesis for the modification of precipitating
 
mesoscale systems over the High Plains via modification of orogenic
 
cumuli. The role of satellite meteorology in these investigations is
 
described in section 3.0.
 
The intimate relationship between severe storm research and
 
convective cloud modification is also pointed out in section 3.0. In
 
section 4.0 recent progress in severe storm analysis using satellite­
derived data is discussed.
 
2.0 	 SUMMARY OF SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS DURING THE PERIOD 1 APRIL 1974
 
TO 14 NOVEMBER 1976.
 
A thorough summary of the results of this research is given by
 
Reynolds, VonderHaar and Grant (1978; Appendix Al). This paper surveys the
 
applications of meteorological satellite data to both summer and winter
 
weather modification programs. Included in the discussion is the
 
appraisal of the capability of satellites to assess the potential for
 
precipitation enhancement (seedability), to provide real-time operational
 
support, and to assist in the post-experiment analysis of a seeding
 
experiment. This paper demonstrates that present satellite observing
 
systems have become an essential component in weather modification
 
programs. Moreover, anticipated future advances in satellite observing
 
systems will make the weather modification community increasingly dependent
 
upon 	satellite technology.
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3.0 	 THE SOUTH PARK AREA CUMULUS EXPERIMENT (SPACE)
 
The SPACE has been an evolving program whose ultimate objective
 
is to develop a capability of precipitation enhancement from summertime
 
convection over the Colorado Mountains and High Plains. Since the bulk
 
of precipitation from summertime convection occurs in organized mesoscale
 
systems, the experiment has naturally evolved into investigations into
 
the factors contributing to the organization and intensity of such
 
systems.
 
Initial satellite studies concentrated on the determination of satellite­
derived cloud climatology (Stodt and Grant (1976); A2, Stodt (1978)) the
 
determination of satellite 'ground truth' regarding cloud brightness
 
(Reynolds, McKee and Danielson (1976, 1978); A3, A4) and the factors
 
contributing to initial convection (Breed (1975); A5). Cotton, George
 
and Pielke (1976; A6) demonstrated the analogy between sea-breeze
 
generated mesoscale convective systems and mountain-generated or orogenic
 
mesoscale convective systems.
 
SPACE-1977 was a major experiment which utilized a host of observation
 
systems including triple-Doppler radar, convectional radar, cloud physics
 
and turbulence equipped aircraft, Lidar, rawinsondes, micromet towers,
 
boundary layer profilers, an acoustic sounder, recording mesomet stations,
 
the NCAR PAM system, stereo photography and satellite observations.
 
A complete description of the SPACE-77 is given in SPACE LOG (Danielson
 
and Cotton (1977)). The SPACE-77 data set provides comprehensive
 
observations of a wide variety of cumulus-scale and convective mesoscale
 
meteorological events ranging from locally suppressed cumulus convection,
 
heavy precipitating and hail-producing cumulonimbus systems exhibiting
 
little motion relative to the mountain source region, and heavy'
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precipitating, tornado-producing, eastward propagating mesoscale
 
systems.
 
July 19, 1977 has been selected as the first day for comprehensive
 
case study analysis. George and Cotton (1978; A7) have described the
 
characteristics of the evolving mesoscale system on that day. The day
 
was characterized by locally heavily precipating cumulonimbi and several
 
hail falls. Since the clouds exhibited little motion relative too the
 
observational system, this day provides an excellent opportunity to
 
test out the analysis techniques and to perform three-dimensional model
 
simulations of storm-scale and mesoscale events. Knupp, Danielson
 
and Cotton (1978; A8) have described the morphological characteristics
 
of the radar observations of several cumulonimbus cells that developed
 
on that day. The analyses performed on this day will provide a number
 
of opportunities for ground truth-interpretation of satellite-derived
 
data. This is especially enhanced by the use of 3D model simulations
 
as a part of the overall analysis. Because of the relative spatial
 
stationarity of the mesoscale systems that formed on July 19, it provides
 
a contrasting observational model to the days characterized by eastward
 
propagating systems.
 
August 4, August 8 and August 10, 1977 represent three days in
 
which convection first occurred over the mountains and then propagated
 
eastward as a major mesoscale convective system. These are not the only
 
such events that occurred during the observational period but are the most
 
active in terms of precipitation, and severe weather events. August 4
 
has been selected as a day for comprehensive case study analysis. It
 
is intended that the analysis of this day should serve as a descriptive
 
model of eastward propagating orogenic mesoscale systems. The detailed
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observations over South Park are complemented by 3 minute-interval
 
satellite data on this particular day. Figure 3.1 illustrates the
 
scenario of events observed by satellite on August 4, 1977. Deep
 
convection first formed over the mountains. By 02Z (August 5) a line
 
of very deep cells extended along the entire Colorado eastern border
 
into the Texas panhandle with the most intense cells east of South Park.
 
By 18Z the entire complex had migrated well into western Missouri. This
 
system produced a tornado near Kiowa, Colorado and produced in excess
 
of 50mm of precipitation over widespread areas of northeast and Central
 
Kansas. That amount of precipitation represents roughly 15% of the total
 
annual precipitation in that region.
 
Wbhile a thorough climatic study has not been performed, it appears
 
that eastward propagating orogenic mesoscale systems contribute about
 
75% of the annual precipitation over eastern Colorado and the Kansas
 
High Plains. Thus, a major portion of the weather modification potential
 
over the High Plains must be tied to the modification of such systems.
 
Because of the scale of these systems (a north-south dimension of several
 
hundred kilometers) and the total extent of propagation (greater than
 
1500 km), satellites are an excellent platform for defining the charac­
teristics of such systems and the potential "area of effect" of any
 
implemented mesoscale modification hypotheses. As can be seen in
 
Figure 3.1, the potential area of effect of a modification capability
 
is a large one.
 
Another factor of serious concern is that the same systems that are
 
dominant contributors to precipitation are also sporadic generators of
 
tornadoes and hail. These systems do not produce major outbreaks of
 
severe weather but instead often a few small tornadoes or moderate hail
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Figure 3.1. GOES-i visible and infrared satellite imagery on August 4,
 
1977 for the period 1800 GMT to 1100 GMT (August 5, 1977).
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evencs such as the Kiowa tornado. Thus any methodology for "nnancing 
precipitation from nesoscale convective syseis must also iaclaa the 
capability for recognizing severe weather potential and aer,nin 
immediate response strategies. Thus satellite supoor: is essental 
to the definition of local severe weatner indices. In aadi:ion, the 
impiementation and testing of a convective mesoscale modification 
hypothesis will require active satellite support for the routine 
evaluations of these severe weather indices ana for the activation or
 
such response strategies as imnediate shutaor-n of seeding operations,
 
avoidance of a potential severe weather zone or inplementation of alternate
 
modifrcatmon tachniques-

Thus satellite-support is essential to the development of a 
quantitative mesoscale modification hypothesis and to the actual
 
implementation and testing of such a hypothesis. Moreover one can see
 
that the formulation and implementation of such a hypothesis is intiatly
 
tied to severe storm research.
 
4.0 SEVERE STORMS RESEARCH IN THE CENTPFL PLAINS USING SATLLITE DATA 
Funding from NSG-301! also supported a variety of severe convective
 
storm research efforts that utilized satellite data. The particular
 
day studied was April 24, 1975; a day when a number of severe storms 
occurred over the Central Plains and Central Mississippi Valley 
(see Fig. 4.1). A destructive tornado, spawned by an isolated
 
supercell thunderstorm, struck Neosho, Missouri, just before sunset.
 
An unusually comprehensive set of conventional and special satellite
 
data were available for this particular day.
 
An upper-air sounding taken at Monett, Mlssour:, (approximately
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Figure 4.1. Severe stor.m reports for 24-25 Aprl 1975.
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25 rin east-southeast of Neosho) less than 4 h prior to the tornado
 
indicated that significant lifting and/or air mass modification would
 
be required to initiate deep convection. This sounding is shown in
 
Fig. 4.2. Note the deep layer of negative buoyancy betqeen the
 
LCL (lifted condensation level) and LFC (level of free convection).
 
Wilson (1976) computed large scale vertical motion fields using 2100
 
GMT soundings and his 700 mb w field is shown in Fig. 4.3 with
 
regions in which storms developed during the following several hours
 
indicated. Since the storms developed in regions of weak upward
 
motion, or in areas of subsidence, mesoscale features and forcing
 
mechanisms must have played a dominant role in triggering storm
 
development. Indeed, during late afternoon and evening when the
 
storms were most intense they were relatively unorganized (e.g. no
 
distinct squall or line orientation) and isolated.
 
Surface analyses (Fig. 4.4) for 18, 21, 00, and 03 GMT indicate
 
that a sub-synoptic scale low (see Tegtmeir, 1974) and an attendant 
narrow zone of dry air moved eastward along the Kansas/Oklahoma border. 
An intense supercell storm developed just ahead of the dryline and moved 
eastward - becoming tornadic when it interacted with an old thunder­
storm produced thermal boundary in extreme northeast Oklahoma and
 
southwest Missouri.
 
Analyses of the 500 mb level (Fig. 4.5) indicate that the meso­
scale surface low and the intense afternoon and evening severe storms
 
were likely associated with a weak short-wave trough. This feature was
 
moving rapidly eastward and weakening as a stronger short-wave had taken
 
over as the dominant feature and helped to organize the storm activity
 
into a well defined squall-line.
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Figure 4.2. Monett, Mo. upper-air sounding for 24 April 1975,
 
2100 GMT. 
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Figure 4.3. 700 mb w field (u bars s - 1, from Wilson, 1977) for 
2100 GNT, 24 April 1975, regions where severe thunder­
storms developed are cross-hatched. 
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Figure 4.4a. Surface Analysts for 24 Apri.l 1975, 1800 G24T. Winds
 
are in knots with full barb equal to 10 kt. Temperatures 
are in 0F and 10 = 1010 mb. Surface dryline is sho2n 
with open frontal barbs. Thunderstori outflow boundary
 
is showcn as squall line with frontal barbs added to
 
indicate direction of movement.
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Figure 4.5a. 	 500 mb analysis for 24 April 1975, 2100 GMT. 

wave troughs are indicated by heavy dashed lines and
 
winds are in kt (flag = 50 kt.).
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Figure 4.5b. Same as 4.5a except: for 25 April 1975, 0600 GMT.
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Many interesting and significant interactions between features
 
on different scales appeared to occur on this particular day. Some
 
of the more important effects seem to be upscale energy inputs from
 
storm and mesoscale convective features that acted to alter the
 
larger scale jetstream level feature and magnitudes. Jetstream charts
 
(maximum winds aloft are plotted in ms- I at each station) are shown in
 
Fig. 4.6. Satellite imagery indicated thunderstorm areas are also
 
shown. At 25/0000 GNT (Fig. A.6a) several severe thunderstorms had
 
developed in the diffluence zone between'the strong subtropical
 
jetstream (n,130 kt maximum) and a moderate polar jet (t 110 kt
 
maximum). Only 6 h later dramatic changes were evident in the large
 
scale flow. The subtropical jet had weakened to about 110 kt while
 
the polar jet had reformed northward over the plains and undergone
 
remarkable intensification over the lower Great Lakes region. A jet
 
maximum of about 140 kt was now present,. The concurrent satellite
 
photo indicated an extensive canopy of thunderstorm generated cirrus spanned
 
the region between the two jetstream maxima (note that radar data indicated
 
that the active storms at 0600 GMT were oriented along the southern
 
third of the cirrus region). These changes were undoubtedly due in 
part to the approaching second short-wave trough, but it certainly
 
appears that convective scale feedbacks also played a role in the
 
modification of the large scale jet structure.
 
The satellite data used in the various studies undertaken were
 
in digital format on magnetic tape. A number of cloud growth rate
 
computations and radar/satellite cloud top height comparisons were
 
made. Low-level winds were generated by tracking clouds on the NASA
 
AOIPS system. Dynamic parameters were calculated for these wind
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Figure 4-6a. Maximum winds aloft for 25 April 1975, 0000 GT.
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Winds are in ms I with flag = 50 ms . Satellite
 
indicated thunderstorm regions are hatched.
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Figure 4.6b. Same as 4.6a except for 25 April 1975, 0600 GIT.
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fields. The most significant results indicated that satellite -tnd
 
fields might be combined with a moisture analysis (either conven­
tionally or remotely sensed) to enable computation of moisture
 
divergence fields. Several such fields were generated, and it was
 
shown that regions characterized by high values of moisture conver­
gence at 2100 GMT were generally the areas of subsequent severe storm 
development. Real time computation of such fields could provide
 
valuable input to forecast and warning systems.
 
Papers detailing the specific research completed under NSG-501
 
are included as appendices to this report.
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5.0 CONCLUDING RELARKS 
This research has elucidated a variety of satellite applicatons
 
to weather modification programs in the Western U. S. Region. Several
 
of these satellite applications have become a routine part of the decision
 
making process and analysis procedures of the Bureau of Reclamation's
 
weather modification programs.
 
In addition, satellite support has been an integral part of the
 
CSU/SPACE program; a program operating on the frontiers of weather
 
modification research. Satellite observations have also become an
 
integral part of severe storm analysis.
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Printed in U. & A.
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Abstract 
During the past several years, many weather modification 
programs have been incorporating meteorological satellite 
data into both the operations and the analysis phase of these 
projects. This has occurred because of the advancement of 
the satellite as a rnescscale measurement platform. both 
temporally and spatially, and as the availability of high 
quality data has increased. This paper surveys the applica, 
tions of meteorological satellite data to both summer and 
winter weather modification programs. A description of the 
types of observations needed by the programs is given, and 
an assessment of how accurately satellites can determine these 
necessary parameters is made. 
1. Introduction 
The advancement in meteorological satellite technology 
has been rapid over the past decade. In the 1960s we 
saw the development of sun synchronous polar orbiter 
satellites with both visible and IR wavelength sensors 
that could monitor "weather" twice daily. These were 
very useful in monitoring synoptic scale disturbances but 
lacked the temporal frequency necessary to monitor 
short-term weather features. In 1966 the first geosyn-
chronous meteorological satellite was launched; it pro-
vided visible imagery (4km resolution at satellite sub-
point) twice hourly and opened completely new avenues 
for satellite applications (Suomi and Vonder Haar, 
1969). The time domain allowed such measurements as 
wind from cloud motion, cloud growth rates, identifica-
tion of mesoscale disturbances causing short-term weather 
phenomena, and many others. In the 1970s the NOAA 
and DMSP (Defense Meteorological Satellite Program) 
series of polar orbiter satellites were developed, carrying 
sophisticated visible and IR radiometers and achieving 
very high resolution visible and IR imagery (1 km with 
the NOAA VHRR (Very High Resolution Radiometer) 
and 0.6ikm with the DMSP VHR (very high resolution) 
sensor). The satellites also carried the first vertical tern-
perature sounders, which allowed remote sensing of the 
temperature structure of the environment. NASA's Nim-
bus satellites also provided sounding capabilities includ-
ing the microwave region and increased both the vertical 
and the horizontal resolution of the temperature and 
moisture measurements. The second generation geosyn-
chronous satellites called the SMS-GOES (Synchronous 
Meteorological Satellite-Geosynchronous Operational 
Environmental Satellite) (Fordyce et al., 1974) have been 
developed and are providing both visible (1km resolu-
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tion) and IR (8 km resolution) data twice hourly. The 
IR capability allows 24 h a day coverage of weather 
features for the first time. There are two GOES satellites 
presently in operation, GOES-E (east) positioned at 
750W and GOES-W (west) positioned at 135°W. Dur­
ing the First GARP Global Experiment (FGGE),the
 
world will be girdled by such satellites (two from the 
United States, one from Europe, and one from Japan). 
With the ATS satellites came a data dissemination 
These were expanded and received more emphasis once 
the SMS-GOES satellites were launched. There are six 
of these SFSSs, which act as hubs or distribution points 
for photographic data users. Thus, near real-time iam­
agery (20 min after scan) is now available from the GOES 
satellites to anyone tied into this distribution network. 
The quantitative digital data from the GOES satellites 
can be even more valuable both in research analysis and 
in operations if a suitable system is available to process 
the data. This paper will discuss how the digital satellite 
data can be used for weather modification applications 
and will describe some interactive time domain image­
processing systems that have been and are being de 
veloped for applications use. 
Dennis et al. (1973) investigated the usefulness of 
meteorological satellites in weather modification pro­
grams. They concluded that, with the observational re­
quirements needed in a weather modification program, 
presently available satellite information (as of 1973) 
could not by itself satisfy these requirements. Their 
strongest recommendation was that imagery from a geo­
synchronous satellite with improved spatial resolution 
and the capability of accurately measuring cloud top 
temperature (CTT be provided in real time to the field 
users. As we have stated, the SMS-GOES satellite sys­
tems have satisfied these major requirements and have 
provided even more in the way of support. We will dis­
cuss these present capabilities, as well as point out what 
satellites may offer in the next decade. 
2. Application of satellite information to 
weather modification programs 
a. Summertime cumulus modification experiments 
I) CLOUn CumATOLOOiES 
One of the first objectives in beginning a summer cumu­
lus weather modification program in a given area is 
determining whether enough convective clouds are 
present naturally for seeding to take place and what 
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their natural characteristics are, i.e., isolated cells, well­
developed squall lines, etc. The next objective is to 
determine whether these cumulus clouds are developing 
with the proper microphysical characteristics so that 
seeding would change their natural growth pattern in 
such a way as to increase precipitation. 
There are several ways in which one could try to de­
termine the first objective. One would be to take a long 
history of surface cloud observations to determine how 
.
 
many days convective clouds were observed and the de-
gree of intensity of the day's activity. This is appropriate 
when a limited area is to be chosen or where a number 
of surface weather stations are available in a given area ...... 
... .....
to allow complete coverage. This has been attempted by 
the authors and others and constitutes a very lengthy 
undertaking. Limited visibility due to rain, low clouds, 
etc., will severely limit the quality of these types of ob­
servations. Also, surface observations could not accurately 
provide numbers and sizes of convective clouds observed. MEE.. 
Another procedure would be to use radar plan position 4t I 
indicator (PPI) data to determine the number of pre­
cipitating convective cells, sizes, intensity, rate of growth, 110o tt ,t*ANws, ss YARici sT.,ANC DWviAl 
and lifetimes (Bark, 1975). Unfortunately, for many of , 
the areas that are being considered for summer weather ,U  
modification programs, no radar data are available, or H1 
the data have not been archived in a format that could be i 
easily processed. Use of radar data is, by its very nature, iI 
limited to precipitating clouds. Satellite visible data can I i 
sense all convective type clouds above a certain size T f 
threshold both before and after they reach the precipita- I: 1 
ion stage or even if they never precipitate. A compara­
tive study between radar and satellite climatology per­
formed simultaneously may show the ratio of the number | l 
of clouds observed (satellite) versus the number of pre­
cipitating clouds, which may indicate the potential of d 
a locality for cloud seeding. t senp,The third alternative in determining 2 
tential of a given area is through the use of satellite data. .1 4 & .A: 4The most useful satellite data in such a study would be - I f l :U 
georynchronous satellite data, preferably with both 2:21 
visible and IR measuring capabilities. This type of in- J,.1 
formation has only been available since 1975 when 
SMS-l was first positioned at 75°W with the VISSR FiG. 1.(Top) Gray shade display of a smal sector of SMS 
visible data showing the clouds as the white areas, (Bottom)(Visible and Spin Scan Radiometer) on board, providing Computer output giving statistics on the clouds observed in 
high-resolution (1 km visible, 8km IR) data on a half- top photo. The size is in satellite element numbers. 
hour basis. This type of data is the best source of in­
formation since the geosynchronous data provide the 
temporal frequency of the convective activity. The high- (Reynolds and Vonder Haar, 1976). Figure 1 is an ex­
resolution visible data allow detection and measurement ample of a computer-derived cloud count using SMS 
of very small cumulus clouds, and the IR data allow data. The image is reproduced in a gray shade format, 
measurement of CTTs for the larger size clouds. The and the number and size of each cloud are given. 
latter is needed to determine if the cloud has reached a Prior to the launch of SMS-GOES, the ATS series of 
temperature level where supercooled water may be satellites provided geosynchronous visible satellite data 
present and seeding can be preformed-' Work is now (4 km resolution at subpoint) on a half-hour basis, so 
beginning in the archiving of this information in digital that at least cloud sizes, numbers, locations, and tern­
form so that a true cloud climatology can be developed poral variations could be determined during daylight 
1This technique would obviously not be applicable to hours. Several years of ATS data have been used to 
tropical cumulus undergoing the warm rain precipitation determine cloud populations and active areas of con-
Process, vection for the three High Plains Cooperative Proj­
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FIG. 2.Cloud size distribution histograms for Miles City, 
Mont., area as observed from the ATS-3 satellite. The satellite resolution is 113 kin'. 
ect (HIPLEX) field sites (Miles City, Mont.; Good-
land, Kants.; and Big Spring, Tex.) being used by the 
Bureau of Reclamation (see Reynolds and Vonder Haar, 
1975). Not only can information be derived about the 
seeding potential of the sites, but decisions on the opti-
mum location of rain gage networks can also be aided 
by having this type of information. Figure 2 shows re-
suits from a cloud population study done over Miles 
City, Mont., using ATS-S data. 
Other types of satellite data have also been used for 
these types of studies. Stodt and Grant (1976) have used 
data from the low-orbiting, very high resolution (0.6km) 
DMSP satellite to obtain cloud numbers and sizes for 
weather modification sites over the western United 
States. Although this information provides only a snap-
shot of the clouds at local noon, even the very small 
cumulus can be detected with these data (see Table 1). 
Another aspect of using satellite information for de-
termining cloud climatologies is that the general nur-
bers, sizes, growth patterns, and also cirrus extent will 
be known for*both the target site and areas downwind. 
This will aid in determining to what extent seeding may 
affect the normal convective activity both at the site 
and downwind of the site. This will be discussed in 
more detail in a later section. 
There are problems in using satellite data for de­
veloping cloud climatologies as there are with other 
techniques. Cirrus clouds can obscure lower clouds, andground resolution problems may cause the Smaller 
to be missed. Computational time is extensive in 
- processing the digital satellite data. Determination of 
cloud thresholds is also difficult A man-computer in­
teractive processing system is necessary for this type of 
study for accurate results to be obtained. However, we 
believe that the satellite provides a valuable tool to help 
assess the seeding possibilities in a given area. 
2) REAL-TIME OPEtATIONAL SUPPORT 
As was mentioned earlier, near real-time high-resolution
SMS-GOES satellite photo imagery is available to opera­
tional field sites at half-hour intervals. This allows quali­
tative analysis of both synoptic scale cloud features, as 
well as smaller mesoscale convective cloud developments 
to aid in the "nowcasting" of target site conditions for 
deploying aircraft or starting seeding operations. 
Reynolds and Matthews (1976) and Reynolds and Von­
der Haar (1976) have described how geosynchronous 
satellite information has aided in supporting operations 
for HIPLEX (Bureau of Reclamation). It was noted that 
such convective triggering mechanisms as dry lines, 
vorticity centers, and fronts could be defined using the 
imagery and used for making the day's forecast of con­
vective activity (Fig. 3; see also Purdom (1974)). Since 
all of the HIPLEX sites are located east of mountainous 
terrain, some of the convection passing over the sites is 
generated over the mountains. The generation and 
movement of these cells and whether or not they are in­
creasing or decreasing in intensity can easily be moni­
tored using the satellite imagery. Enhanced YR imagery 
can provide this type of information by monitoring 
CT'Ts to see if they are increasing or decreasing. Figure 
4 is an example of this type of imagery, and the change 
in CTrs can be noted by the change in gray level of the 
tops (see Corbell et al. (1976) for details). 
3)USE OF DIGITAL AND IMAGE SATELLI DATA IN
 
) OP DIGIT ANA S AT 
Operations debriefing and evaluation. Much of the 
postanalysis work to date has been in using imagery to 
help locate certain synoptic or mesoscale features that 
may have influenced an experimental day's activities 
and to monitor their time histories. Reynolds and 
TALE 1. Mean values for days with convective clouds, July 1974 
Palmer Upper 
Miles City, 
Mont. 
Goodland, 
Kat 
Big Spring, 
Te. 
NE 
Colorado* 
Lake 
Divide 
South 
Park 
Arkans 
River Valleyt 
Average cloud cover, % 
Average number of clouds per 104 kint 
4.9 
4 
10.1 
6 
8.3 
9 
4.4 
8 
11. 
7 
20.3 
18 
21.0 
19 
Avenge alzeof cloud, kra' 144.1 172.1 87.3 54.7 158.1 115.2 140.5 
National. HA Research Experiment 
t Leadville and Buena Vista 
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FiG. 3. SMS-2 2 km visible sector image taken at 2045 GMT on 28 August 1975 showing a line 
of thunderstorms developing between Goodland (GLD) and Hill City (HLC), Kants., extending 
to the southwest. The 2100 GMT surface observations are plotted. Note the dew point gradient 
across the thunderstorm activity. 
Matthews (1976) and Reynolds and Vonder Haar (1976) 
have discussed these types of techniques in detail. This 
type of research analysis allows stratification of a given 
day's events into certain categories, which may be filed 
for later reference, regarding the time when a seed/ 
no-seed decision must be made. One of the most im-
portant features that must be defined by this study is 
determining those days when organized rather than 
isolated convection will be present. With the use of 
conventional meteorological data, those days when or-
ganized convection was observed with imagery to de-
velop may be studied and classified. It is felt that 
ultimately, to generate meaningful increases in pre-
cipitation, generation by seeding of organized, long-lived 
convective systems is needed. Satellite information may 
aid in developing the technology for identifying these 
situations. 
A very important observation that the satellite is 
capable of making, and one that is critical to the evalna-
don of any weather modification program, is a com-
parison of the convective clouds behavior on seed versus 
no-seed days. This specifically addresses the problem of 
relative differences between cloud characteristics on the 
randomized seed/no-seed days. The visible digital satel-
lite imagery can quantify such cloud characteristics as 
size, number of clouds, reflected brightness, anvil extent, 
cloud duration, movement (both speed and direction 
with respect to the environmental winds), cloud or-
ganization (line cluster, etc.), cloud separation distances, 
etc. The IR data can monitor CTT (height) variations 
of clouds on the seed/no-seed days to determine both 
temporal and spatial growth patterns on the different 
days. This may be important in assessing whether a 
dynamic seeding approach is modifying the growth pat­
terns of these clouds. The IR data will also be important 
for they will be the only data available after sunset. 
This technique will require several seasons of data before 
an evaluation can be made, but from present experience 
it should offer an important evaluation mechanism. 
The satellite data may also provide information on 
exactly how random a seeding program might be. This 
would concern itself with whether the "equality of the 
draw" was really equal A comparison can be made of 
the general surrounding cloudiness (areal visible extent, 
vertical development (IR)) to determine if on the seed 
days more generalized convective development was ap­
parent than on the no-seed days and vice versa. Thus in 
the evaluation of the seeding results, if a bias did exist, 
it could be eliminated before the final statistics were 
tabulated. This method might also lend itself to the 
determination of covariates for objective decision mak­
ing of the day's events. For example, if more well de­
veloped cloudiness is observed, a look at the synoptic­
mesoscale weather analysis may show a particular fea­
ture that could then be classified for future use. 
Cloud parameter determinations. With use of digital 
satellite data, certain quantitative measurements can be 
made of individual clouds and cloud systems, and these 
results can be compared to other ground and aircraft 
observations. Emphasis must he placed on collection of 
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Fro. 4. (Top) The 0115 GMT, 22 June 1976, enhanced IR 
image showing two large thunderstorms located in the Texas 
panhandle. (Bottom) The 0215 GMT, 22 June 1976, enhanced 
IR image showing that the northern storm has increased in 
height while the southern storm appears to have remained 
constant, 
digital rather than photo image data for these quanti-
tative studies. There are several reasons for this: 
!)	Digital data can be earth located, "navigated," ac-
curately for proper location of target sites and co-
location with other data (Smith and Phillips, 1972). 
2) 	Data can be normalized for sun angle changes and 
viewing angles using bidirectional reflectance mod-
els (Sikula and Vnder Haar, 1972). 
3) Data can be directly input into digital processing 
systems (see Section 4) for analysis, and this allows 
computer mixing of several different types of data 
as well as time-sequencing capabilities. 
Probably the most important parameter that must be 
measured in any weather modification program is pre-
cipitation. Given an area as large as the High Plains 
region of the United States, it is very difficult to have 
enough rain gages available to obtain good estimates of 
rainfall. Radar coverage is very limited in these regions 
but is the next most accurate tool for use in rainfall 
measurements. However, recent studies in HIPLEX 
show a single Z-R relationship is very difficult to obtain, 
Over the past several years, work has been done in at-
tempting to estimate rainfall from visible and IR satel-
lite data (Griffith et al., 1976, Follansbee and Oliver, 
1975; and Scofield and Oliver, 1977). In an attempt to 
extend some of this work, we compared digital SMS 
satellite data (available every 7.5 min) to digital radar 
data over the Goodland/Colby HIPLEX sites (Negri 
et al., 1976) for 28 August 1975 during weak convective 
activity. The main conclusions from this study were 
that: 
1) with use of a reflected brightness thresholding tech­
nique, precipitating versus nonprecipitating clouds 
may be defined; 
2) a lag of as much as 20 min may elapse between the 
time this brightness threshold is reached and a radar 
echo is noted; 
3) brightness does not seem to correlate well with any 
radar echo parameters such as area, volume, or in­
tensity, but it does seem to be related to cloud size, 
and the center of maximum brightness locates well 
with the maximum radar reflectivity during the 
growth stage of the storm; 
4) the areal growth rate of a cloud may relate to storm 
severity and to determine these growth rates, rapid 
scan data are necessary (5-15 min interval data). 
These studies are in their very formative stages, and 
much work is needed to test the possibility of this pro­
cedure. 
In relating cloud visible brightness to cloud parameters 
of interest, a separate study was needed to determine the 
relationship between changes in cloud brightness and 
simple changes in the cloud's vertical or horizontal ex­
tent (Reynolds et at., 1978). This is a very important 
problem if we are going to use satellite brightness data 
to quantitatively measure changes in intensity of pre­
cipitation. Preliminary results seem to indicate that 
geometric factors outweigh change in cloud microphysi­
cal characteristics in influencing cloud brightness 
changes. McKee and Cox (1974, 1976) have discussedthis problem in detail on a more theoretical basis, and 
the question must be studied further. 
One other aspect of using quantitative satellite data 
is for input to and verification of cumulus cloud models 
(Kreitzberg, 1976). One-, two-, and even three­
dimensional cloud models are being used in many 
weather modification programs. Ideal input to these 
models requires a closely spaced rawinsonde network
 
for determining the atmospheric temperature and mois­
ture structure and the vertical and horizontal wind 
components. With the advent of vertical temperature 
sounders on NOAA polar-orbiting satellites, high hori­
zontal resolution (approximately every 70kin) tempera 
ture and moisture measurements became available for 
use in these types of models. Hillger and Vonder Haar 
(1977) have used VTPR (Vertical Temperature Profile 
Radiometer) data in conjunction with the conventional 
rawinsonde network to obtain mesosale temperature 
and moisture fields over the High Plains. Figure 5 is an 
example of the use of VTPR data to derive mesoscale 
fields of temperature and precipitable water. (Although 
vertical resolution from satellite data is poor, having 
gradients in these parameters over short horizontal dis­
tances provides much information at the mesoscale.) 
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FtBc. 5. (Left) Combined NWS andl VTPR 500 mb tmperature (in degrees Celsius) field for 9 
August 1913. The thermal winds for the 700-500mb layer are shown as derived fromn the VTPR 
atdata. (Right) VTPR-derived total precipitable water field (in centimeters) for 9 August 1978 1000 GMT. 
This type of information is now being integrated into 
HIPLEX so that it will be available in real time for 
input into cloud models or for analysis of mesoscale 
features likely to cause convective activity. When 
GOES-Dl is launched in the l980s, it will provide the 
first geosynchronous vertical temperature sounder data, 
allowing soundings to be made at rapid intervals over 
small areas where convective activity is likely to occur, 
4) SPECIALIZED APPLICATION AREAS 
Tropical cumulus modification study. Two general 
areas can be specified when discussing tropical weather 
modification activities. The first includes such activities 
as the Florida Area Cumulus Experiment (FACE) 
(Woodley et at., 1976). which is involved in the seeding 
of tropical cumuli to increase rainfall. The seeding 
hypothesis of the FACE program is to increase the or-
ganization of the convective activity by seeding certain 
elements of a cloud line increasing the dynamics of the 
system so that it may precipitate for a longer period of 
time. As was mentioned earlier, Griffith ct al. (1976) 
have been using satellite data to determine rainfall over 
the target area for a limited data sample. Other uses of 
satellite data are to simply pinpoint areas of existing 
cloud lines or dusters so that seeding aircraft can be 
deployed to these areas in time for seeding to occur, 
With the IR data now avilable from SMS5-GOES it is 
possible to monitor these cloud lines and note any 
changes in CTT during seeding or the extent of cirrus 
for the seeded versus non-seeded storms. These IR data 
will also allow comparison to radar data to further ex­
plore satellite-rainfall relationships. 
The other specific application area that is immedi­
ately thought of is that of hurricane modification. Satl­
lite data allow the only consistently available monitoring 
system for determining storm strength, motion, and the 
changes in these parameters. A more direct verification 
method to evaluate huricane modification can be ac­
complished by using gesynchronous satellite data to 
determine wind speeds from cloud motions within the 
storm system. With a dear view of the eye, measure­
ments can be made of cloud motions along the eye wall 
(Gentry et at., 1976). Dvorak (1975) has developed a 
technique for determining the intensity of tropical dis­
turbances that can be used as a type of climatology when 
seeding occurs to determine if any radical effects have 
taken place. Project Stormfury, which is to begin again 
in 1978, will rely heavily on the SMS-GOES satellites 
for the monitoring of these storms as well as for the 
evaluation of the experiment. 
Extroarea efects (downwind, etc.). The question of 
whether seeding effects are limited to the local area in 
which they are applied has been discussed as a political 
and scientific issue ince weather modification activities 
began. There are several ways in which summertime 
cumulus activity and the modification of this activity 
can affect other areas outside the proposed target site. 
One method is that the cirrus outflow from the seeded 
storms could be more extensive than in non-seeded 
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Fac. 8. DMSP 0O6 km visible image showing thnnderstonm 
development along the front ranges and mountains of Colo-
rado and New Mexico, Note the cirrus blow-off and the new 
cell under cirrus. 
cases; this could decrease the local heating under this 
cirrus canopy, thus reducing convection. Satellites pro-
vide a complete view of all areas both in and out of the 
target areas and can easily monitor the cirrus outflow 
of both the seeded andn non-seeded cells to determinediffrenesc rus xtnt ad wethr covecion 
any differencs in cirrus extent and whether convection 
is growing through the cirrus canopy or suppressed in 
areas where the canopies existed. It may also be that the 
cirrus can act as a natural seeding device by injecting 
large amounts of ice crystals into developing cumulus 
douds to increase cloud growth. Figure 6 is an example 
of a DMSP 0.6 km visible image showing convection 
along the continental divide and front range areas of 
Colorado and New Mexico. Note the extent of cirrus 
outflow of these naturally forming clouds and also the 
new cell development under the cirrus outflow of a 
earlier cloud. It is this type of monitoring that can aid 
in the analysis of extra-area effects of seeding programs. 
b. Wintertime cloud modiication expeiments 
1) COLD OtOGRA mG AiD PACIIC FRONAL 
RAINAND CLOUD MODIFATION 
The potential for increased precipitation from super-
cooled orographic stratiform and frontal rainband pre-
cipitation clouds is well established (Grant and Mielke, 
1967; Elliott et al, 1971; Chappell et at, 1971; Grant 
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and Elliott, 1974; Gagin and Neuman, 1977). In fact it 
may be that these types of clouds offer the best possi­
bility for seeding and for increasing precipitation over 
those areas where they exist. Some of the research ex­
periments that have dealt with this type of cloud seed­
ing are: 
Group Area for Field Studies 
EG&G Inc. 	 San Juan Mountains of 
southern Colorado 
Colorado State University Central Colorado (Climax) 
CSIRO Tasmania 
Desert Research Institute Sierra Nevada 
E. Bolay Assoc. Park Range in northwest 
Colorado 
Fresno State University Sierra Nevada 
Montana State University Bridger Range in Montana 
New Mexico State Jemez Mountains of New 
University 	 Mexico 
North American Weather Mountains near Santa
 
Consultants Barbara. Calif.
 
Utah State University Wasatch Mountains of
 
northern Utah
 
University of Washington Cascade Mountains in
 
Washington

University of Wyoming Elk Mountain and Wind
 
River Mountains in
 
Wyoming
 
Grant and Elliott (1974) have summarized the resultsfrom mny of these studies and others to show that seed­
ino eayetese sthies andent sow a see 
ing effectiveness is highly dependent upon GTT (see 
Table 2.) Their studies show that increases in precipi­
tation can be expected when seeding is performed on 
clouds with CTTs in the range of -100C to --250 G. For 
clouds colder than -28 0 C, decreases in precipitation can 
actually occur after seeding. During many of these pro-
TABL. 2. Santa Barbara 2 (1967-70) average precipitation asa 
function of estimated CTTs for seeded and non-seeded cases.* 
Seeded Non-Seeded Precipi­
tation 
Precipi- Precipi- Ratio 
CT!' tation, No. of tation, No. of Seed/ 
C nom/_____ Cam___________Cam_ No-Seed 
-17 10.7 13 5.1 22 2.10
 
-18 188 12 6.4 23 2.96
 
-19 16.5 24 6.4 21 2.60
 
-20 12.5 22 6.6 17 1.88
 
-21 9.9 21 &4 14 1.56
-22 10.4 21 7.6 11 1.36
 
-23.5 8.6 10 7.1 8 1.21
 
-24.5 10.2 10 8.9 8 1.14

-26 11.4 10 9.7 10 1.18
-27.5 15.8 9 12.5 7 1.26 
-28.5 13.0 7 8.9 S 1.40
 
-- 9.4 5.6 4 t
-31 6 

-33.5 74 3 5.1 2 t
 
Values of precipitation for moving means of two
 
*Values o eteron the indicaed temperature 
fro 	 2.°-t°and Elliott, 1974). 
tSample tooemalto besignifcnt 
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FiG. 7. Relationship between mean satellite-observed CTTs 
and radiosonde-determined CTTs for the entire data set of 
1973-74 for the San Juan Mountain area. 
grams, estimates of CTr were derived from either 
rawinsonde data or interpolated 500 mb temperatures. 
These have frequently proved to be inadequate in that 
only 3-5 rawinsondes can be launched per day and cloud 
tops cannot always be adequately deduced from die 
soundings alone. In addition, the 500 mb temperatures 
do not represent CTTs in many instances. As was stated 
of the mostearlier, Dennis et at. (1975) noted thatbeonein monitoringbeneficial uses of satellite data would 
CTTs from a geosynchronous satellite to provide hi 
hor iformationonT aeite toharovideha-
hour information on CTT and its changes. 
Real-time operational support. The term "opportunity 
recognition" has been used in the field of weather 
modification to designate those environmental conditions 
in which ithas been determined that seeding will have 
positive effects. As we have pointed out, the CTT is a 
very important parameter when discussing these types of 
cloud systems. Another important question of "oppor-
tunity recognition" concerns the spatial and temporal 
location of seedable clouds. The inhomogeneities of 
actual clouds and their seedability are so great that con-
siderable variability generally exists over even moder-
ately sized weather modification targets. The ability of 
IR satellite data to provide CTT information has been 
demonstrated by Dumont et al. (1974) in a preliminary 
study using NOAA polar orbiter satellite data. Using 
the IR portion (10-12 pm) of the scanning radiometer 
(SR) on the NOAA satellite, they were able to measure 
CTTs for clouds over the San Juan Mountain area of 
Colorado during the Bureau of Reclamation's Colorado 
River Basin Pilot Project. Figure 7 is a comparison of 
satellite-determined CTT and radiosonde-determined 
CTT for all cases available. The results show that on the 
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Fc. 8. Enhanced GOES-W IR image from a digital display 
for 1745 GMT, 15 March 1977, showing a Pacific storm enter­
ing the California coastal region. Darker gray represents 
CTTs from -43' to -47-C; medium gray, from -39' to 
-43'C; and white, from -31 to -39°C. 
mean, the satellite observes a warmer cloud top (+1.80C) 
than does the radiosonde. Although such problems as 
time differences between satellite and radiosonde obser­
vations, cirrus clouds overlying the orographic cloud, and 
cloud emissivity problems affect these comparisons, this 
preliminary study demonstrated the general feasibility of
 
using satellites for this type of measurement. A second
 
seasonsatle fof datatis is nowof measurebeing processed;seond(1974-75) NOAA 
polar orbiter data, again for the San Juan Mountain re­gion, are being used. During this season, the first geosyn­
chronous IR data became available from SMS-1 posi. 
tioned at 75°W.Digital data from this satellite are avail­
able, and maps of CTT over the San Juan Mountains 
can be generated on a half-hour basis for a 24 h period. 
To provide the real-time support necessary for field 
operations there are several methods in which the cloud 
top information could be provided. The first is using 
the enhanced IR imagery data where a specific gray 
scale would denote clouds with temperatures in the 
seeding window. These images would be available to the 
forecaster on a half-hour basis so that he could decide 
not only in what locations out of the entire storm com­
plex seeding should take place but also when to begin 
and end the seeding operations. This is particularly 
important since several studies have strongly indicated 
that the main seeding effect is an increase in the dura­
tion of precipitation (Chappell et al., 1971; Gagin and 
Neuman, 1977). 
A second method would be to strip out the specific 
area of interest for the seeding activities from the digital 
data taken directly at the satellite ground station and 
either to map this information with a computer printer 
or to display the data on a CRT using a video recording 
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FIG. 9. SMS-2 2 km visible image for 1645 GMT, 9 March 1977, showing a 
Pacific frontal system situated over the Sierra Nevada. 
system. These types of data could be transmitted to a 
field site by phone line to give the forecaster a constant 
update of CTTs. More on this video-digital display capa-
bility will be given in Section 3.b. 
Use of digital satellite data in postexperimental analy-
sis. During the postexperiment phase of the seeding pro-
gram the digital SMS-GOES imagery collected can be 
used to stratify each day's seeding event into CTT cate-
gories. This is being done for the 1974-75 Colorado 
River Basin Pilot Project experiment using NOAA 
and SMS data and will be done for the Bureau of 
Reclamation's Sierra Cooperative Pilot Project. which 
began during the 1976-77 winter season over the cen-
tral Sierra Nevada of California. The Bureau of Reda-
mation is now involved in a preliminary investigation 
of the characteristics and natural variability of con-
vective rainbands as they impinge on the Sierra 
Nevada of California. In cooperation with the Bureau 
of Reclamation, Colorado State University has recorded 
digital SMS full resolution visible and IR data con-
tinuously from the time the bands are just off the coast of 
California to their passage through the Sierra Navada. We 
hope to obtain information on the capability of the 
satellite to determine the accuracy to which the top 
whether the satellite data can be used to quantitatively 
determine precipitation amounts. 
Not only can CTTs be determined, but an assessment 
of the types of synoptic situations that give rise to 
seedable clouds can also be determined through the use 
of satellite imagery and conventional meteorological 
data. The satellite allows an overall view of the synoptic 
situation (Fig. 9), which can allow categorization of 
optimum seeding situations and can be used as a fore­
casting aid for future events. 
The same application of the satellite data can be made 
in the wintertime program as was made in the summer­
time programs. This relates to the relative difference in 
cloud characteristics of the seed/no-seed events as well 
as determining any biases in the randomized seeding 
events ("equality of draw"). For the wintertime clouds, 
such observable cloud features as stratiform layers versus 
presence of imbedded convection. CTT variation and 
magnitude, and visible cloud appearance (i.e., fuzzy (ice 
present?) versus distinct cloud edges (possibly only super­
cooled water clouds), etc.) could be analyzed for these 
different days. Chappell et al. (1971) have found that 
for the Climax Experiment, seeding tended to increase 
the duration of precipitation rather then the intensity 
of the precipitation event. It may be that by either 
temperatures of these rainbands can be measured, how 
these temperatures vary with time, and the effects 
topography has on these bands (see Fig. 8). As verifica-
ion, a cloud top aircraft is being flown over these bands 
to estimate their height and temperature. Photographs 
will be taken, and the presence of clouds, such as cirrus, 
that may overcast these bands will be noted. As was done 
for the summertime projects, radar-satellite comparisons 
will be made to determine if any relationships exist and 
monitoring the CIT (height) fluctuation through a 
storm period or determining the duration of the oro­
graphic clouds' fuzzy appearance, the satellite data might 
be used to decide if the precipitation event is of longer 
duration or more intense in nature. 
For determining whether a true random sample has 
been chosen for a given experimental period, the satel 
lte information can provide measurements of overall 
cloud extent both in and out of the target region. The 
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mean CTTs for the entire storm complex can be de­
termined, and the direction and speed of cloud motions 
over the mountain barriers and indications of band 
structures (associated with either fronts or mesoscaler 
features) can be observed for all seeding events. If any 
biases are present on the seed or no-seed days, then they 
can be removed before final analysis. Again, these same 
measurements might aid greatly in a covariate determina­
tion technique. 
2) SPECALUzED WINTnTIME APpLXCATIONS 
As was mentioned with the summertime program, there 
has been concern with the effects downwind from the 
wintertime seeding programs. Brier et al. (1974) review 
much of the work carried out to date in determining 
the downwind effects from seeding cold orographic 
clouds. Many of the results to date show varying degrees 
of effect, from large increases to slight decreases. Brown 
et al. (1976) have recently summarized the results of the 
seeding program over Santa Barbara, Calif., where 
Pacific frontal rainbands were seeded over a 7-year pC-
rod. Their conclusions stated that the primary cause of 
extra-area effects is probably a dynamic intensification 
of organized convective activity that produces increases 
in precipitation -150 km downwind from the seeding 
source and -300 to the right of the 700 mb wind flows. 
With satellite data it should be a fairly straightforward 
problem to monitor this area in an effort to determine 
whether the activity is more intense or continues for a 
longer period of time. 
Mulvey and Grant (1976) have proposed a separate 
mechanism for extra-area effects downwind from the 
Climax Experiment in Colorado. Their hypothesis is 
that seeding material carried up into the orographic 
cloud is not entirely used and is transported downwind 
along with unused ice crystals. The seeding materials 
and ice crystals that survive the downwind transport can 
seed lower upslope cloudiness along the Front Range of 
the Rockies, which are warmer and deficient of the 
proper number of ice nuclei for efficient precipitation. 
This inadvertent seeding then should supply the cloud 
with an increased number of nuclei for increased pre-
cipitation. Scheetz and Grant (1976) have prepared a 
climatic estimate of the frequency with which High 
Plains upslope clouds are seedable. With both visible 
and IR satellite data it is possible to monitor the ice 
blow-off from the orographic cloud. In the area where 
this intersects the upslope cloudiness, a change in both 
the visible appearance of the cloud and in top tempera-
ture can be monitored to see if this seeding has any 
effect, Without aircraft data this is the only way to 
monitor this type of extra-area effect directly. 
3. Present and developing technology in satellite
observation systems and data processing 
a. Present and near future capabilities 
We have discussed many of the present capabilities of 
meteorological satellites as they relate to existing weather 
modification activities. However, we have certainly not 
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FIG. 10. Proposed geosynchronous satellite coverage for thelate 1970s showing that all proposed WMO Precipitation En­
hancement Experiment sites will be in view during all local 
times. 
discussed all the widely varying activities and uses of 
the data. There is one important area that should be 
discussed as it relates to the World Meteorological Or­
ganization (WMO) Precipitation Enhancement Experi­
ment (PEP) (List, 1976). Site selection is one of the first 
priorities of the WMO. Although there are many politi­
cal, social, and economical influences on these decisions, 
one overwhelming factor must be the requirement for 
"seedable" clouds to exist at the site frequently enough 
that seeding can be done. The satellite data can observe 
the presence of clouds and their appearance, i.e., strati­
fled (stable) versus convective (unstable) over a particular 
site, aiding in the decision of whether to use a static 
(microphysical) seeding approach or a dynamic seeding 
approach. As was mentioned earlier, satellite data can 
provide this type of information on a worldwide basis. 
There exist many years of polar orbiter data with after­
noon cross-over times that can and have been used to 
monitor convective activity. Also, on board many of the 
satellites are IR sensors allowing the measurement of 
CTTs of clouds large enough to fill the field of view of 
the sensor, so that it can be determined whether the 
clouds are cold enough for seeding materials to be effec­
tive. 
By 1979, in cooperation with FGGE there will be four, 
possibly five, geosynchronous satellites girdling the globe, 
(Fig. 10), allowing for the first time high spatial and 
temporal frequency satellite data continuously for the 
whole globe. These types of data will prove invaluable in 
assessing future weather modification sites both for sum­
mer and for winter programs. 
We should mention here that there is one other im­
portant use of the SMS/GOES satellite that can be a 
real-time source of information besides providing satel­lite visible and IR data. This involves the communica­
tions channels on board the satellite that can interrogate, 
every half-hour, the transmitters of ground-based data 
collection platforms (DCPs). Such observations as tem­
perature, humidity, and wind can be obtained and 
transmitted down to the ground station and displayed 
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on the aforementioned remote terminal Also, rain gage 
data or stream gage data can be monitored, especially 
for analysis of seeding effects or for flash flood alerts 
and snowpack conditions, to see if additional seeding or 
suspension of seeding is necessary in a given area This 
capability of SMS should be integrated with the digital 
imagery to provide extremely useful and timely informa-
tion to all aspects of field operations and forecasting 
b 	 Real-time satellite data analysts and 

display systems 
 -or 
As has been mentioned in the previous discussions, of 
equal importance to the gathering of new data from 
new systems is the development of quantitative digital 
data analysis methods These digital data allow the 
monitoring of cloud brightness, CTTs, and cloud mo-
nons In addition, accurate navigation of the data can 
be performed through the recording of the line docu-
mentation being sent by the satellite (Smith and Phillips, 
1972) This includes the housekeeping information of 
the satellite such as the geometry of the earth, sun, and 
satellite and time marks for each scan line This in-
formation can then be input to an analytic model for 
navigation of each visible image to ±1 (1 kin) satellite 
element (relative picture to picture) Knowing the earth, 
sun, and satellite locations also allows brightness nor-
malization to be made, which can account for changing 
sun angle effects and can try to compensate for cloud 
anisotropy 
Generally, satellite data, to be of maximum usefulness, 
must be available in real time. Over the past several 
years, development of digital data-processing systems 
with man-computer interactive capabilities and CRT 
display have been developed The following is a list of 
several of these systems now in use throughout the 
United States 
1) AOIPS-Atmospheric and Oceanographic Informa-
tion Processing System (NASA Goodard SpFt PrCeinpace 
Flight Center), 
2) LARS-Laboratory for Applications of Remote 
Sensing (Purdue University),
3) icIDAS-Man Computer Interactive Data Access 
System (University of Wisconsin, Space Science and 
Engineering Center),
4) inern Cne Intracisouthtem (NOAA/NESS), 
5) ADVISAR-All Digital Video Imaging System for 
Atmospheric Research (Colorado State University), 
6) ESIAC-Electronic Satellite Imaging Analysis Con-
These systems, when located with the satellite ground 
station, can provide real-time processing and analysis 
of cloud growth rates, cloud motions, change in top 
height, etc, that can be useful to field operation. (Real-
time navigation is now in use at the Direct Readout 
Ground Station at the Space Science and Engineering 
Center in Wisconsin) These systems operate through 
input of digital satellite data, which can be stored on 
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digital systems and displayed sequentially through rapid 
refresh of a CRT monitor Thus, 2-3 h of satellite data 
can be "looped" through, allowing cloud motions to be 
determined and thus providing information on meso­
scale divergence, convergence, etc Also, the operator can 
interact directly with the data to enhance through color 
or black and white shading methods, he can zoom in on 
small features or rotate or translate the image and can 
determine, through use of a joystick and cursor, CTT 
brightness of any cloud he so desires Through recent 
and ongoing advances in solid state electronics, these 
types of systems can be remotely placed in the field 
away from ground stations with just a telephone hook-up 
to 	a keyboard and CRT necessary for data access and 
manipulation. At the present time, work is under way 
in 	developing such a system that can meet the needs of 
not only weather modification programs but also severe 
storm forecasters and many other satellite data users, 
including industrial meteorologists (Bristor and Raynore, 
1977) 
4. 	Future advances in satellite observing systems 
Future advances in satellite technology should be as im­
pressive and as rapid as those that took place during the 
last 10 years One important new development that 
could provide dramatic technological advances will be 
the Space Shuttle The Space Shuttle will put much 
larger sensor payloads into orbit either by constructing 
them in space or by launching them on the Shuttle and 
then boosting them into geosynchronous orbit by space 
taxis Thus, large microwave (passive and active) an­
tenna systems can be launched allowing direct measure­
ments of precipitation over land and oceans and also 
allowing measurements of water vapor profiles at very 
high horizontal resolution ('10 kin) and having 2-5 kin 
resolution in the vertical Shenk and Kreins (1975) dis­
cuss some of these future breakthroughs that will come 
about in the I980s 
Not all of the advances will have to wait for the Space
Shuttle Planned for launch around 1981 will be theGOES-n satellite equipped with VAS (VISSR Atmo­
spheric Sounder) This will be the first sounder placed 
into geosynchronous orbit and wil provide soundings 
at -30km spacing every half hour for a 750ikm north­
latitude band and entire earth width The VAS
will have nine channels, sensing temperatures (resolu­
tion to 2--950 C) below the 100 mb level (thus tempera­
ture every 100mb) and two water vapor channels for 
determining precipitable water 
The next generation of satellites being considered
will be Stormsat (Shenk and Krems, 1975), which will 
improve both the imaging and the sounding capabilities 
of the GOES series of satellites This will be a three-axis 
stabilized spacecraft, which means it will always be point­
ing toward the earth and will be mechanically stepped 
both in the east-west and in the north-south direction 
Thus, very rapid scan information over a 750km2 area 
will be available Also, soundings using microwave 
channels can be made in overcast regions with 2o-3oC 
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temperature resolution at a 50 km interval every 30 rnun, 
and these microwave channels will allow moisture 
determination (10-15% accuracy in relative humidity) 
for 30 km intervals every 30 mil This type of informa-
tion can be used directly in two-and three-dimensional 

numerical cloud models for both initialization and 
verification 
There are now even plans to fly radiometers that will 
determine something about a cloud's physical properties, 
i e, cloud top pressure level, the density and phase 
(i e, ice versus water) of condensed water in the clouds, 
a drop-size parameter, and the cloud thickness, both 
optical and geometrical 
5 Summary 
We believe that satellite information has the greatest 
utility for weather modification application when it 
incorporated into a research operation along with other 
data sets Over the past several years, satellite technology 
and analysis technology have improved greatly The last 
section of this paper was designed to show the projected 
advances that may take place in the next decade, even 
though they may be overly optimistic Satellite sounder 
systems offer one of the highest potentials for applica-
tion to weather modification programs, and it is hoped 
that, through die use of multispectral instruments, a 
high degree of vertical (albeit still crude compared to 
radiosonde) and horizontal resolution can be obtained, 
both in temperature and in moisture Continued re-
search is needed on quantifying observed features from 
the satellite image, quantification must be such that the 
numbers can be incorporated into numerical models to 
help predict cloud development, seeding potential, and 
possible extra-area effects 
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Dfivide to the aoltrh. the area is approcimItIely 
45 ]im (23 n.o) cost-vest and 65 km (35 n..,) nuLh­
south. Thte .. evnci areo encoepasse" the tuppir 
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Figure 1. Study and adalysis ireas. 
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OF POOPRQUM'
 
A' I pii-, Rvi vtV 1hly IiOitAhlcld rolvly by i_ 
CodI ir(eottA I n. i t l L i ItrMvtIIo. on Li 
Ias: been estL tod t It land or Inud fearm ,q 
cll be 3ol-oled to WLtthn 2.8 1' (1.5 n.m) a ros, 
norLh, the Lt] ud of huer' VIf I on tie loulit, tLea&i tird 5.6 kill (3.0 111.') onr tihe conti title 
tihe Suilcth r itt LO the up a1 and tihe ioquJlCo ung tHe irxd (Ili-iii' ol .'' tI, 1014). 1h­
ranutn to the n. 1. lie are, of .,rudi bic mt'a lnd.iitA: lethod .,ppeated to Work C( iu y pt 11. 
itrrowtwr toI Hei' rLi Ona bIIver valle hirtrowi. 
Te app l O U li i .tt'; 1-% 65 idl (15 n.ir) noILt- 5. 'iYNi}'rIC IIIMill It PA'7il k.4 
South ad avel tgr 30 I'n (14iu.1,I) i S-si 
hItis area wat cioen for study beelli of ILs In oliir to provide a tltr 
ptozimity to 5PACC. baclgiand for tha cloud ]ini]tology nih. I 
b3e" u.'lna of signli cant ticritr ,'ttLU0. 
3. 'SAJiZL lr SI USOR DAIA for Sui.i 174* i aneh .tledhet Ci be " t.1ihc 
Of MTe I 9/ ni Cl MU tL ied by a t el I 
The DMSP s trellite that produed 
Lhe data used in tis' .tudy is a polarr oibltcr 
developt d broad rid-e over h, w.ttein ofair(s 
which i-is acco-pniod by p.'-Ln,.1 Pot clt ir kies, 
with an o.verafe spac.ecraft iwltit of 833 knl (450 warmer tihan normal int amUr.tellpc.turcS, and 
n.m). Ile orbit i cireular VtLh an angle of geneiall below nortl-3 pecipiltat ion 'ctEPt ino 
Inelimation of 98.7'. Thin jLailinatlon angle portions of westcrin Kanas and eastE.in ('aloridn. 
was selected to inrure tLe satellite orbit would The fiuna week of nne wi.N cool atti wet- t iLh 
be sun-ynchiOoU.rt at tCis a] ticttde. (DicinnoriO 
at al, 1974) The nedal peIZOd of LhiS sil-
silOw' falling in tire (olortado inOtLiIP - Jcvt 8 
and 9. ".he %,"n and dY Pattern hela-C 
synchronous orbit is 101.56. Since the earth established the second week of June and main­
revolves unoer the orbit to the Last, and the tainud itself for the test of the rontli 
oLbIt prccesses slightly to Lh' Lost, each 
nodal crosing Is apploio'raLely 25.4 degrees west 
(Taubense, 1914). The unat 700 mb ridge 
migrated sligitl.y eastward duriap July tad 
of the previous crossing. ho sensor scans 26.6 became estirlshed over the (Central P3 11IN. lhe 
degroe. of latIttle cross the subtilack. The HIPLEX areas were warircr and rze tlrn r.ral 
Very higb resolutlaoi visul rd ioiotcr that with the grcatestL preeIp tLlo dflLc ii lt-y twing 
provdea the data for tin study has I spectlal observed in the CIVY and jIGS areas. The Colorido 
range of 0.4 to 1.1 mretonetern. lie tesolutlion Iountalin and plains arca; g.,nierallv rnonittd n ear 
of the imogery is nominally 0.6 km (.33 nom) at 
the stellite subtrac. This degrades slowly to 
normal teanperaturts in cte otorati allislicr 
, 
1974). There were m.rrkcd circulation ir-nes 
about 3.7 km (2 n.m) at Lhe edge of the data due from July to August over the western sttes and 
to foreshortening. it :s intelestlng to note Great Plains area. lioughling it 70(0 tlt rtpl ited 
tat ,hlle each tiodil ero',sing is 25.4 degrees the mean ridge over the Central plain- reull ing 
,,est cf tire pi evious crossiltg, tiLe wi dh of the In cool e r tin aonorlaUtrinit-tres- oveti t he 
scane LIMck is 26.6 degrees of laittude. This 
caiuses A 1.2 doge e overlap at the equator 
- entire Iegion. Precipitlaton was gt n'IIJy 
above tOimhhl I tire soult'iin and cent.il pl tins, 
betwcen successivc pa'sep which beComes near normal i eastern '!Ontana, uttl all th 
progtesbively largei as Lhe sate]lto approaches areas in Colorado involved In this tudl 
either pole. Although the aesolution at the 
edge of Lhe scan is degraded by foreshottning, 
if the rea of inoLte-t falls near the ad;e of 
receiving less than norirl preecpatalion 
(Dickson, 19 74) 
. 
Lwo successive passes, data can be obtained on In Colorido dtring tie sun'er 
cloud movemenL and cloud growth occurtIng during months, storms typically form ove the nnourains, 
the 101.56 minute orbital period. The satellite translate and propagate eastward onlo the lhign 
used for this study (WIP 8531) has a noontime 
sun-synchronous OrIIit. For the arta of interest 
Plains during Lire aftell,oon tindevening, lile 
mseehlisn for storm fotimrt3on is a CoMililit.mion 
in this paper, -I latitude range frat 32 degrees of diurnal heating and local mountain-voilly 
to 47 d.grees notill thLe longitude of itle 
asendirg node of Lhe saLellite is about 7 to 
breere circulation. The propagation seeItes Lo be 
conLrolled by lo. level fluxes of he.L anid 
13 degrees east of the long: mLud of Ithe saLellite 
subliae.. Since best resolution is obtained Whlrcn 
moisture, tile stabilitv, and tire atLmopitrit s.ind 
structui (Ebes, 1976). Since tins stUdy i a 
the satellite subtiaek passes ove or very close 
to tie area of interest, the local solar time 
cliatology iepreenting only one point in time 
during Lite ded, this effect Is reflected In the 
of ratellite passovr varies from about 20 sizc and nuitber of clouds observed in the ai as. 
minutes before local noon at BGS to about 35 
minutes before local noon at IIL. 6. DATA ACQUISIiIO1I 
4. S11E IDE NIIFICAIION Vel) high resolutlon lVistll daLa 
for the r'ontLis Of June, Jul and August, 1974, 
the method chosen for accurately were obtan(,d from ]liSP irchijes maintiined by 
locaing the ctudy areas no thei satIice irmagery the ilnv1ivcrilty of t[lcons~it, in the foln of 
involced producing an overlay Lontaining several transpare'caes produced from original dLell;te 
properly located geograplcal reference points 
large enoigh to be easily visible on the imagery, 
analog dil. Eighty-eipht l y- of very high 
resolution (0.6 kli) d ira were available and four 
'-he stud) artys lure then aceuratLly positioned days of high resolti ion (3.7 Lm) data tnl.gir a 
-on the overly WIh respect to these landmarks. eomplete %et of 92 days of satellate nagilv 
Since lost days dorig tie sunner had large areas near local noon avalable for analysis. the 
of clIar skies, the mectod worked well. On days scale of the 0.6 Irldta is 1:7,919000- and 
when l in-irq uscre obscured by elotd, tle study tile scOl of cite 3.7 ki is 1:15,000,000. Two 
-, area overlay we', accrLMOtc'y posiLioted using the- data teduction methods were employed, file first 
grid supolied with rite saLelliLe imixgery. It involved subjec.Live clas;iflcarions of clouus in 
lb]e I 
313, table Shoi's tLme ntage day; of typv 	 major cpeirL)' of each of syoopti c i'.sific.' lion. 
Fagius In pal. nticseo, IndicaL t1C potccL.1,a of occulrcnce of each cloud canlgor 
ORGNL PAGE IS13ontcm 
OF POOR QuaIAfS 
LX'LRI'i' i SIiTLs 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
CLOUD CIASSIFICV[ION 1(ly 	 NIIR. SPKifLS 	 BGS PLI) ARK 
COLD FRONT (Syuopt eo qcale) 19% 18% 7% 4% 2% 3% 3% 
DPSLOPE 	 5 5% 0 77 6% 1, 17 
MLSO,CALE 	 76% 77% 93% 89, 92% 96% 96%
 
SntI ] 1llUhtLbS (31%) (41%) (36%) (52,) (25 ) (27%) (29%) 
< 2 kmidia. 
ISOILED CR (33%) (43%) (27%) (34%) (65%) (49%) 
CLOUD CL.UMtR (4%) (14%) (24X) (2%) (6Z) (20%) (25/) 
CLOUD LINE (23%) (2%) (4%) (10%) (2%) (27) (2%) 
EitBfDDED CB (9%) (2%) (9%) (2%) (22) (2%) (27) 
lOyAL SAMPLE SIZE (days) 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 
NO. or DAYS IT riiI CLOUDS 59 61 59 46 65 76 75 
Z DAIS PITH CLOUDS 64% 66% 64% 50% 71" 83% 82. 
the project areas by cloud type and cloud amount. DISP sensor. Ilesoscale procenses dominated 
TIh second method involvcd digitz3ng tihe images the weather plttern Ove,. the region for 1ost of 
of project areas on the Optical Data Dgicvyer the simlPer. Time Ltoo llostorinOn me05-14.ile cloud 
aid Display System (00 3 ) at Colorado State types obsetved on the noontimle linagely .t 1l1 
Univc'sity. Tie component5 of the OD3 system areas were tie small cumulus, and the isolated 
are a videcon camera, a television screen, a cuwrulon rlbus. From Table 1 It is seen that 
sMIn]] CopriLer, and a typewriter for transmitting imbedded cuinlonimbi account for 9% of tIe 
inst-luctions to tie -ystcm. The computer was mesosc,'le oecuricnc at "1.S, 2% at CBY, ard 9% 
programmed to sense brightness l!eveS from the BCS. If the small (umulur categoty is remuoved 
screen and convert these into digital data. The to Male the odta ore coinparible nith Lhe 
data in stored on vmigeccic tape for later Reynolds and Vonder iear 'tudy and the meso­
plocescing. lot the d3giti-:ng ptocesq, one scale petcentages are ImLalcuaLted, irnhcdded 
PiXel Or oneI dIaLa 1L t was equMLe] LO th1e Iesol U- Cu.n0uloniribl then account for 13% of 010 rObOl,.-ale 
tion of the Im-,:eIy SUmChiti1t the area repre- weather occuriences at NIS, 3% at CDY, .'nd 11% 
semld by one pixel was equal to tiMe hlghest at BGS. fhiese pereentLal.- ae l,1ger t01,1n tho(e 
resoJ utlon of the sensod-. clpLined by tile pIeViotly lientilon d itsdy, 
no doubt clue in part to the netter" rtolltjonl of 
7. 	 DATA CLAiS5Ii'ICAION the b'IP data. Irontal aCtIvLLy was Eore 
appn ent at ILt and CB\ thmn at any of tile other 
Subjective clossaftaui of the areas. In boLh ess'.-, most of this actLvItV wi% 
data with tespect to Sylopt ac and risoscale observed durlng the 1,onth of August. SuI face 
j1imflences was perfolned by inspection of the frontal syste.n', did rot appeal to pricttAL as 
satellite imageiy. Table 1 show', Lhe cLtegotIes far south as t S until th laSt few days of 
used and the pcrcencage of diys durig tihe 	 August. A large nimbec. of days when no clouds 
s.ul110e ti.L CICh of the:se cloua types and could be secn occuTred At every 1, ca e'cept SPt 
weather typeS aMspiesemit. Three major cale- and ARK. The fewer number of clear dals at these 
gor2cs , cold flont, upslope, and mcsoIcalc, starlers can be considcrtd an indiCaLio1 of tie 
were concidered. Ilesoscate systtnrs wee fillLhier effectivene s of the svrf Iee, lie itng, mount ain­
divided and values il pa enthle.es MI|ow the valley clcclmtlton rLgJ1mo Iln piodimeanf, cumulus, 
percentage of 'resoscale day,. OffiteLd by the clouds. Vliese ntatistics, thoupli in simil.r 
respectlve clotd types. These divisions were fotmat to lei)noltls id Vander llnar (19/5), are 
patterned aftcr I cloic! study of tire IIPLIX ar.ea, not dircCtly Co,,parllle due to t00 InclsJon of 
by Revolds and Vender ilar (19/5). lIme scall 1972 and 1973 dat, in tile prevIou., study. 
cenM]u%us a tegoy was added ieeau so of tlie
 
incieased resolving power availolbic from tire
 
8. DAlA ANA IX ';)' 
'The digit I/Ckl i ut cld tt. Tt tlti IIInii 
Se-Lion 6 hal I-ce-) ssljected to a nlnl'ii of lest.I. 
Tile first 111'ol ved dt till., lg Cloud $3 O, cad 
cl old nbiires , for each of tih at ~aj fos" Lite 
sounmer of 1974. Ilh j-, dove by l.electant, a 
bi lji'hne.,s th(i , h'Jlsd lOr the lloud i)or., .,id 
Sut'lltal~g ili of tie pi (1w, wisin rh. lorui'r LO 
dctermlire ts. toL.i1 area of rhI clotuds. 
'Ilia Cloud brhiln,es Lisi e'old Was 
chosen by coi-parison of prxnLotL.b Of clI'V' 
pictlreb will pilutoutS of acto. 1tllgigt1.cd 
brightness values for each fiLe. Ilia coilapter 
SeIiSLS cch closed threshold brightnes% vilie 
contour as . cloud. The total ninner of cloud, 
per site, I he total (loud coveags frot the day 
studied, and I lie averake site of the clo,,ls 
witlin the sILo area were calculated. Table 2 
presents a summary of this output for tle month 
of July 1974. 'three tabulation, are presented, 
tle average percent of cloud cover, toe average 
number of cloud& notesali, ed to an area of 
210 000 kin , and Lhe avelage size of the cloud in 
kni for each sLudy area. At bo(h NLS sld Cf 
the average cloud size was relaLvely liAgo but 
the number of clouds per 10,000 kmt2 was low. 
These data would seem to indicate that hen 
Ceovective iCtiviLy was pIl.estL at non1 it Was 
already tell developed. Tile data for JIGS in 
conjunction with Table 1, showed that large 
numbers, of smoil cumulus clouds prcdominated at 
noon but that tihe few cases when linger 
cumslouinsbi wete preont inereased the average 
individual cloul asca. NhI", PLO, SPK, and ARK, 
when considered to'ether, corroboraLe Lhe 
descriptilo of a typical woateee day over the 
mountain-, and high plain, of Colorado. Since 
SPIK ants ARK a12 hot!h located ill the stoustLains, 
a noontime climatology should slhox, a relatively 
high ansount of clouds in the-e areas. 1hil was, 
in fact, the clse vi c SI'K and AI.K Iaving Ili 
average cloud cover of 20.3% and 27% respectively. 
'lhice wet a large number of clouds present with 
individual cloud, hc.isg relitiely large stes. 
PI], located adJacCnTL to a "hot spot" for thunder-
storm development had less average cloud co,,cr 
thian the mountain areas and fewer clouds. Since 
all of the acLvity analyzed at l'LD fol this 
nionth was conv(ctive, the clouds that weLc 
present at tlis tLne were alcady wll devcloped 
and they tcided to be politiond at the western 
edge of the atea. NIIRE, being further away from 
the mountains had a low average peicent (loud 
cover, few cloud'., and i smnll aveiage cloud 
Site. On mool dsys during Ltse mounth the 
mottntain thiindrt .,totLii cyc ] (lid sot begsn early 
enough for I li ge cell to tei Ih NIIth by pass t ine. 
A] though not ,s;phlc I] c to these data set,;, closd-
,ines . hosld hi ve i icreised ill tise NihIJI, IlLS, CLlY, 
1OS, and PLD areas later ill the .fternoon clue LO 
eastward tran] ntion asnd plopagation of mountain 
induced thundertoras, with . corst';ponding 
dcci. e, ll nO1nLain cloudiness, 
9. SUMIIIARY 
Hesoscale processes dominated the 
weather paLtern over the entire ,,ttidy regicon, 
minto so over the monuntains Lh.u over the plains 
areas. lhe smillrst and le.L developed clouds 
were observed at NI[RE. More developed, larger 
l]o.d'. e, -ob iV d I% Ii. il11 il' it . i, . I , 
Iot'' 'iolIi the '. I I., lit asiid c o -i t l l a,, 
I',),illtya ue Is a it (If pLcp ici i frcls, y %1. 
ciclto LfrecLt.. PIP, )PK, and Al.', verc ill 
SInhl Ir In cloud 'lihe .tst Oft.. t li nstl)e, cIns0d'. 
p rC'elll were on Lho c(siiral fort-k(ii p J. i's 
averaging t tn 6 li 10,000 km2 . HOr clou5 , 
UIC pie(9.11 at. B S itd I'I), but , by far, fill­
v ateat number of cJouds were j'-eenr over rhe 
inotinLill ,vi. Ija Coverle Utal% .5)l'A'l lp 
everywhero e ast of Lte ntili sill .,I thst LT e 
vit Lhtio I ILLt pivcot clotud cows r Iv.r tie 
mslalillssL sitL's. 'th% compice, M1l with Li' 
typical diurnal sumoertime eloud regIne oI*e) 
Colorado. These satelliL dita ate a vahoible 
tool for (leterstIsxg cloud popal 100, and with 
the advnlx of gs nc'l, (]Teonousst.' iLto 11.11. 
Cloud Y. Leml, c.n 1i followed flout divelopi'nt 
to dilssaipatilo at half hour LIT'C Yiitresnts. 
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MIS 
4.9 
(lTy 
10.1 
BCS 
8.3 
NiudE 
4.4 
PIl) 
11.1 
sPk 
20.3 
AI,K 
27.0 
Avozage 
Avetag 
Numlber of Clouds/1Q,000 
Size of Clond km2 
Lnt 4 
144.1 
6 
172.1 
9 
8/.3 
8 
54,7 
7 
158.1 
18 
115.2 
19 
140.5 
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L1 INTRODUCTION 

Modeling of tne visible radiation 

scattered from semi-infinite to finite size clouds 

has been attempted for several years. Hansen 

(1969) and Twomey, Jacobowitz and Howell (1967) 

resolved that for a plane parallel atmosphere 

with semi-infinite clouds having optical depths 

near 100 (cloud 1 - 1.5 km deep and having liquid 

water contents of 2 gm/m 3 ) that these clouds 

would be at their maximum brightness. These re-

sults showed that remote sensing of clouds in the 

mid-visible wavelengths 	would be of little value 

for clouds of any real vertical extent, and it 

would be impossible to determine anything about 

the clouds microphysical properties. However, 

observational measurements from satellites of 

convective clouds of significant vertical extent, 

(,>2 km), have shown increasing brightness with 

increasing height, Griffith & Woodley (1973), 

Reynolds & Vonder Haar, (1973), Griffith et. al.,
 
(1976). Recent work by Busygin et. al., (1973) and 

McKee and Cox (1973, 1975) have shown that the 

finte cloud poses a particular problem for moni-

toring its brightness due to energy passing through 
the vertical sides of the cloud. Thus their rea-
soning for this observed brightness-height change 
is celated to the fact that as the cloud grows it 
becomes wider as well as tnicker making side ef-
fects less important and allowing more light to
 
be reflected off the top. However, even this 

theory does not account 	for some of the observed 

change in brightness for semi-infinite clouds 

whicn will be reported 	in this article, 
During this past summer, a unique 

data set was obtained during the South Park Cumulus 

Experiement (SPACE). Data on cloud dimensions and 

cloud position were collected through the use of 

two cameras which simultaneously photographed the
 
e<perimental area. Since these stereo photographs 

were taken in a time lapse mode, the growth charac­
teristics of the clouds 	could also be deduced 

Cloud microphysical data for the experiment were 

collected by aircraft, 	radar, and surface obser-

vations. Three aircraft were used to penetrate 

the cumulus clouds The CSU Areocoosander and the 

University of Wyoming Queenaire both are instru-

mented to study cloud microphysical processes 

Emphasis is placed on collecting data pertaining 

to cloud particle distributions, IN and CCN con-

centracions, and liquid 	water contents as well as 

the state parameters The NOAA/NCAR Explorer 

sailplane, because of its ability to remain in the 

clouds for extended periods of time while collect-

ing microphysical data, 	was a particularly unique 

data gathering system which was utilized exten­
sively in SPACE. The Limon W1SR-57 10 cm radar
 
and the CSU 11-33 10 cm radar provides data on
 
position, intensity and motions of clouds with pre­
cipication sized particles. The CHILL dual 10 cm
 
and 3 cm wavelength radar with doppler caoaoilities
 
was used to determine position and intensity of
 
natural clouds and was also used in radar chaff
 
tracer exreriments which have yielded substantial
 
data on cumulus cloud microphysical processes and
 
on cloud morphology. A surface meso-net collected
 
data on low level fluxes of heat and moisture A
 
surface chase vehicle provided data on precipita­
tion type and size distribution. Several daily
 
air mass soundings were taken to provide data on 
the changes experienced by the non-cloud air mass 
and provided a reference for satellite derived 
cloud-top temperatures. All these data complement, 
support, and strengthen observations made by the
 
satellites of the South 	Park region
 
Along with this data, digital SMS-2 
(Synchronous Meteorological Satellite) visible 
(.5 - .7 um) (.9 km resolution at SSP) and infrared 
(10 5 - 12.5 pn) (9 km resolution at SSP) radiance 
data were received for this area through the Dfreit
 
,Readout Ground Station at White Sands Ma~si' I wsi 
This allowed us to observe reflect inc.- tOrns ,f 
the clouds as well as estimate iel eiop hei-hts. 
Using the ktonce Carlo cloud model 
for finite clouds developed I, '!ckee and Lo%, (1973) 
we used different distributions of drop sizes and
 
numbers (Deirmendjian, 1969) along with varying
 
cloud depths and widths 	 to determine how t',eory 
would predict what the 	satellite would view from
 
its given location in space Results of these runs 
along with satellite observed reflectance will be
 
presented in the following sections
 
2. MODEL CALCULATIONS
 
Fig. I shows the two drop size dis­
tributLions used in the model (C.1, C 3), along with 
the average distribution observed during the last
 
3 days of SPACF. Note that the two distributions
 
used bounded that observed during this period so 
that C.2 results would fall between the curves
 
shown in Fig. 2 From Deirmendjian (1969), we ob­
tained the 2 phase functions and volume scattering
 
coefficients for a water cloud at a wavelength of
 
7 pm The phase function labeled C.1 is charac­
terized by a very strong forward scattering peak
 
while C.3 is not nearly 	as strongly peaked. Accu­
racy of the computations depends on the number of
 
photons processed through the computer program
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2a cloud having a C.2 particle distribution and a
 
5T= 80, its' vertical depth would he 1 5 km and
 
have a liquid water content of 15 n/m3. The two
 
IOD curves show that over a wide ranpe of optical
 
depchs, there appears to be i enali effect due to
 
phase functions which were determined from the
 
drop size distributions This confirms the early
 
work by Twomey, Jacobcwitz and Pouell that remote­
ly 	sensing clouds in the id-visible iavelengths 
Ifor determining their micropnysical struccure 
seems unlikely.10-i 

The second study carried out was
 
to determine the differences in reflectance be­
a
-2 IIween infinite and cubic clouds Fis. 2 indicates 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 the relative radiance for the semi-infinite cloud 
MICROMETERS 	 is about 50% greater than for the top of the cube 
Fig. 1. 	Particle size and number distributions at optical depth of 80 The relative afference 
available for model input (Deirmendjian, increases for smaller optical depths. Thc semi­
1969) South Park observed distributions infinite cloud is near a theoretical limit for 
are shown as the dashed line Note optically thick clouds as the slope of the curve 
curve continues upward showing large is nearing horizontal. The cubic clouds hive . 
number of small particles. 	 theoretical limic identca l to the Cna-10[ n1tecloud but require a much larger onotical thickness
 
to approach this limit. Consequently, the cubic
 
(Z cloud would continue to get brighter for increasing
 
optical thickness.
 
A third feature 2s indicated by
INFINITE C3 calculating the relative radiance for a cloud with 
a width to depth ratio of 5 to I whale raintaining 
a square top. Theory indicates the radiances are 
closer to the semi-infinite laver tuan to the cube.Observations illustrated in Fig 4 indicate a ratio 
OLAB TIOP C3 	 of 10 to 1 needed to approach a raximun brightness. 
Real clouds do not have flat tops as is the condi­
ton of the cube. Irregular structure as likely
< 	 CUBE TOP C 3 to slow the transition to a semi-infinite laver, 
< 	 since small irregularities wlll retain character­
o06 	 iastics of smaller clouds.
 
S TOP C 1 	 SAThLLI[F OBSERVED REFLICTED 
BRIGHTNESS 
-J 
M04 Digital SMS-2 VISSIR (Visible and 
Infrared Spin Scan Radiometer) data was obtained 
for August 6, 7, and Rrh during 	the initial stages
 
of convection over South Park, Colorado. The SMS-2 
satellite was positioned at 151' during this per­02- iod giving it a nadir angle of the South Park area 
of 4 6 ' and 170 vest of a due south vie. This 
gives S8S a ground resolution in this area of 1.2 
km in the visible. The infrared sensor on board 
O.1 	 I _j allowed cloud top temperature/heights to be deter­
0 20 40 60 80 mined for clouds with horizontal dimensions greater 
OPTICAL THICKIIESS than 12 km. Thus only large clouds could be viewed 
Fig 2. Nodel results showing small variation in For those clouds where heights could be determined, 
relative radiance for C.1, C.3 drop size the maximum heights ranged to 1 5 to 2 ha Fig. 3 
distributions over the optical depths is an S'IS-2 view of the South Park region showing 
Note also that a cloud slab the range of cloud sizes observed on August 6 whichshownhaving a 	 width to depth ratio of 5"1 by was fairly typical of the clouds observed on the
optical depth 0 is 	 very nearly equal in following two days although this da) may have been 
a little more active. A comparison ias first made 
of satellite measured visible radiance versus satel­
hrigt-iness to an infinite layer. 
lite derived cloud top temperature for co-located 
The accuracy of the relative raoiance for a semi- SMS visible - IR digital sectors. tine separate 
irfinire cloud and the top of a cubic cloud is sectors were compared for the three days, all within 
indicated b} error bars. 2 hour of local noon. Approximately 250 data points 
per picture were correlated From this, correlation
 
Fig. 2 shows the results from this coefficients ranged from -. 3 to -.65 These were 
computational study. The first test was to deter- fairly low correlations ard seemed to sho that 
mine what effect the two drop size distributions visible radiance was not well related to top temper­
would have on the reflected brightness for the ature/height. The relationship betceen visible 
top of a cubic cloud. To orient 	the reader, for radiance and cloud horizontal dimerlon% w., al'-o
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CLOUD WIDTH 
Fig. 4 	 Satellite derived maximum cloud bright-

ness versus horizontal width for 65 

clouds investigated during this three 

day 	period. Numers under points repre-

sent multiple data points at this loca-

tion 

investigated Clouds were chosen from the three 

days at three different times around loce'l noon 

and their horizontal dimension and maximun bright-
ness were determined. Fig. 4 shows the results 
of this study which indicate that the brightness 

does not level off until the width approaches
 
20 km For clouds approaching the 2 km neight 

the ratio of width to depth is 10 to 1. This is 
well past' the 5 to 1 iatio suggested by McKee and 
Co% where the brightness changes should level off 
This curve may be demonstrating a lack in the 
model in its handling of the cloud top surface 
features. As was mentioned earlier, the model 

hanales only flat tops of cloues, while we know
 
that growing cumulus are distorted, rough turrets 

It is felt that due to this cloud top configura-

tion, that a cloud may not approach the infinite 

stage until much further in its life cycle
 
when the top begins to flatten and glaciate.
 
-i4We should add here that many of the larger
 
clouds viewed were conglomerates of clouds
 
spaced closer together than 1 2 km so were
 
averaged by the sensor into a large cloud.
 
There may oe some interactiou between the 
cloud sides that we see but this is assumed
 
to De small compared to cloud top reflectance
properties. Ranges of visible radiance

measured 	for these clouds for the wavelength
 
interval 	used agrees well with what theory
predicts. The discrepancy occurs in the
 
sizes of 	clouds over which this range should
 
exist,
 
4. 	 CONCLUSIONS
 
results have been obtained
 
through looking at theoretical and observa­
tional cloud reflectance properties
 
1) 	Cannot remotely sense the micro­
phvsical structure and change taking 
place in cumulus clouds in the mid­
visible spectral region for clouds 
greater than 1.5 km in depth. 
2) Can predict that geometrical factors
 
will strongly affect the cloud
 
brightness and far outweigh micro­
physical changes but have not pre­
these changes for clouds of
 
width to depth ratios as large as
 
that observed from satellites (10.1).
 
3) 	The theory used can predict the
 
of brichtness that should be
 
observed, but does specify tLe width
 
to depth ratios in accord with ob­
servations. 
4) 	 Discrepencies froM theor% and obser­
vations may be due to theory not
 
adeauately representing the non­
of the cloud top which 
we feel strongi) controls the bright­
ness observed from satellites. 
Work is progressing on mouifiing this 
program to handle more of the shape factors involvee 
with clouds as well as streamlining the computa­
tional scheme to reduce the noise problem It ap­
pears that some reflection is needed on previous 
work which has compared satellite brightness to 
cloud heights and rainfall rates and liquid water 
contcnts. Ve ma? better apprcci'te what these 
apparent 	brightness changes in observed clouds are
 
actually telling us throuOi, both tLeoretIcal model­
ing and comparison from ground and aircraft observed 
cloue structure, as well as satellite obsergations.
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Satellite-Observed Reflected Brightness
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ABSTRACT 
The relationship between a cumulus clouds' brightness, horizontal dimension and internal microphy sical 
structure are investigated Cumulus clouds located over the South Park region of Colorado are observed 
by the SMS-2 satellite and their brightness and size are determined Aircraft observations were made in­
cloud to obtain the drop size distnbutions and liquid iater content (LWC) of the cloud A Monte Carlo 
cloud model is used to imitate the sun-satellite-cloud geometry in an effort to understand the role of cloud 
size and microphysical structure in affecting cloud brightness 
- aResults show that for clouds of optical thickness between 20 and 60 (1e., LWCof 0 037 gmt and 0 11 gm
for a 2 km deep clopd), information about a cloud's LWC may be obtained through monitoring cloud bright­
ness for clouds of uniform depth and variable width Theoretical results using this Monte Carlo method 
approximate veny closely the relative brightness changes of clouds of the size and depth monitored by the 
SMS-2 satellite for these few davs Theory and observation both conclude that a cloud having a width to 
depth ratio of approxmatel3 10 1 (and constant optical thickness) is nearly reaching it- maximum bright­
ness Theory predicts that geometric factors affect cloud brightness more than microphysical changes. 
It is also discusseat that the previously reported work on the cloud height-cloud brightness relationship 
may indeed be seeing increasing brightness with increasing horizontal size changes ( ize being related to 
height) vith finite small perturbations on top of the growing cloud slowing its approach to maximum 
brightness 
1. 	 Introduction for this observed brightness-height change is related 
becomes iderModeling of the visible radiation scattered from to the fact that as the cloud grows it 
as well as thicker, making side effects less important
semi-nfinte to finite size clouds has been attempted and allowing more light to be reflected off the top. 
for several years Hansen (1969) and Twomey et al To further understand cloud brightness changes, 
(1967) found that for a plane-parallel atmosphere a small study was performed using measured satellite 
with semi-infinite clouds having optical thicknesses brightness data and comparing these to expected 
near 100 (cloud 1-1 5 km deep and having liquid theoretical results 
- )water contents of 0 2 g m that these clouds are The South Park Area Cumulus Experiment (SPACE) 
within 20%o of their maximum brightness These collected microphysical data on cumulus clouds i 
results showed that remote sensing of clouds in the colth Paro l d ata summer o u in 
md-vble avelengths ouldPark, 	 Co , during the summer of 1975 The 
omidvsible ayrealeticald ent of litte vu e or data set included cloud drop size distributions made
clouds oi any real vertical extent, and itthould be with an electrostatic disdrometer (Keilv and Millen, 
impossible to determine anything about the micro- 19d0) mounted on the NCAR/NOAA Explorer sail­
physical properties of the cloudsoHovever, observa- plane This instrument measures cloud droplets from 
tional measurements from satellites of convective 4 to 16 pin in 15 pum increments and has a ninth 
clouds of significant vertical extent (>>2 haxe o for l :>19 Liudiquid N\aterter M h 
shown increasing brightness with increasing height contents were simultancously measured with a Johnson­
(Griffith and Woodley. 1973, Renolds and Vonder 
Haar, 1973) Recent work by Busvgm et al (1973) Williams liquid wxater content meter mounted on the 
and McKee and Cox (1974, 1976) has shown that Explorer 
the finite cloud poses a particular problem for moni- Along with these data, digital SMS-2 (Synchronous 
toring its brightness due to energy passing through Meteorological Satellite) visible (0 5-0 7 ym) (0 9 km 
the vertical sides of the cloud Thus their reasoning resolution at SSF) data were received for this area 
kni) cchannel cloud dropletsr lets >n9rement 
0022-4928/78/0160-0164505 00 
S1978 American Meteorological Societ) 
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through the Direct Readout Ground Station at White a2-
Sands Missile Range. This allowed us to observe 
visible brightness of the clouds as well as estimate 
their top heights from the infrared readout using an 
appropriate ti mperature sounding. I0INFINITE C3 
A' Monte Carlo cloud model for finite clouds de­
veloped' by NlcKee and Cox (1974) was run using 
different distributions of drop sizes and numbers 08 C3 
(D eirmendjian. 1969), while varying the cloud depth 51 
and width to determine how theory would predict _ 
what the satellite would view from its given locationin space Comparison of these results to the satellite < C o 6 
observed reflectances will be presented in the fol- > 
lowing sections < 
=04 
2. Model calculations 
Fig. 1 graphically compares the two theoretical drop 
size distributions (C.1 and C 3) used in the numerical 02 
simulation of satellite measured visible brightness,
with the average drop size distribution observed on 
6-8 August of the 1975 SPACE field program The 0 0 
specific values but not the shape of the depicted 20 40 60 80 
theoretical distributions are dependent on the liquid OPTICAL THICKNESS 
water content (LWC) of the clouds. C 1 and C 3 in FIG 2 Model results shoing small variation in relative 
-Fig I are adjusted to a LWC of 0 055 g m 3 which radiance for C I and C 3 drop size distributions over the optical 
was the average observed LWC of the three days thicknesses shoNn Note also that a cloud slab having a width 
under study. The daily average LWC values ranged to depth ratio of 5 1 by optical thickness 80 is very nearly 
equal in brightness to an infinite layer 
4
 
10
 
- 3from 0 047 g m73 on 8August to 0 07 g m on 7 August 
This was lower then one might expect for cumulus 
clouds but xNe feel these numbers are representative 
,0 C3 The observed drop size distribution is also plotted 
on Fig. 1, primarily to allow a comparison of the 
shape of the observed distributions x ith the theoretical 
distributions utilized in the numerical simulation The 
102 drop size distribution observed ;i th the electrostatic 
disdrometer has several problems which are discussed 
by Dye (1976) One prominent difficulty is that the 
LWC integrated from the electrostatic disdrometer 
,0 o' ! AVE4GE SCUTH RK is typically half the LWC observed with a Johnson-
DROPLET DISTRIMTION Williams (J-W) liquid water content meter The 
average LWC as observed by the J-W on 6-8 August 
was -0 18 g in' Second, the distributions are skewed 
toxxard smaller drops by the electrostatic disdrometer. 
The observed distributions were measured along the 
entire vertical ettent of the clouds For the three days 
studied, the distributions were generally monomodal 
and showed good colloidal stability The sailplane did 
observe ice particles in the clouds but ice particles 
are not considered in the calculations presented 
Ex aluation of both theoretical distributions C 102 
and C 3 were processed through the model because 
MIC RO ETERS neither distribution exactly approximates the observed 
Fia 1. Particle size and number distnbutons used for model distribution and the sensitivity of the simulation may 
input (Deirmendpan, 1969) Average South Park observed di- be sensitive to the shape of the distribution The 
tr.buuons for three case study days are also shown theoretical droplet distribution C 1 and C 3 and cor­
OF pOOR QUALITY162 RIGINAL PAGE 18162 JOURNAL OF THE ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES VOLUME 35 
responding phase functions and volume scattering 
coefficients (at 0.7 ,pm wavelength) for a water cloud 
were obtained from Deirmendjian (1969). The phase 
function labeled C.1 is characterized by a very strong 
forwardscattering peak, while C.3 is not nearly as 
strongly peaked. 
The relative radiance from the cloud top for the 
satellite geometry is shown in Fig. 2 for a cloud layer 
of specified thickness and of semi-infinite horizontal 
extent (C.3), a cloud with width 5 times the depth 
(C3), and a cubic cloud with two different particle 
size distributions. Relative radiance is presented as a 
function of optical thickness defined by 
a 
r .-- df , (1) 
in which r is optical thickness, s the distance ad 
the volume scattering coefficient. The volume scat-
tering coefficient is determined by the drop se d 
tribution and the liquid water content. For a given
size distribution the scattering coefficient arie 
linary wthliquid water content. Consequently, the
optical with the three 
parameters of 
the drop sizeeo eitricin distribution, Accuac water cotenawth d ste with liq id ofate con t
and with geometric distance. Accuracy of the corn-
putations depends on the number of photons processed 
through the computer program. The accuracy of the 
relative radiance for the semi-infinite cloud and the 
top of the cubic cloud are shown by error bars for 
one standard deviation. For reference, a cloud with 
a C.A particle distribution, an optical thickness of g0 
-and a liquid water content of 0.15 g m has a vertical 
depth of 2.0 kn. The two curves for the cubic cloud 
indicate only a small change in relative radiance due 
to particle size distributions for a large range of 
optical thickness. 
In contrast, the changes in relative radiance for 
the semi-infinite cloud is about 50%/o greater than for 
the top of the cube at an optical thickness of 80. 
The relative difference increases for smaller optical 
thickness. The semi-infinite cloud is approaching a 
theoretical limit for optically thick clouds as the slope 
of the curve is approaching zero. The cubic clouds 
have a theoretical limit identical to the semi-infinite 
cloud but require a much larger optical thickness to 
approach this limit. Consequently, the cubic cloud 
would continue to get brighter for increasing optical 
thickness. 
Another feature of shape is indicated by calculating 
the relative radiance for a cloud with a width to 
depth ratio of 5:1 while maintaining a square top.
Th-ory indicates the radiances are closer to the semi­
infinite layer than to the cube. 
3. Satellite observed reflected brightness 
Digital SMS-2 VISSR (Visible and Infrared Spin 
Scan Radiometer) data were obtained for 6-8 August 
1975 during the initial stages of convection over 
South Park, Colo. The SMS-2 satellite was positioned 
at 115'W during this period resulting in a satellite 
zenith angle for the South Park area of 46' and a 
relative azimuth angle of 17' west of a due south 
view. Since all observations were made within one 
hour of local noon a fixed solar zenith angle of 23' 
was used for model calculations along with the satel­
lite viewing angles. The ground resolution of the SMS 
visible data in the South Park area is 1.2 kin. The 
infrared sensor on board allowed cloud top tempera­
ture and heights to be determined for clouds with 
horizontal dimensions greater than 11 kn. Thus only 
large clouds could be viewed in the IR. For those 
clouds where heights could be determined, the maxi­
mum heights ranged from 1.5 to 2 km above cloud 
base (cloud base determined by surface observations). 
Fig. 3 is an SMS-2 view of the South Park region 
showing the range of cloud sizes observed on 6 August 
which was fairly typical of the clouds observed on 
the following two days although this day may have 
been a little more active. A comparison was first 
made of satellite measured visible brightness versus 
satellite derived cloud top temperature for co-located 
vibe-Rdialsco.NneeprtscosSMS sible-Ig digital sectors. Nine separate sectors 
were compared for the three days. Approximately 
250 data points per section were correlated including 
some noncloudy regions. From these correlations the 
nine coefficients ranged from -0.3 to -0.65. These 
were fairly low correlations but for this sample size, 
still significant at the 1% level. Thus, although noisy, 
some relationship exists between visible brightness 
and cloud height. In an attempt to further explain 
this, we investigated the relationship between visible 
brightness and cloud horizontal dimensions. It is felt 
that as a cloud increases in height, it also increases 
in width with the width increase dominating the 
t 18 :45 O6 rU75
 
-
Z.i* 
Fio. . SMS-2 1.2 kin resolution visibleimage for 1845 0 1? 
6 August 1975. The South Park area of Colorado and eur­
roundingareasisshown in theoutlined box. Scale; Imm=6.2 kM. 
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Fro. 4. Digital SMS-2 1.2 kmn resolution vsbedisplay of clouds over the South Park region 
of Colorado on 8 August at 1817 GMT. Using a thresholding technique only clouds are shown. The size 
and mnaximumn brightness of the clouds chosen at random for this study were obtained off printouts such 
as this. Latitude in degrees, minutes, seconds is given on the right along with the character representation 
per count interval used. 
brightness change. We hope to show this in the fol- 60 6lowing results. 0,it,Clouds were chosen from the three days at three 

different times around local noon and their horizontal
 
dimension and maximum brightness [here maximum
 
:5briihtness refers to the brightest pixel measured for ­
each individual cloud as taken from the digital display <
 
(see Fig. 4)] were determined. Fig. 5 shows the results
 
of this study which indicate that the brightness does
 
not level ofT until the width approaches 20 km. For
 
clouds approaching a height of 2 km, the ratio of 5o
 
width to depth is 10: 1. z oor uZNUJMB[ER OF CL-OUDS 
- (21 16a 81,8,75The solid lines in Fig. 5 are the theoretical relative ) (241 - 8/17175::15Z 
radiances (brightnesses) from clouds with fixed thick- - o4,5V 47Z iki/?5 
ness of 2 km and a variable width which ranges from o I a " (6!u CLOUDS 
-nTORTCAL!LTS 
a cube at width 2 ki to a slab 40 kn wide. Maximum B 
radiance from theory has been scaled to coincide 0 5 10 15 20 25 3U 35 40 45 
with the highest satellite maximum (count of 57) CLOUD WIDTH (kin) 
brin-ltrnss so that relative changes could bc compared Ftc. 3. Satelite Crrivctj maximum brightness versus horizontal 
with theory. (Note the convergence of the two lines width for 65 clouds investigated during the three-day period. 
at optical depth 44).) Two different liquid water con- Numbers under points represent multiple data points. Also 
on cloud shown are the theoretical results (for sateqiite geomretry Usingtents are represented to illustrate the effectr the C.1 distribution for a cloud of fixed depth (2 krn and varl­
britghtness. Optical thickness 60 is derived from a able width. The , of 20 and 60 correspond to LWC's of 0.037 
-
,liuid water content of 0.11 g m 3and optical thickness and 0.11 g i - 1 respectively. 
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20 from 0 037 g m73 The theory predicts both the 
magnitude of the brightness change and the shape 
of the change rather well and indicates a sensitivity 
to the liquid water content The sensitivity to liquid 
water content is actually restricted to clouds with 
optical thickness _<60 Results of Fig. 5 indicate a 
distinct possibility of infernng liquid water content 
of cumulus clouds from satellite measurements. More 
work is needed to separate effects of particle size 
distribution and liquid water content on the scat­
tered radiation. 
4. 	 Conclusions 
Several results have been obtained through looking 
at theoretical and observational cloud reflectance 
properties, 
1) 	For clouds of optical thickness between 20 and 60, 
information about a cloud's liquid water content may 
be obtained through monitoring cloud brightness 
changes for clouds of uniform depth and variable 
iNidth. Beyond this point, geometrical factors dominate 
2) Theoretical results using this Monte Carlo 
method approximate very closely the relative bright-
ness changes of clouds of the size and depth monitoredby the satellite for these few days.3) 	 Theor and observations both conclude that a 
cloud having a width to depth ratio of approximately 
10 1 is nearly reaching its maximum brightness for 
a specified optical thickness 
4) Theory predicts that geometrical factors will 
strongly affect the cloud brightness and far outxveigh
A 
microphysical changes Thus, finite perturbations on 
top of a large cloud (>>2 km in depth) may account for 
these types of clouds increasing in brightness past thetheoretcal limits sho n here 
Some initial work has been done in adding finite 
shapes onto semi-nfinite clouds in the Monte Carlo 
program These show that the finite perturbations do 
decrease the rate at which a cloud will reach maximum 
brightness Thus theory lends evidence to our final 
conclusin that a cloud may continue to increase in 
brightness past previously indicated size limits if the 
top of the cloud has distorted finite shape factors, i e , 
growing cumulus clouds. As satellite resolution con­
tinues to increase, this finite cloud problem must be 
dealt aith to a greater degree if satellite reflected bright­
nesses are to be interpreted correctly with respect to 
cloud heights, rainfall rates and liquid water contents 
A better appreciation of these apparent brightness 
changes in observed clouds vlll be revealed through 
both theoretical modeling and comparisons to ground, 
aircraft and satellite observations 
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INITIAL CONVECTION1 DUIRING SPACE 1 , 1975 
by 
Daniel Breed
 
INTRCDLCTION 
The reason for locating a cloud physics experiment in South 
Park was that the early formation of small, isolated cumuli 
over the Mosquito Range and their subsequent growth and move­
ment eastward over South Park created a natural laboratory for 
surface observations and aircraft operations. This study at­
tempts to determine the time and location of initoial convec­
tion ("first puff") in the South Park area using SMS-2 sate]­
lite photos for the 1975 season (July7-Au:ust 7). '1he formation 
of these cumuli a-re attributed to the differential heating of 
the mountains and to the adequate summer moisture supply in the 
park. LocatLon of primary heat source areas are attempted, 
and one case study of thunderstorm orp-anization and movement 
is presented as an introduction to various studies that are 
feasible using this data. 
The data base for this study was SMS-2 visible photograrpuh
 
scanning a particular sector every half hour.2 One mile rtbC J,­
tion photos (one data point per square mile) for the KB8 sector 
(central North America) were available for the entire period 
and the visible pictures usually began by 14:45 GMT. For part
 
of the period, one half mile resolution photos were used for
 
1South Park Area Cumulus Experiment
 
2There were a few SMS-i pictures also.
 
2
 
more accurate location or first puffs when the scanned sector
 
included South Park (e.g. 32NI02W, printed as the last row of
 
numbers on the upper right portion of the photo). Table 1 lists
 
the days, times, and resolution of the available visible satel­
lite photos that include the South Park area. Alog book of
 
field observations and first puff forecasts from the morning
 
rawinsondes were used for verification and comparison of the
 
satellite-determined initial times. The 07:00 MDT sounding was
 
usually followed by an afternoon sounding between 12:00 and
 
14:00 MDT which would be useful in following the growth of
 
these cumuli. Other data available for use with the satellite
 
photos include cloud stereo-photography (terretrial photogram­
metry), a doppler radar (with hail signal), a mesoscale network
 
measuring pressure, temperature, relative humidity, and winds,
 
and cloud physics aircraft penetrations. Development of precip­
itating cumuli, distinction between hail and non-hail convective
 
systems, wind shear and flow fields are a few satellite projects
 
that could use the surface observations as ground truth.
 
PROCEDURE
 
A. Set-up
 
The 0D3 was used to magnify the pictures so that visual
 
analyst9 could be made more easily. The digitizer and compu­
ter were not used in this study, because the abundance of vis­
ual landmarks in South Park and the complications of setting
 
up orientation overlays to account for the wobble of the SNS
 
satellite justified the procedure of visual locations of-first
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F POOR 	 QUALI1Y , 
DAYS 	 TI'IES (GMT) RESOLUTIOl DAYS T ir:nS (GNiT) RLSOLUTlON 
7/7 14:45-23:45 1 mile 7/24 14:46-23:45 1 mile 
14:46-00:15 mile 
7/8 14:45-23:45 1 mile 
7/25 14:00-23:45 1 mile 
7/9 14:47-23:45 1 mile 14:46-00:15 $ mile 
20:45-21:15 2 mLle 
7/26 14:45-23:45 1 mile 
7/10 15:15-23:45 1 mile " 14:45-00:15 Avmile 
7/11 	 14:45-23:45 1 mile 7/27 15:1-5-23:45 1 mile
 
i 15:15-00:15 A mile 
7/12 14:45-23:45 1 mile 
7/28 14:45-23:45 1 mile 
7/13 14:45-23:45 1 mile 14:46-00:15 I mile 
7/14 	 13:30-23:45 1 mile 7/29 13:30-23:45 1 mile
 
13:30-00:00 mile 
 14:45-00:15 mile
 
7/15 15:45-23:45 1 mile 7/30 14:46-23:15 1 mile
 
13:00-23:30 mile
 
7/31 14:45-23:15 1 mile
 
7/16 14:45-23:45 1 mile
 
17:30-23:31 2 mile 8/1 1 mile 
7/17 12:45,14:45-23:45 1 mile 8/2 1 mile 
7/18 14:45-23:45 1 mile 8/3 14:45-23:15 1 mile 
7/19 15:15-23:45 1 mile 8/4 14:45-23:45 1 mile 
7/20 14:45-23;45 1 mile 8/5 14:46-23:45 1 mile 
It 16:45-23;45 2 mile I 14:45-00:15 2 mile 
7/21 14:45-23:45 1 mile 8/6 15:15-21:45 I mile 
" 15:15-00:15 I mile " 15:15-22:16 mile
 
7/22 14:45-23:45 1 mile 8/7 14:45-21:46 1 mile
 
I 12:45,14:45-00:15 'dmile 	 14:45-22:15 ? mile
 
7/23 	 14:45-23:45 1 mile
 
14:45-23:45 mile
 
TABLE 1
 
Available visible satellite photos that include South Park (1975).
 
.caJc /
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puffs. The equipment could be used in determiming cloud top
 
brightness or other characteristics in a hail study. Exten­
sion tubes were tested to increase the magnification of the
 
picture onto the TV screen. But, the contrast became so poor
 
and the quality of the picture became so coarse that the trade­
off between magnification and contrast resulted in the use of
 
the camera lens with no extension tubes. The picture to be
 
studied was put on the light table under the camera and flat­
tened by the glass cover. It was then adjusted so that South
 
Park was centered on the TV screen. The f-stop was adjusted
 
for the best contrast and the focus was adjusted for the sharp­
est picture. This was the initial set-up for examining the
 
satellite photos.
 
B. Initial Time
 
The time of the first puff was determined by examining the
 
early morning photographs by eye or with a magnifying glass,
 
and then choosiiig two pictures, one with the first visible con­
vective element and one a half hour earlier. These two photos
 
were examined on the OD3, first checking to see if there was
 
any trace of the cloud in the earlier one, and then using the
 
photograph that contained the first visible cumulus to deter­
mine location. Accuracy of the initial cloud time is # 15 min­
utes, using the average time of the two photos (no clouds and
 
first puff). Also, since the resolution is mile at best,
 
this time would tend to be an overestimate because of the growth
 
time necessary to develop a cumulus large enough to see on the
 
satellite picture. There were a few days when high clouds and
 
O.BIGUIAL -PxGEIS 
mesoscale systems obscured th - 5outh Park area, and rough esti­
mates were made when the first convective elements could be
 
detected on the pictures.
 
C. Location
 
The first puff on any particular day was located as accur­
ately as possible from surrounding landmarks. Mountain valleys,
 
peaks, reservoirs, and ridges gave a gray scale contrast on the
 
SMS-2 photos that was readily comparable to an ERTS composite
 
photogriph of Colorado. In order to locate, the outh Park
 
area and orient the shapes of the landmarks as they change
 
with the wobble of the satellite orbit, the EHTS photo and tne
 
SMS-2 photo with no clouds (and a clear shot at South Park)
 
were kept handy for reference. Although detailed topographic
 
maps of the area were available, the size of the National Forest
 
maps worked best for the accuracy of this study.
 
The Arkansas River valley to the west of the Mosquito Range
 
and the westernmost edge of South Park are separated by 10
 
miles at the narrowest part. About one fif/th of that separ-

In low contrast areas,
ation was detectable over another fifth. 

So,
this detection limit would decrease to about one fourth. 

although the resolution was at least one mile, visual detection
 
was limited to 2 to 2.5 miles. Allowing for other errors, a 3
 
mile grid (9 square miles) was seb-up on a Pike National Forest
 
map of the South Park area (Figure i). A San Isabel National
 
Forest map would have been useful as it includes the area west
 
of the Mosquito Range, but it was not immediately available.
 
Figure 2 shows the gridded area and some landmarks on a trace
 
6
 
from the ERTS photo.
 
The grids are numbered with four digits, the first two
 
identifying the 15 rows (01 the n6rthernmost, 15 the south­
ernmost) and the last two identifying the 12 columns (01 the
 
westernmost, 12 the easternmost). So, in Fig. 1, the bold
 
number 5 would be in 0809, the bold 3 in 0409, and the bold
 
8 in 1112. (The bold numbers happen to be the locations of the
 
mesoscale weather stations.) The locations of the initial
 
cumulus clouds were identified using this grid.
 
RESULTS
 
Initial times and locations are assembled in Table 2 and
 
the X's in Fig. I show the grid frequencies of the locations.
 
The general comments in Table 2 describe other convective areas,
 
areas of further or rapid development, the quality of the photos,
 
and the days when the park was obscured or partially obscured
 
by early clouds. If a line of clouds had formed, the brightest
 
cloud was considered to be the first. Two or more grid loca­
tions on a single day indicate that there were two or more
 
clouds of equal brightness on the examined photo. Although the
 
west side of the park was of the most interest, there were times
 
when convection was clearly dominant in the north or east areas.
 
The comments should clarify the differing situations.
 
The morning sounding was used to predict the time of the
 
first puff. A knowledge of the'normal mornijg heating rate in
 
South Park, a judgement of moisture adequacy, and a synoptic
 
forecast were used to determine when the surface inversion
 
would be broken and how fast and deep the clouds would grow.
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TABLE 2 lime and location of first fs (1975). 
GRID 
DATE TIME(GfIT) LOCATION CONNENTS 
7/7 16:00 0405 Cu line along Mos. Range, also Cu north 
Kenosha Range. 
7/8 15:30 0804 liany landmarks obscured by early clouds 
7/9 16:o0 0303,0703 At 15:45 a Cu shows over 0201, cloudy 
over Leadville valley 
7/10 15:00 0607 Partially obscured by early clouds so 
first convective element reported 
7/11 14:30 not Obscured by early clouds, convection 
possible starts on 14:45 photo 
7/12 16:30 (0701,0801) Two convective elements reported, mostly 
(0504,0405) obscured by early clouds, photo is fuzzy 
7/13 15:30 0902 One cloud at 1504 on 14:45 photo that 
dissipates 
7/14 15:15-15:30 0604 Missing 15:15 KB8 photo 
7/15 15:15 0704 
7/16 16:00 0704 Some Cu north of henoshas at 15:45 
7/7 14:30 0803 Partially obscured by early clouds, Cu 
form over Kenoshas at 15:15 
7/18 15:00 0306 Possibly Cu on 14:45 photo but very light 
7/19 15:30 0105,0903, Cu also over south Kenoshas and Tarryall 
0703 Reservoir (0612) 
7/20 case study day early convection obscured by clouds 
7/21 15:00 
15:30 
01121 
1104 
(of marginal interest) 
Over Mos. Range by 16:15 
7/22 16:00 0506 Many early clouds, Cu also over tos. 
Range by 16:15 
7/23 14:30 0903 14:45 photo poor quality, 15:15 shows 
raid development 
7/24 15:00 1103,0811 A line develops just south of Kenoshas 
7/25 15:30 1104 A couple less bright Cu near Sheep Fit. 
8 
TABLE 2 (con.)
 
GRID
 
DATE TIME(GMT) LOCATION COMMENTS
 
7/26 15:30 0712 16:15 shows rapid development in this
 
area, and development beginning north 
of the park 
7/27 16:30 1103 This is a lone cloud, none over park 
until 21:15 
7/28 15:30 0504,0403 
7/29 15:00 0404 Cloudy over Leadville area, .. llz be­
!H-J-Hfcar southw.es­
7/30 15:00 0403 Cells beginning in far southwest 
7/3- 15:00 0605 Convection reigns by 16:45
 
8/ not done
 
8/2 not done
 
8/3 20:30 1l01(very faint) Best convection is south of Buena
 
Vista and over Kenoshas at 22:45
 
8/4 16:00 0502 Cu over Thirty-Nine Nile Ft. at 15:45,
 
major cells develop far south end
 
8/5 17:30 0311,0110 Cu north of Kenosha Pass at 17:15, con­
vection started at north end, over Mos.
 
Range by 18:15
 
8/6 16:0o 0407,0505 16:15 photo is fuzzy
 
8/7 16:O0 0704 Two Cu just north of Copper Mt.
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This was operationally important in determining i) whether
 
or not the day was an experimental day, 2) the best time for
 
NCAR's sailplane to take-off, 3) the possibility~of an early
 
morning chaff4 for the doppler radar to follow, and 4) the time
 
to start the photogrammebry cameras. Table 3 contains the
 
first puff forecasts from the morning soundings, observations
 
at the time of launch, and any additional comments from the
 
daily log that were pertinent to this study. Satellite-deter­
mined times in 'MDT are included for comparison.
 
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
 
At the beginning of this paper, differential heating was
 
sited as a factor influencing convection during SPACE. These
 
conclusions continue alon that line. All but five days have
 
initial convection along the eastern slopes of the I,osquito
 
Range or southeast of the Continental Divide (itorthcentral to
 
northwest border of South Park). lt is obvious that the early
 
morning sun strikes these areas first, causing an initial
 
temperature difference to form between these slopes and the
 
environment. This is also supported by the fact that convec­
tion was prevalent over the Kenosha Range on most days. This
 
range has a northeast facing slope with no ridges to the east,
 
therefore enhancing its ability to differentially heat since
 
the sunrise was a little north of east during the period stu­
died.
 
Grid 0703 is reported twice and grid 0704 is reported
 
three times. This hot spot is characterized by the proximity
 
TABLE 3 Initial times and comments from radiosonde data (in MDT)
 
DATE RAOB FORECAST 
7/7 Not Available (H/A) 
7/8 9:30, good moisture and 
instability 
7/9 10:00, very good instab. 
7/10 9:15, good moisture 
7/11 i0:00, upper inversion 
7/12 9:30, low CCL 
7/13 9:00, two upper level 
inversions 
7/14 9:00 
7/15 9:15 
7/16 9:30, pretty unstable 
7/17 8:45, good instab. til 
inversion at 16K' 
7/I0 9:15 
7/19 8:45, upper inversion at 
16.5K'(possibly unreported 
high clouds) 
OBSERVATIONS 

7:45, hazy, stratus 

over north mts.
 
7:15, clear, stratus 

7:05, fog on foothills 

hazy, low clouds 

8:20, fair, cirrus 

and middle clouds 

7:00, fair, scattered 

fog 

7:10, fair and cold,some 

fog,Cu pancakus on mts.
 
7:15, fair, clear 

6:45, fair, some cirrus 

and cirrocumulus 

7:55, some haze, cirrus, 

Cu pancakus
 
7:20, fair, cirrus, some 

Cu over west mts. 

6:50, fair,clear,some 
Cu over mts. 
N/A 

SAT. 
LOG BOOK COMMENTS TIME 
N/A 10:00 
N/A 9:30 
N/A 10:00
 
10:00, clouds popping 9:00
 
all over park, still
 
gen'l cloudiness
 
Cu decV til 10:30 8:30
 
14:30 small isolated Cu
 
8:00 low clouds 10:30
 
12:00 scattered Cu
 
Rain at 15:30 9:30
 
9:00 first small Cu 9:15-9:30
 
10:50 Cu starting to 9:15
 
close in on park
 
N/A 10:00
 
Convection not material- 8:30
 
izing thru 12:00
 
15:00 fair wx Cu 9:00
 
Clouds are small 9:30
 
C 
DATE RAOB FORECAST 
7/20 9:45,not good instab. til 
14.5 K' 
7/21 10:00 
7/22 9:30 
7/23 9:00, two upper inversions 
7/24 9:15 
7/25 9:45 
7/26 9:45 
7/27 10:15 
7/28 10:00, good instab. 
7/29 9:5 

7/30 radiosonde was 

7/31 9:30 

8/i 9:15 

8/2 9:00 

8/3 9:00 

8/4 9:15 

TABLE _ (con.)
 
OBSERVATIONS 

7:10,fair, middle deck 

of Cu, cirrus 

6:35, fair,clear 

N/A 

6:35, fair,clear 

6:35, fair,clear 

6:50, fair,stratus 

N/A 

6:45, fair,clear 

7:00, fair,stratoCu,Ci 

7:00, stratoCu 

SAT. 
LOG BOOK COMrIENTS TINE 
9:00 cameras on 
11:00 small showers 
9:00 cameras on 9:30 
12:00 clouds of me- 10:00 
dium size 
N/A 8:30 
11;00 sailplane up 9:00 
9:41 cameras on 9:30 
10:30 good iso. Cu 
no comments 9:30 
0 0 
10:30 
" 9:30 
no comments 9:00 
late and puffs had already formed by 9:00 W 9:00
 
6:45, fair 

N/A 

N/A 

6:55, surny,clear 

8:30, balmy 

sonde very stable 9:00
 
7:30 chaff drop
 
picked up by Cu
 
sonde stable and dry
 
13:40 fair wx Cu
 
N/A 14:30
 
time(?-fair wx Cu 10:00
 
TABLE 3 (con.)
 
SAT.
 
DATE RAOB FORECASTS OBSERVATIONS LOG BOOK COMMENTS TIME
 
8/5 9:15, good instability 6:50, fair,clear 	 AN very dry, few 11:30
 
small Cu
 
8/6 9:15, 	two upper level 7:00, fair, some 12:00 sailplane up 10:00
 
invers ions cirroCu
 
8/7 	 9:00, capping inversion N/A 8:20 first puff 10:00
 
at 19 K'
 
NJ 
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of' Sheep Mountain and the valley containing Four Mile Creek 
(site of the Mountain Net. course two summers ago). Another 
frequently sited location is the 1103, 1104 area (twice each). 
Buffalo Peaks are to the southwest, and Buffalo Meadows and 
Long Park surround this area. The area north of Fairplay is 
rather active also. Although there is no favored grid location, 
this part of the park is a broad sloping area up to Mt. Silver­
heels, Palmer Peak, and Little Baldy Nt. Also, there are many 
gulches that could act as pockets for moisture. The mechanism 
most probable for initial convection is the heating of the ele­
vated surfaces to a higher temperature than the surrounding air 
causing convective currents. This heating breaks through the 
inversion more quickly being at a higher altitude. Also, some 
mixing must occur in the lower levels prior to the break, because 
the CCL of the morning sounding was consistently lower but al­
ways close to the true cloud base. The mixing does not have to 
be very intense, as lower levels with higher moisture content 
are close to these hot spots. Hence, convection occurs rapidly 
at these locations, transporting moisture effectively to create 
the first cumulus clouds in the South Park area. 
Some personal observations follow that support these find­
ings. The area southwest of Weston Pass-appeared as a valley 
between the Buffalo Peaks and the Mosquito Range from the radar 
site (see Fig. 2). This was often the site of the first radar 
returns with the showers often m% ng northeast over the radar 
site. The three or so occasions when hail occured directly 
above the radar appeared to come from this region also. It is 
interesting to note that the four locations where data was
 
taken by the chase van (equipped for raindrop distribution
 
measurements and electric field changes) were situated just
 
downwind from these hot spots (e.g. 180'-270). The chase van
 
usually locate94 s close to the strongest echo as possible.
 
In summary, the first puffs appeared above slopes with the
 
longest time of intense sunlight, and followed fairly closely
 
the predicted times from the morning sounding. Also, it is
 
evident that the strongest echo-producing cells may grow from
 
these first puffs, or at least take advantage of these hot
 
spots. While these results are not earth-shattering, many
 
interesting studies could be done with the data presented.
 
As an introduction along these lines, a- descriptive case study
 
of July 20th is presented.
 
CASE STUDY: JULY 20,1975
 
This day was chosen for many reasons. The first was the
 
fact that initial convection could not be looked at on this
 
day because of cloud cover, but the day looked too interesting
 
to pass up. Secondly, half-mile resolution pictures that in­
cluded South Park were available and of good quality. Another
 
important reason was that initial cursory examination revealed
 
some real intense storm cells developing during the day, and
 
upon reviewing the radar log, the 20th turned out to be a day
 
,of many hail events.
 
The sequence of pictures to be discussed begins at 16:45 GMT
 
and ends at 21:49 GMT. It appears that the Colorado-New-iexico
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area is under some general dynamic lifting because of the fre­
quency of thunderstorm activity. This is not immediately ap­
parent from the 50-0 mb pattern. However the map does show
 
light and variable winds in the South Park area, accounting
 
for the variability of direction and of speed with Which the
 
reported storm cells move. Early storms are eviden't along the
 
southern Colorado border and in southeastern Colorado, and con­
vective cells have formed over the Breckenridge-Copper Mt.
 
area. These cells organize, move eastward as a storm center.
 
It loses definition during 18:15 and 18:45, but becomes well
 
defined as an intense center in the 19:15 photo (19:15 is miss­
ing). It eventually organizes with a larger system to the
 
north.
 
During this time, another strong cell develops in the south­
ern Arkansas River valley near Salida. This one grows and
 
moves northeasterly, organizing with a line of convective cells
 
probably originating over the Collegiate Range. This line
 
moves northeasterly over the Mosquito Range, and possibly organ­
izes with the first storm between 18:45 and 19:45, making it so
 
intense and well defined, General cloudiness and some small
 
cumuli move in behind this system. However, the area around
 
Buena Vista has been relatively clear for an hour or so, in­
creasing the instability in that region. The small cumuli,
 
upon moving over this area (19:45-20:15) grow rapidly as sep­
arate entities. By 20:45, some rather intense cells have de­
veloped, and continue to grow and organize to some extent by
 
21:49. Although South Park is obscured after this time, the
 
16
 
growth and extent of some of the cells over the park become
 
very impressive. The radar data available on this day could
 
serve as groung trtth for investigating storm cells with a
 
possible hail signature. (Note: Around 16:00-17:00 NDT,
 
pea and marble sized hail accumulated in large amounts
 
(drifts) at the radar site.)
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1. , INTRODUCTION 	 penetrating domdrafts, that the extra-storm 
scale meroscale convergence fields are no longer
 
The iroortance of extra-stern scale of prime importance. Receatly, P~elke (1974) 
mesoscale systems to the genesis and propagaf- on develoDed a fully three-dnmcn'nonai pesoscale 
of ctnulimous systesT io only recently becoring model of the Florida see Freeze circulation. C'pe 
fully appreciated. A nuilbar of workeis (1;alkLs sea btEeze was initiated and evolved in resoonse 
and Riehl, 1964, '!Ltsjnoto et al, 1967; Lavoie, to te boundary layer flues of heat and nomeintum 
1972; and Bnurral'tar, 1973) have fouac tnat and interacted ,ith the large scale flow the 
cumulus activity is strongly correlated vith effects of deep, pre tating cunul rid 
masosccle and s)ioptic scale convergence ones. cumuoaTba on the nesoscjle circulation were not 
Chang and Orville (1973) found that a two- constcered in the situlat-o. In spita of tnis
 
dimensional cunu!as model responded much more neglect, Pielke found that on synoptlca!i] 
vigocousi 5 and penetrated to a consicerable undistinbed days with generail ieak flow cnrough 
depth "hecn large-scale convergerce ,as imposed the deptn of the tropospneic, the o cicteu 
on tie bcur dary or the cumulus model. Further- patterx-s of convergence agreed fpvuro',ly with the 
Iorea, Cotton, ?aelke, am0 Gannon (1976) sboued observed locations of clovcs and s owers througn­
that a one-dimesional tine-dcpendent cumujus out an extenslve portion of the day. Contrary to 
model developed u significantly deeper, lo ier the gcnerally accepted view point mentioned abovd, 
lasting cloud ulhcn the initial sounding w'as the agreem-nt betoeen thc locaciois of predicted 
rep]aced by theoretical soundings predicted with convergence zones and locations o' echo patterns 
the 	Pielke (1974) -esoscal model in the vicinity of extcnsive tnunderstorm complexes improved as 
of observed cumulus models, 	 the day progressed. Figure 1 ilkIscrates such a 
correspondence.
 
In addition, Cotton et al (1976) 
found the sea breeze mesoseale system modified
 
the 	cumlus scale envxronrenr by­
1. 	 Increasing the depth of the VERTICAL VELOCIT) AT 122k, MIA1i1WSR57 RADAR MAP 
planets, y boundary GEOSTfOPHIC 2 jROY 4449 EST -- JUNElayer. 	 Oia F/st to' 2q 13il 
2. 	 Jadce 'g larger- surface 0luxes [r-,4 ' 
of aomeatura, and moisture. 	 *.6I 
3. 	 Changing the vertical shear of ]1Qtk 
the 	hotizontal wind in lower \~\ cvj\ 
levels of the atmosphere. I- " {Lt" 	 r -'; ,. 
74 	 .. )- r75/A. 	 Developing intense, horizontal 
con~ergence regions of heatI, 	 ,,,.' " 
moisture, momentum, and cloard I. 	 S-"11FO7'­
mJterial. 	 % 7O7-0 "h 
2. II!,TERTRETXT]ON OF FLOITDA 0 	 ,' " 
l$ODLLTNG AND 0]ISRVALIONAL 
rXPERI ENl Os 
Still, the prmamy role of L 
e :tr-storm scale meso ;cale systems is HOUR95--CONTOUR INTERVAL Sc',/mec _ 
often vwiewd tinuly as an inLtiator of 
cum'iln11moUS convecton. Once such 
systers form, they so perturb the plane- rig. 1. The model predictec vertical motion field at 1.22 
tary boundary layer by means of incense kin and the radar echo rap at equivalent times for 29 June, 
1971.
 
The interpretation ol this result 
folovs.Indivlidual 
cu-nulonimbus clouds can be initiLted by 1 1-
is a cumulus congettuq and 
,,a

scale moisture anomalijs not necessarily wel-
defincd by a meoscale model. Once initiated, 
a cell may survile ana pnopag.te by virtue of 
penetrating downdrafts for periods of 45 minutes 
tO 1 1/2 hours. A comple, of cunu]onnnbus 
systems, on the other hend, proce.ses so rach 
moisture that they cannot survive for an e-ten-
sive period (0o1 to three hours) without the 
enrichment of moisture convergence by extra-
storm scale mesoscale systems. This inter-

pretation has been corroborated by the aaalysis 
of several case studies, one of which has 
recently been reported by Cotton and Pielke 

(1976a,b). Tn this study, they found that the 

general complexes of cumulonimbi evolved and 
migrated across the Florido peninsula in response 
to the lower tropospheric winds similar to the 
predictions of the Pielke model. Individual 
cumulonimbus cells, on the other hand, were 
observed to propagate in response to deep trop-
ospneric winds 50 to 75 km away from the main 
centroid of cumulonimbus complexes. In adacton, 
the magnitude of the ratio of eddy transport of 
moisture at cloud base to te 11 km mean moisture_ 
transpoit was found to be on the order of 2 to 
6%. At the same time, it was found Lhat the 
ratio of eddy kinetic energy to mean kinetic--------
energy ranged from a high of 1700 in the vicinity 
of cumulus congestus and isolated camulonimbi to 
a low of one below extensive cumulonimbus 
complexes. It is thus seen that thermal scale 
and cumulonimbus scale eddies make substantial 
contributions to the kinetic energy budget of 

the subeloud layer, while the cloun base moisture 
fluxes are dominated by mesoscale eddies.
 
3 * OBSERVATIONAL A/iD THIEORETICALSTUDIES OF TE DOLOFRADO RIDGE-
VALLEY CIRCULATION 

We are now in the process of deter-

mining whether or now our conclusions from the
 
study of the Florida sea breeze can be general­
ized to other theimally-driven mesoscale circu- 

1athons such as the rioge-valley circulation 
which forms over the Colorado Rockies. As in 
the case of the sea breeze circulation, the 

idealized two-dimensional solenoidal field set 

up by elevated heat sources is fairly well 

understood. Using a two-dimensional vorticity 

nodel, Dirks (1969) showed that a prevailing 

flow uith vertical shear produced a pronounced 

tilt to the circulation cell above the slope so 
that part of the cell appeared to break off and 
form a much larger circulation cell out over the 
plains. Figure 2 illustrates such a circulation 
cell. In addition, a simulation of the onset of 

the noctural regime demonstrated a strong 

enhancement of vertical motion over the plains 

as the downslope flow carried the upper level 
westerly i,,omenrum downward and outward into the 
plains. this is shovni in Fig. 3. 
As we have found in the simulation 

of the Florida sea breeze, the actual three-
dimens-ional flow is considerably mole comple\. 

This is particularly true of the mountain-
induced tresoscale flow where the complex 
topograp.y Illustrated in Fig. 4 can initiate 
intense dynamic interactions with the prevailing 
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Fig. 2. Evolution of the deviation stream 
function (solid lines in 102 n2 sec-1 ) and poten­
tial temperature deviation (dashed lines in C deg) 
fields for Case D. Top of superaeiabatic region 
is sho'rn by heavy dashed line (A). 
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Fig. 3. Evolution of the deviation stream
function (solid lines in 102 m2 -1
 sec ) and poten­tifl temperature deviation (dashed lanes in C deg)
 
fields for Case E. Time is in hours past start
 
of diurnal sine wave.
 
flow aloft as well as complicated patterns of
 
elevated heating which can dr ve the upslope flow.
 
To study the spatially and temporally varying
 
pattern of surface temperature, cross sections
 
of surface temperature vere measured from air­
craft with a Barnes PRT-5 IR radiometer. Figure
 
5 illustrates an east to west cross section
 
observed at 0900 LST on August 2, 1975, from a
 
point nearly half way between Denver and Colorado
 
Springs, Colorado. over the plains, westward to 
Leadville, Colorado. The data have been averaged 
over 11 km intervals and the variance with respect 
to such an average is shown in Fig. 5c. Not
 
surprisingly, the regions of contrast between the
 
plains and foothillsand mountains and plateau
 
are the regions of malmam tewperature variance.
 
What is most surprmsing, however, is that the 
South Park elevated plateau heats uo considerably 
faster than any of the surrounding eastward 
facing slopcs or the plains to the east. The 
magnitude of the difference in temperature
 
between the plateau and the plains to the east
 
reaches its maximum between 0900 and 1100 MST
 
with values greater th.u 10 0 C. Ihile the exact
 
reason for the differences in response to solar
 
heating of the relatively horizontal surfaces is
 
not fully understood, it appears to be largely a
 
OP POOR QUALrIyORIGINAL PAGE IS 
I 	
-oa 
Fg. 4. 	Smoothed topogaphy (2 and 4Ax trendst­
removed for a 1] km giid) used as inpat in tne
 
Pielke mesoscal, model. (contour interval 250 m)
 
function 	of differences in thermal inertia of 

the soil 	types. The inportanlLe of such a 

temperature difference Is even more striking
 
w'hen one 	realizes that the platens represents 

a large-area elevated heat source some 2600 Lo
 
4000 feet above the surrounaing plains. Thus, 

it would 	ap~pear to be a major driving force in
 
the mountain upslope fief. 

Another characteristic of the 

pattern of elevated heatng s that he plans 

to the east rapidly catch up to the elevated 

plateau e.,hilbxting a surface ter'perature
 
compatible to the plateau. Shortly after local
 
noon the 	Plateau begins to cool, partly in 

response 	to extealsive developing cloud cover 

and Precipitation along tile higher mountains to 
the west 	and partly due to the lower tnerma! 

inertia of the plateau soil. During the same 

period, the plains to tile east continue to 

warm, finally reaching their ma-imum surface 

temperature around 1400 LST. Associated 

the cooling of the pper level plateau is a
 
reversal 	in foa rom a generally easterly 
uPslope to a prevallng westely current. The 

impact of ths pattern of elevated heatng and 
assoclated fie reversal on the genesis of 
cumulonmbus systems over the western plains
 
whll be analyzed by combined numerical experiment 
wth the Plee elevatel and satell oeand radar 
n o n t n ec p r nF
u b g e p ao o , l
daa analysbs. o g,-h 
The Sh-2 satellite photoguraphp
 
2345 G iT (1445 LST) illustrated in Fig. 6 shoi;s

tile eAtensnvc cloud cover which shrouds the 

hpgher elevatond,
as well as two preferred regions 

of convective activity Over tile xrestei n great
 
plains. Tile regions of cumulonlimhus activity are
 
generally located over the Cheyenne ridge to the
 
north and tre Palmer ridge to the soulth. Also ofTT
 
possible importnce is te fact that both ridges
 
lie to ie ast of mator plateaus,lamely South
 
Park and 	North Park. 

4. SIMRy AND CONCLUSIONS 
It it c l ear t h at t he rmal l y d r a, 
mesoscale systems sieh as the Flornda sea breeze 
and Colorado ride/valley crtulations play an 
impotant role ain the genesis, organization and 
.-	 (b)
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0 	 (c) 
s o­
%o
 
2 0o
 
o 1540 1550 _t600 _- 1610 1620
 
TIE GWT 
IRGROUND TFMP DATE 750802 
Fig. 5. uast-west cro~s section of IR surface
 
te,-iDetature observed at 0900 LST on August 2,
 
1975. Top represents sroothcd elevation of 
topography. Middle represents 11 1,m average
 
surface temperature. Bottomt reoresenits variance
 
with respect to 3.1km Smoothed surface temper­
ature.
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t e u o b ser v ed at 0 0 L T o 
Fig. 6. ShS-2 satellite photograph at 2145 r 
(1445 LST) with 1.85 k resolution 
intrtqity of cu~mulonimbus system,. In the case 
of the Colorado ridge/valley circulation, how­
ever, the irportance of the circulaton to the 
genesis and pronaZation of severe storm systems 
over the western great plains still remains to 
be demonstrated. The emphasis 2n the oral 
presentation will be on the evidence indicating 
the role of such a circulation an the genesis 
and piopagation of hail producing storms. 
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THE CPARACTERIS:ICS OF EVOLVING ZESOSCALE SYSTEMS
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1.0 	 INTRODDCTION ridges. Dirks' (1969) two-dimensional vortcity
 
model over a heated east sloDe indicated that
 
Te 1977 Colorado Stae Univers-ty (CSU) u0er recur" flow fron this upslone ctcula-

Souta Park Area Cunulus E-permerGr (SP\CE) was teon woule create a zone of subsidence 50 ­
a conOrehensive summertire Cle 
oroject 100 im east of the mountains, over an area
 
designed co investigate the structure and uhere ooservea sumnertrne rainfal! 
is tn fact
 
evolution of cumulus clouds and convective less tnan in eitner the mountaiqs to the west
 
resoscale systens over nouncainous terrain or the plains to the east
 
Most feia measurerents 'ere taken in Sourg

Park, Coloraco, a flat mountain park measuring Thunoerscorm activity is also observed
 
about 100 km north-south and 50 km east-west, 
 to occur earliest near east-facing slooes.
 
uitm a mean elevation of 2.8 km MSL 
 Located Benz (197L) us.. data from the Vational
 
about 150 kn souchl,esc of Denver, South ParK is Weather Service (NWS) 10 cm search canar 
a natural genesis area for cumulus clouus, with (WS-53') at Laron, Colorado, to 3mo' toat 
tne 4000 - , YSL Moscuico Range c-recvl% to the orefarred regions of echo genesis ace iouna 
west and smaller ranges on tpe southwest, north- near the east-facing slopes of tne fronc 
west, and northeast edges. Within the park, range Cunulon-bus cells from rnese 'not 
intensive measurements were taken fron 10 Julv spots" often prootgate eastwara, Droviding
1977 to 13 augast 1977, usipg potered aircraft, sucn or too suvrertie precipication nlen 
t NeAR sailolane, rawinsondes, bouncary layer 
 falls on the nearby olains Hourly rainfa~l
 
roilers, acoustic sounders, micromereorologa- data show an east-ard shift of the time of
 
cal to'ers, lidar, searcn radar, triple- maxitum precoitacion. begtnning in the after-

DoDoler radar, and a squara grid of surface noon in tne Front Range, midnignt in western
 
weceorological stations, olacea at 10 km 
 Kansas, and early mor zag in easter7 Kanscs
intervals In cooperation iththe Bureau of This supports cbe hvpothesis tha earl, "hot
 
Reclaration 4igh Plains Enperimenc (HIPLEX), svot" convection is 
responsible for the
 
an a tendcd area from Su n Park east to fotmatlon of or parttioataonin a dynamic
'oodlanv, Kansas tas also coved using search maso-ave wnicn propagates eastward
 
radar, satellite, ravinsonaes, and surface
 
mnetorolog cal stations. Figure 1 shows the 
-2. ... /
 
locations of search radars, rairinsonde units, t* >-l A
 
ard surface eteorological sattonstat were (A F[ZS-i. 

used in the combonea SPACE/HIPLEN eperiment,

along '¢ith averaged foot (304.3 a)
i0O0 m , 
 \
 
Lorrain contours. 	 ! 
The presence of the Rocky Mountains, r, /- L i. k.;­
-Othills and South Pr ofea-tl t,'m
Of~
tne Colorado Hign Plains creates an interescing 	 N ' " c / 
r , , /
set of "lsoscale-dyanic and therwodynamic 
influences on the convective precipitation ; "nx _/) / 
process. The initiation of snail cumulus 
--	 ,, 
occurs 
earliest in the day over the MosquLto Z'V' (c\ 
Range and otner high peaks and rageas Thi; O 
Is cue to the nL IItme dra-gage of cool, 
- ai 
StaOLu air off the sloCes, so that the v ' A 
morngeouLar heating causes the planetary B'
 
bounar laer (PBL) to deepen to cloud bnse P , nr,,rsI-I--n
 
nur' -tire oulcki, (often o: 1000 JOT in
 
SOUt :) thin over the pla.rs z the east Figure L Mao of the SPA(E/H[PLE\ e<tended
 
wha. iVC .r-,id. O'erga r.."n jitin om.Utar
tft' cool iC 
Strcs, aolar heating on easc-fauang sloes 	 averaged torrain contours every 
geneCaLeb an upslope flow .n tne lowest 1000 feet (304 8 m) The large 
layers, creating convergence of mass and circles represent radar effective 
moisture aboje east-facing mounzains and coverage areas 
July 19, 1977 tas chosen as tie first 
,ase for intersive analysis. On cnis day, 
strong cumu-onimbus cells fEormea n Soach 
Park as well as otner parts of tie Coloraco 
Rock-es and in tae plains just east bf the 
footrtlls, while all convection was SUDDreseOa 
east of Li-on, Coloraco Cells tencec to -o0e 
norc-, .:d win t e roan flow, t-s rot 
inlitat ,g or particDat!Pg in any <ann of 
eastward-roving -esoscaje dLsturoance. A 
contrasting case stucy day is 4 ugust 1977. 
in whien a strong squall line with high 

orecioltatxron for-ed n the eastern vart of 
Soucn Par< and pronazaten east-.ara througn 
Kansas and ZMissoura We will concentrate on 
the analysis of 19 July 1977 in the iritten 
presentation given care. Our oral ore-
se:a:on ,.ill -nclade a corarazive anax ss 
of these two nays. 

2. RADAR A':D SURFACE EQUIP1ENT 
The National Center for Atnospneric 
Research Field'Observing Facilzty k\CAR/FOF) 
prooided cne Portable Automatic Mesonet (?L') 
and tne' CP-3 5 5 cm Doppler racer. PA}j 
provided one rinute averaged winds, wet and 
dry oulb cenperatures, oressure, ant rainfall 
at 20 locations, shown in Figure 2. Vote 
that three of the locations were at the crest 

of the Mosquito Range at elevations of over
3o8 km SL. Data -ere 

site. t.here they 'era 
site,~out

d~splav and %oerealso 
Georze 1978). 

tj t7 
teleneterea to a cencra-

ianediate~y availanle for 
- 6-o1g

storea on tape (Cot=on anQ 
. A 
/ A'. \? - > ,-100 
(0~~~~~2 
1 'n.. 
Alchougn originally installed for trIole 
Doppler use, tee CP-3 radar coublea as a 
searce radar oefore I \ugust 1977, unen t-a 
.3U FPS-18, 10 cm searcn radar, came into 
service. CP-3 ola neriodically interruoc 
its DODDler scans to Derior= tull vo-ure scans. 
CP-3 data for 19 Juty 1977 are extremelv 
detailed ard coqDlera, and o: !ery hign 
quality. 
3.0 LARGE SCALE ANALSIS FOR THE MORNING 
OF 19 JULY 1977
 
At 1200 GHM (0600 AnT) on 19 july 1977, 
a vast subtroDical hign dominated the %eather
 
from cne Eastern U S west to Colorado. At
 
500 mo, a branch of tqis nigh was centered ,
 
eastern Kanrsas, win resulcant southerly flow 
bringing not, dry desert air over eastern
 
Colorado. in '~yoming and nortnestern 
Colorado, a baroclinic zone provided soucn­
•esterly winds wnich advected deep Pacific 
oistura into the Rockies curing the day. 
A wea< snort,.ave in this zone turnea the 
Grana Junction, Colorano 500 -b winds to 2600. 
Good 500 nD moisture eccenuec from Grand 
Junctlon through Ivomang to Souch Dakota On
 
tne surface, a tow as centerec in South
 
Dakota, ith a surface trough e=tending south­
ward to cover eastern Colorado Figure 3 is
 
a surface analysis for 0600 MDT, showing tne 
oressure trough and associated light wipns
 
In eastern Colorado, with szronger winds at tre 
ande east edges ofedathell 

soutn son east edges of the trougn
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_alvection or MOist Convection. crie Grand/ 
Pacific moisture and the effects of deep '. N 
cumulonimous activitv which occured the DM
 
nrevtons day and n-,hc (as revealed by ,
 
satellite pootographs) Winds _n toe lowest CM
 
80 nb were north or north-easterly at Dotm 0.
 
Scut 'ark ard Linon, snowing tpe effects of
 
tne s-rrace trounm over eastern Coiorano , ,,
 
Moisture at tne 350 mb level over South Par,
 
defineo the locaLion of a citrus aeck whico
 
covered the eastern slopes of the Rockies ,M
 
early in tne morning and subsequently dissi­
Dared.060Vl C 
j.OOT
 
< -6. 
- ---- - . 
-_-j

z030050 MDTo 
Fgure 4 East-west cross-section of 0600 MDT 
(1200 MOT) 19 July 1977 soundings
 
Lowest line shows aDproximace surface
 
elevation. ,,C 
4 EWOLbTION OF THE PLANETARY BOUNDARY LAYER "3' k. ,, C. 
Five-minute average surface winds, 8, and ;' 0 CM 
q, observed witn PA-1 are shown in Figure 5. 
At 0600 *IDT (before sunrise), drainage winds oM 
pooled the coldest air ito the center of South 
Part. At 0800 MDT and 1000 1IDT, lignt winds L_ oT-­
were Present in moe pack, w1th s5Longer 
uescerl 'yinas on the mountain crast bringing Figur, 5 PA-1 surface data for 0600 0800, and 
a somewhat nigher q, into the oark The 1000 1000 H)T. 19 July 1977 DO mea-s 
MT South Park sounding (Figure 6) showed that data missng e, on paga o 
the olanetary boundary layer already extenoed
 
up _o 600 "ib, with a = 321'K and q, = 6.5 gm
 
kg -1 No subsidence inversion %as present
 
The cloud condensation level (CCL) .as 540 mb,
 
giving a wt-oulb potenrial temperature 6. of
 
22 l'C This Inoicates a convective instability
 
of aoout 10C at 500 no, with clou tops of onlN
 
7-8 km If, however, ttIemixed-Layer qv wasI
 
8 ga kg-I on this sounding (as was available
 
on the 0600 MET Grand Junction sounding), a 
8 
w equal to 23 2*C at rne CCL of 580 too, a I 
0
500 ob instabtlity of 2.5 C, and cloud tops of I
 
at least 12 5 km MSL would be obtained. A o
 
ti-,e section of the four South Park soundings
 
(Figure 7) shows that the PBL haa dee;ened to
 
500 no b, 1300 MDT, with 0 324 a' arc, a~ 
 S 
nit eo-t'yor q,= 5 5gm kqg The decrease Ln % 
rotsrure wai due to thu "Itra nrenr of dricr , I
 
air into the FBL. Lr-on radar and .atellLce
 
phocoraphs shod that cup convection lad - ,, , /
 
beiu - ire noon to t a r est actn ortowest, , ,
 
of Sout.h Pa, 
 Figure 6. South Park sounoxng at [030 MOT. 
19 July 1977, skew-T, log-P 
. -.----- , flgure with Figure 7, we Lan see that the 
- easterl 4inds t-,ecateo at lo, levels on the 
__ _ __ _ 1246 >DT Soutn ParK rawvnsonce were corraned co 
a small area of the park that $as sheltered 
_ _ _fror'rie Drevalir, jesterl% ard southasterl 
,-winos Dv the rouncains The oalloon was 
---/ -,-.z.---j ooser'ed to ascend -ear a cumlonambus clouc, 
-- = -' probeDo% the nook snaped echo norcn of the base 
....* o . sho.n in Figure 8. Several convectie cells 
S / , ,, .. were actie in the rorch end of the par. -wtq 
- , '.lx one strong precipitalor area near CP-3 (at 
this close range, the scan is only a few 
Figure 7. Plot of the four South Park hunored meters anove ground level). All of
 
soundings vs time, showing tne these cells were movilg toward ce north at
 
- 1,
probaole evolut~on of the Dlanetar. about 5 mS anDarencly in response to upper 
boundary layer over South Par& winds 
during the day. Note the addition Small radar ecnoes continued to form 
of higner 'alues of q, after 1500 northwest of the base and west of CP-3, in 
MDT in the PBL Key on Figure 4. the clinatologicaly most favored echo 
locations (Huggzns. 1975) One cell was 
5. AFTENOON RADAR AID SURFACE ANALISIS 	 oa nsMgs,17) Oeclwsooser.ed on radar to intensify greatly as it 
approached Hoosier Pass from the south (see
At 1239 "ST, the Cs-3 radar began Figure 2). By 1333 XDT rFigure 9), a live 
recordang dama Figures -15 are fomposite of strong thunderstorms nad fored in the Blue 
scan elevation of 5.5 projected onto aRange 
horizontal plane, with only echoes of 30 dBz Feignt Indicator (RHT) scans, which ere 
synthesizea from a series of constant elevation,

or greater intensity shown. PP I data and full volume scans (Knupp, er al, 1978) show
 
derived parameters are five minute averages tnat these :ells had tops of over 12 5 k,
 
scout the tine of one radar scan. Locations nereas the smaller cells within South Park had

of convergence lines or gust fronts are tops of 7-8 1m This indicates that the
 
estimatec rro? s~ngle-stataon tina plots by crso 7ouoar laye moiste (ge

determining the cime of wino shifts, temperature touoor dee th uretorns, mneee-as
 
crops, etc., and adveccing the gust front aiorg needeteo suport deep thuaersvorms, as
 
,*itn tne speed and direction of the rinds nyr o
henind one gust ront. 	 jusc to the northwest of tqe park ?A.I data
in FigLre 9 incicate that this moisture was
 
Around 1200 '!BT the first Drecipitating being ad ected across the mountains The
 
cells forred in South Park along the west an remai-der of the Dark, eccluacrg the nortn and
 
northest slopes. Figureiue 8 snowsw PAM and radar
notmstsoe. 	 1 nd1n-  west edges, continued under strong heating,
 
_PA 

presentations for 1239 	MT Comoaring this uitn surface q, decreasing to 6-7 gm kg - as
 
v drier air continued to be entrained fro above.
 
13 
 Limon radar data for 1330 IMT snowed that the
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Hoosier Pass stors %ere part of a larser refleccivitv as =me frontal oinds approached
 
convective Cano nncn extenaed nortneastward Cells C4 and C5 ban oart=allv aeca ed a, 1702
 
for 150 km. MDT These cells "ovea from aoouc 170' at
 
5 ms-1 , with new cells naving continuousl
 
At acouc 1430 MDT, surface winds in tne formed on the south end of the Nine. Pe­
southeastern Dart of ca' Dark oegan to sn:ft clottation at rates of up to 100 -innr- as
 
co~nrd ta east !'As f-ow grad-ully affectec measurec at ce ,'est aane a: u6 Note the 
the entire eastern edge of the park. The weak radar return d:reccly over the Conttaentai 
resultant convergance Pattern generated Divide, -it rennsf~ed etnoes thet over 
nu-ero..s snall corecrave ceil from 1430- Blae ailey nortP esc of tne narK.
 
1600 MT. Surface ce-oeratures remained nigh,
 
incicating strong neating ann increasing At 1742 }MT (Figure 12), surface winds
 
instability in the center of Soutn Park. were more or less northerly througnout the P\)!
 
Around 1600 NDT the e~sterlv flow7 invadea tn, network. The latest cell (C9) was also the
 
center of the park, and together with the most intense (over 48 dBz). 'nest of the
 
stronger .esterlies in mie western portion of convergence lire, wines were stronger, and
 
tne park, formen a convergence line wnch values of e. (equivalent nocencial temperature)
 
generated a line of thunnerstorms. At this higher, than that under and east of the line
 
time, two incense cells formed at the nortn of cells.
 
end of the park near Kenosna Pass.
 
By 1822 MT (Figare 13) the character of
 
In Figures 10-15, the convective cells the line had begun to change Cell CS had
 
are numbered secaencially relative to their split into two parts, witq t&e more intense
 
proDaole initiation times. At 1623 'IDT part (C8) moving at 150- -hile the smaller
 
(Figure 10), four cells (C3-C6) were visible cell (C8a) moved almost due rott. A gust
 
over the convergence line, girn the second of front, nossibly caused oy outflov from CS, C9.
 
the strong cells (Ca) fartner ,orch. Yote that and IO, was -ovatn into tne oases of new
 
C2 moved well to the wesc (left) of the upper cells Ci and C12. Cell CIL grew4 very quick!,
 
winds, while the smaller cell C4 moved from into the eommant storm of tae Day. By 1856
 
160, aoDro"t-a-ely along cne lire of con- MDT (Figure 14) a noo,-saaDee echo protruded
 
vergence PAN rain gauge eata snow that to the southwest of ClI A surface station 
station 28 received 1-2 -.m of precipitation under this hoo, eDerlenced Drettotoi retzs 
per minute ror a: Least 15 minutes waile cell of aDout 200 a nr-, orooaol' incluing nail 
C2 ,as overnead. A visual ooservation of a Cell CIL moved at 4 s- 1 from 125', -ell to 
hall snaft from this cell was reported at tne ieft of the mean %mnds 'oist outflow from
 
about 1600 "IDT A resoscale cold front Fad other cells continued to feed this cell from
 
foreed soute of cell C2, pernaps consisting of Ene north Cell CS moved fro, 150', .hle
 
outflow frop C2 and cells farther north. 1fino other cells in the line moved ecen fartber to the
 
velocities in tne southest sector had in- rignt. Cell CIL continaed to moje slowl, and
 
creased to 7-10 ms'-, and considerable -intensified to at least 56 dBz at 1922 iDT,
 
cdlonic wind shear e'isted near tne frontal while the otner cells in the line decreasea in
 
boundary (cell C3). intensity By 1939 MDT (Figure 13), cell CIL
 
had negun to aecrease in intensity anile
 
-

By 1702 >DT (Fmgure 11), the meso-cold increasing its speed to 10 ms All the other 
front had roved about 20 km south on tne west cells in the line had dissipace , while a new 
sloe yf tne convergence line (traveling at line of cells, oriented east-west but still 
8 ms ). In suczession, cells C4, C5, C6, moving to ,ard the north, had Degun in Ene 
and C7 han incensified to over 40 dfz northeast part of the oark. Winds in South 
Park became lignter and more variaole after 
the passage of CII, wicrn cold, moist air 
occupying the area. Alchougn no further radar 
data are availaDle, PAY' ratnfall data indicate, 
ay that CII nay have moved over tne crest or tne 
scon, ountains at about 2015 )!DT 
<s31- -Total precipitation cata For tie periou 
S-IE> -. L*3 n - 1600-2400 NODT are sho,n in Fagure 16.ttrvz tn-I" cvan O-L- Note 
-'a- -- = the maxiza at the ectrea nor' kfron C2), 
5-10 ca-cr (from CS), a-d excre esouth (from CII) 
is. Fno mrI 'toRainralt at station 2S ma have been hmhertta -eiD F*C
than snorn because -t occurred at 1600 DT, 
on t'-'c.or"cO.,.when there were voidb in tne PAM Data. 
-- 6. 	 LARGE SCALE ALISIS FOR 1300 MDT, 19,
 
JULX 1977
 
A very comple" picture of lower trooosphor-c 
Figure, [0-15. Combined P IUCP-3 rid ir plots flot, patterns emerged ,ca the analisi> or 1800 
-MDT
for L623 'DT througn 1939 "IDT (000 Gmi. 20 JuL' 1977) svnoptic and lare 
at 4O -inute rnter-al, K±v mesoscale data. At 500 -a, souherv flow ha.
 
to , Dols abo-e. Arrows are resumed cnroigh rust of Calorano, but the Sourn
 
used to suggest possible non- Park sounding tor 1710 MDT still had a 235'
 
quantitative streamlines
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Figure 16-	 Total rainfall Inin aooscrved at-, 
1600-2400 KmT, 19 July 1977 
wind at 560 -b (Figure 7), indicarang con-

tinued udvec::on of Pacific lo"sZare across rne 

mounal's. Surface cata (Figure 17) shoWed a 

strong low pressure center in the plains 200 < 

sournoist of 	South Park, ,arr of -e persistent 

eastern Colorado surface trough This low
 
pressure cancer nan deepenee our-ng one day. 

probabi'; in response to Dote surrace neatrg 

ant a weak short ,ave wnicn may nave passed 

throusn tne region. 

Satellite onotograpns caen at 1830 :!DT 

sho the encire Rocky Mountain region covered 

with clouds Tne deepest scorrs vere iocatee 

in ciree north-soutn bands, eac, ecendnt fromt 

cenctal Coloraoo into soutnern Uyonirgo The 

easternmost of these bards extended orti-north-

east,;ard tron Soutr Par, to a point norma of 

Cheyenne, I4oning This conveccre zand 

probanly marked the easternmost 3oavance of 

moist Pacific air in the planetary boundary 

layer Surfare data fon 1500 YaT - 2220 .ST 

show that the flrsc occurrence of strong 

thunderstorms east of the Rockacs was at
 
Cheyenne at 1500 'WT. At this time, Cneyenle 

winds sanfceo to PortherlN, and t-e tenoert tire 

drooped about l0=C. This phenot-enon thenadrooedWC bou
Ths Deaoonn rertWest 

occurred sequentially at each station farter 
ang. 130 MTfron-tsouh aongthefrot Asouth along he front range. At 100 .0), 

nis Wind 1-at I'ad passe,
the Doundary of robz anu 

soutn of Denver, -'nile toe noirtrrl< Wird 

snIft. oDserveo In South Park na. aiso passed 

throu4n In Figure 17, a cold front symbol 

is used to show the PosSible location of tn.s 

air ir'ss boundary 

Tile Denver sounding for 1800 1[DT .huerT 

a layer ,f ligot norch-northoasterly winos 

o<tanding fror the surfacea (at S40 no) to zouu 

700 mb This layer nad a potential tenperature 
of about 21'k and an average q, of aoout 7 5 gin 
-i
kg 1n So th Park at 1710 'MT (see Pigur , 7) 
then ,were -.nort'erl, and rorcneasterl, i 
from the surrace (719 mb) to about 690 bb
 
eascerlhos above tnac to O00 no (DerhaDs a-

ca-ntc'tv zlw reg~a dr.,er 5v tie soutneast 

Colorado surfice low), soucnwserlies fro, 

600-520 mo, and soutnel; -iid, aloft rhis 

2% . . ./ 
2c	 o-3 itS 
233' ° 
. 
L I 
22 ­
c4 , ~ a3	 t_--­
- i2 -
Figure 17. Surface analysis for 1800 MT,
 
19 July 1977 	 (0000 CITY 2D .jaii 
1977) from NU;Shourly reports. 
Pressure contour ner~al is 2
 
nb
 
Earlier in the day, at 1333 -Mf,Sou£t 
Park radar and PA> data (Figure 9) nan shoqn 
that tne mountain barrier ete-ding to anout 
the 650 ,. leel (nort.,est of the Par-.) nac 
been sufficient to block er; moist Pacific or
 
from advecting Into the park. This moistre
 
han caused deed rhunaerscor actlity just
 
outsice the Dar, ct tbe onset of aeep stor-.
 
in south Far 'as aelyeo for ar least ciree 
more hours This Qhen conoaned with evidence 
from the sounding ,inc fields at Denver ate 
South Park, indicates that: advection of Pacific 
moisture across the Rocky :Mountains took place 
at very low levels, oroo oly below 700 nD. in 
soucnern "voing, a gap in tne Rockv Mountain 
barrier allowed such aovection to proceed -oV 
rapidly into rne Cheyenne area. 
After 1500 MDT, deep tnunoerstorrs, W~nach 
had beer occurring previously in tie ,ouacains 
of Denver, invaded the plains alOn LIe 
west ofnge.verivaded the alowi te range. Persistent northerly flow in inaIo'-s lwel as observed a t t is tie '-na
 
lowet levels wsosre tOt ii about 100 km side This w'as an area of 
east-west Daroclinicity in cae louest levels, 
while at 500 mb, little hetgnt gradient was 
apparent Low level air to toe test of thzs 
zone -tas coolen by a co-Onataon of tharmal 
advectLon, evajor;t%.n tounderstorn docndrafrs. 
and Lack of surtace heating due to cloudiness ac taehaigcniudicont,.nued tenTo c e easc, ectreoe heating an 
,loud-free zone. The resultant surface 
pressure gradient, shown an Figure 17, 
prooahly provided the forcing for the nortaeri 
"Inds
 
. COICuUSEO, 
dul, L9, 1977 4s selected as our first 
,, d., for storm-stcale and Meo uOSal 
a lefts hemube of its ipparent rclve
 
aIspIILL. b \tCnseve i apalrS O tis d %v 
sou, iig was lau~nchd on[, a rcw znu e.rafter 
-veiled a very complex rticura of chuund' r-­
the northerl ,urfaLe winds covered the SoutauPark ra ;mn-onde site storn scale, large-mesoscale and bynoptic-Parkale tsnceracton. 
Earl convect-n -,q inictatea over -e 

'osqu-to Range in the western and nortnwestern 

Portion of South Park in the roist, 9actfxc, 

esterly-flow atrmass As cie car progressed, 

easterly flow, driven in part o} tre surface
 
low southeast of South Park and in oart by the 

n-urnailv driven riege-valley circulation,
 
.avnoed the Park and set up a north-soutn 

oriented convergence line. South Par, was 

a,oarentlv the location of the convergence 

.ine Decause it remained cloud free for a 

n2-or portion of the day and thus became a 

significant elevated hear source.
 
Late in the afternoon a cooler airmass 

began invading the northern end of the Park 

At first it appeared to be outflow fron a 

single cell As time proceeded, however, the
 
northerly flow became quite persistent and 

coherent across the Park. By 1742 MDT 

the cool, norther]:-flow airmass Pad invaaed 

the entire PAM net,.ork. Because of rhe
 
temporal coherency and spatial consistency of 

tne northerl-F1ow airnass, it raseDie. a 

synootic-scale frontal Passage. The 

occurrence of such a frortal passage was
 
conceivable since a weak surface front -as 

analyzed on the morning surface mars along the 

southern Uvoming border. By 2000 MT, nowever, 

the norcnerly flow over the PAM network had 

weaKened in intensity and become less consiste~t, 

suggesting a diurnal influence. 
Tne difficulty in isojating -esoscale 
versus svnoptic scale influences is that tne 
synontic-scale baroclanicity was so weak that 
c cannot be onjectively aefnned At tne same
 
cme, the Colorado Rocky Mountain barrier is so
 
large (in its vertical and horizontal extent)
 
tha its associated diurnally-driven mesoscale
 
disturbances oevelop a distinct synoptic­
scale craracter Thus considerable further
 
analysis and perhaps numerical exnerimentatlon
 
is required to isolate the scales naving the
 
major controlling influence on tnis day.
 
it is interesting to note tnat the north­
soutn orieu liie of convecLtve cells watch 
eas vreceoed by a north-south oriented surface 
convergence line, retainea its general north­
south orientative during and subsequent to the
 
passage of a well-defined, larger-scale,
 
generally east-west oriented convergence line
 
The renarkaole strength of the earlier observed
 
mesoscale con'.argence line is attested to by
 
the fact that this feature as sustained
 
during the Passage of a vigorous larger-scale
 
converence line.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 2.0 GENERAL ECHO CIACTERISTICS
 
Am integral component of the 1977 South Initial convective activity on July 19 
Park Area Cumulus E~perament (SPACE), was toe occurred shortly before noon in the northwestern
 
NeAR Field Observing Faclity (FOF) CF-3 C-band quadrant of South Park along the eastern slopes

radar. This Doppler radar system was usea to of the Mosquito Range By 1530 (all times are
 
obtain reflectivity and racial velocity data 
 NDT) the major area of convection had shifted to 
from smnertzme convectm-e stor systems occurring the northeastern portions of South Park, where 
daily within South Park end aejacent areas. The rapidly growing cumulus merged and formeo an 
NCARCP-3 radar was Dart of a trikla-Doppler intense convective syscer composec of several 
racer array which inedumed the two XOAA 'ave hlgn reflecrivity regioms.

Propagation Laboratory (WTL) X-bard radars.
 
Fig. I illustrates the locations of these radars
 
witnain South Park.
 
0n 19 July 1977 an intense and long-lived <..)w3 &tKzc
convective score system was initiacec and main- w' .jt L S tE% ", '..
tained by phenomaon organized on the mesoscale. jtr -Ami, • * n -
The general ovnOpcic-feature eccomnanyiag titF 
-q. '
3 
-2 t
nesoscale system were low vertical wind shear ) -­,. 

and roisture adveetion carriec by relatively!­
weak southerly flow. G;eorge and Cotton (1978),

In a coloanmon paver, have :nvescigated the 0 "
 
general features and evoluczon of this mesoscale K 
-- . ,
 
the July 19 radar echos, rnmcq is the subject of . 4 

.'v,
 
this paoer, will form a basis in selecting cells : -
-, 
for subsequent triple-Doppler radar analyses.'-
Several distinct and intense convectiveprecipitating systems occurred on 19 July 1977 
 C , 
These convective entitles had usually long 
- "-C',
lifetimes, high reflectivitmes, and high echo t . - V 
tops when conoared with c!matological radar " "
 
data from Sour Park reported on by Huggins 
(1975) Two specific incense cells, which differed 
. A ,V
greatly in echo structures were probable hail 
_ L..... 
producers One of the convective systems was,
composed of multiple nigh reflectivit cores, igur I- The tocarto of ke C?-3 C- d r-raribtt. F on-steady-stace features, and preceded and the 2104, r-bana radLar Wzm.;tn C' r Pa.. 
the fc'- :ion of convettoo organizea on the The S-band CBS-4 racar oC2Crf O3C "1tS,.. cj-'r
mesoscate. The other conveczive system formed 
 3 luous; 1977 and waa used for za a'­
after Liqltlal mesoscale organization he taken
 
place- Conrstlingly, sesAon ad la ons, va:aon contoursrhs syscem dlsplaved Zooatzo' et 
quasi-steady-state echo characteristics, a thousaLnds of feet ,"eSL 
-,-A 
! 	 I .- tI ". .
 
4)1
 
It 
a,, b 	 c 
Figuae 2. 	Constant 2.5' e evarion radarscans from 1637 2DT (2at '803 :"D? (2b), and 1907 I'IDT (2c). 
Contours are dr, at 5-dR intervaLs beginning a: 20 arZ. The dotted areas reoresen; reflec­
vivivy factors greater than or equal to 35 dSZ. 
As this system intensified, a broken north­
south line of isolated convective ecos over
 
eastern South Park extended soutlward from the 

intense convective system in the northeast. The
 
develom.ng line at 1637 is shown in Fig. 2a.
 
This line remained in a quasi-stationary position 
over eastern South Park for the next two hours. 
By 1804 fiT the echo line had attaineu a length 
of 100 km 	and a mean width of 10 -15 km. Fig.
 
2b clearly 	shows that by 1804 %ffT the most 
intense convective cells were located at tne 
soutnern end of the line as opposed to the 
northern end at earlier times. A typical defin­
able convective cell in this line would form oni/" 
the southern end of the quasl-stataonary echo 

line ard propagate northward through the line
 
-

with a mean speed of %6 ms 1. Two notable
 
eyceptions to this scenerio formed and intensified 
within the line's interior. 
Bet,.een 1830 and 1900 :MT the convective 
echo line underwent another transition as a 
large organized, intense convective system on 

the line's 	soutoern end began to cominate. As 

te.s system incansfxea, cells to the north 
weakaend and the organization of the line, w inch 
had been a persistent quas-stationar) feature 
for "2 hrs. rapidly dissipated. The 1906 3.5o
 
elevation scan is sho-n an Fag 2c .Noeworthy 

features are the organized appearance of the 

convective system at the lane's southern end and 
the lack of Intense echos (only one appears) to 
the north. A closer examination of Pigs. 2a ­
2c reveils a clockwise turning of tne line's 
main aas This effect may be ue to local 
changes in convergence of the associated meso-
scale system. The northwestward proDnagation of 
the dornant convective region in Fag. 2 c nay be 
a faccr i the line's axis enange during the 
lattc- --e periods. 

i 
35[	 
ii 
o
 
20 
4 
TOT 
Figre 3. The roL echo areas, enclosed by 35, 
40, 45, and S0 d3Z conv:ss, as a fn non of.­
tzme The ecaO areas saclude only he segen; of 
the ec;c Z,:e south of -he CP-3 radar. 
A sumrary of the major convecti.e cells on
 
19 Jul5 is oresenced in Table 1. These data, 
when coioared wath Hugg ns (1975) data, andicate 
that cell cnaracterasccs, including echo life­
time, maxizun echo top, and ecno intensity are 
well above normal for South Park thunderstorms. 
In his analysis of 1973 South Park radar data, 
Huggins found that convective echos hae mean 
echo too heights of 9.0 km '1SL, with extremes 
of 13 0 kn MSL. As shown in Table 1, echo cops 
on July 19 often exceeded 12 and 13 km. According 
to Huggins, -eon eco lifetiaes of South Park 
cells were 30-40 minaes, with cells infrequently
 
lasting 80-90 minutes. Table I inalcaces that
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TABLE 1. Sumary of the major TRW subsystems occuring after 1400 MDT, 19 July 1977.
 
Time of Ecno ime of Echo laximum Too of Maximum 
SubsYstem Aoeearance (MDI) Absence (MT) iLfetvie (Min) !20-dBZ Ecno 'm MSL) Int
 
1 I I ? S 
2 1500-1510 J ? >120 >12.0 tO 
3 1500-1510 2? I s 
4 j 1530 1740 140 13 5 51 
5 1600 1900 1O 120 51 
6 1610 1830 140 11 5 j A7 
7 J 1630 1900 150 i13.3 50+ 
7a 1730 1850 80 12 2 50 
8 1645 1945 180 14 1 51 
9 1710 1804 j 13.3 51 
9a 1720 17402 I d7
-128 

10 17A0 1910 90 
11 1740 well after >150 
2010I 
1750 1900 80 

Average 130 

1 Merged with cell 10
 
2 Merged tiitn cell 9
 
July 19 echo lifetimes often exceeded 140 minutes. 

Altnougn e<tensive climatological studies of 

echo reflecteivties are limits. for Sout, Park 

thunaerstorns, the maximum intensities appearing 

in Table 1 apnear to be well above normal and 

apDroach the echo roflectivities measured within 

moderately interse NE Colorado thuneerstorms. 

(Foote, at al , 1976.) 
Fag 3 oresents the tame evolution of the 
total area enclosed by 35, 40, 45 and 50 daZ 
echoes after the echo line had attained an 
organized state. The values plotted in Fig. 3 
were otained from 2.50 constant elevation scans 
from tins portion of the echo line south of the 
CP-3 radar. One of the noteworthy features 

appearing in Fig 3 is the relatively constant 

area of echo intensities for the 1700-1830 time 

period This constanty reflects the quasi-

steady-state properties of the echo lire as a 

whole. However, for the sane time period, 

indivruual convective cells within the echo line 

exhibited widely varying echo shapes and in-

tentaoCls The nigh intensity echo areas reached 
a mac,-vm near !930 ZT resultirg primarily from 
the presence of the intense quasi-steady-state
 
convective subsystem described earlier.
 
The following sections discuss in further
 
dotail the individual convective subsystems
 
wnich enibiced differing echo characteristics... 

13.5 
13 7 
51 
54 
12.5 
12.8 I 
45 
51 
(The term convective subsystem is defined here
 
as a convective entity composed of one or more
 
cells of hign reflectvzty regions Most of the
 
subsystems liste in Table 1 appeared to be
 
single-celled at a ga-en instant in t-ie.) The
 
three suosystems to be descrabed were the only
 
ones on the 19th wnose trajectories were signifi­
cantly to the left of the mean environmental
 
cloud-level winds (170). These subsystems
 
were also quite intense when compared to "average"
 
July 19 convective subsystems.
 
The first subsystam developed prior to the
 
formation of tne mesoscale echo lane and dis­
played multi-cellular and non-steady-stave echo
 
features. The second subsystem studiec was the
 
most dominant one occurring on 19 July. It
 
attained quasi-steady-state echo characteristics 
and anpearea to communicate with and modify 
certain mesoscale features. The third subsystem 
was long-lived, and appeared to eahibit non­
steadf-state ecbo characteristics as the result
 
of its interactions with adjacent cells and
 
interactions ILL% the s.scale 
. .....
 
- -
3.0A.ALYSIS -OF SPECFIC ECHOES-
3 1 	Production of a Multi-Cellular Storm Dy a 

'lerger Process 
-

Interse reflaccnvit7 regions formed in a 
variety of ways on July 19. One mone of develop-
-e.t was tnrougn SucczSsive mergers c mrtiolot­
lcaily indepeacenc reflectiv-ty regions. The 

development of a convective subsystem (C2) shows 
an escellent example of incensificatuon via cell
 
merger. The individual cells whicn eventually 

merged to become C2 first became prominent at 

1510 	before the echo line described in the 

previous section became organized. PPI data 

suggest that this subsystem resulted from a two-j 
sten merger process Approximately 8-10 separate 
reflectivity regions existed initially and 
underwent mergers in groups of 2 to 3, which 
resulted in three larger and more intense cell 
groups. RFI's of the two rost intense cells in 
tro of the cell grouns -c 1532 Incicate tnat tane 
maximum reflectmvity core of each lies 3-4 km 
above the surface. The elevations of these re-

flect-vity ma-ama at 6-7 km MSL are slightly

bel v ouz corslstent with the median values 
observed for the South Park region by Huggins 

(1975) and for NE Coloraoo by Dye (1976). 
The 1542 elevation scan shown in Fig. 4 
portrays the cell compleA C2 shortly after 

merger of the three cell groups. These cell 
groups are now apparent as three maximum reflec-

tivity regions labellec a, b, and c. Also shown 
in Fig. 4 is tne location of Cl, a less intense 
convective subsystem which was prominent before
 
C2. 	 it was noted that anotner cell group to tne 

south weakenea and dissipated as the merger and 

subsequent intensification of C2 occurren. By
 
1552 	C contained one large reflectivity region 
with 	a reflectivicy factor maximum of 58 dBZ at 
3.75 km MSL. It is likely that this reflectivity 
core cortained small hail (or graupel) at this 
time The 5.5' elevation scans at 1553 and 1602 
indicate that the 40 dBZ ethos of C2 hao completely 
merged to form one large echo. Other noteworthy 
features were the tight echo gradients appearing 
along the southeastern edge of C2 during its 
most intense stages (1652-1602). This is 
contrary to the usual pattern of nign reflectvitv 

gradients appearing along the leading eage or 

an- area (the norcnwest q4adranc in ths 
case) of intense convective storms. (See Foote 

and Fankhauser, 1973, for an example.) 
During C2's mature stages, the general echo 
structure was characterized by a 45-55 dBZ 
reflecivty maximum situated near the surface 
alon the system's souchcastern edge, and a 
seco-car, suspended reflectivity maximum located 
alof: (6 to 8 In MSL) along the western or 
northwestern edge At times a third local 
refleccivity roxamum appeared at an intermediate 
altituce between the other two macina (see Fig. 
5) 	 The average 10-im. time interval between 
successive PPI scans was too great to track the 

evolLt-.n of these maxima The location of the 

major fLow/uodraft region along the northwestern 

quadr E of C2 may explain, by proDagacion 

effects, thy its trajectory was significantly to 

tne left ( 50') of te mean cloua-level environ-

mental winds during its intense stages. 
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3.2 	 Single-Cell Crocn in an Environment Modified 
by Prevweas Clcacs 
The subsysce= cescrabed in this section 
apoeared in a region ,re!ously occuDed b; 
several relativel, passive echos at the southern 
end of the well-develooed echo line described 
earlier This passive ecno group had oderate 
radar reflectivity returns for approximately 20­
30 minutes before an, sig-ificant Inte-sification 
of oe ecno occurred Tee RHI profile at 1814 
MiT indicates vat this cell (Cil) was multi­
turreted, with an overranging echo along the 
northwestern and sout-arn quadrants. A merger 
phenomenon is not evident in this case. Using 
surface masoner data, George and Cotton (1978) 
that. i ensif: catqon ofC01l_coLincided_... 
__ 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALY 
wich the arrival of outflow air from cells 
located 10-20 Ikmdue Port- E aimitation of -he 
morphology of cue cell ',C10 ia) from vaxon 
the outflow as nypochesized, ridxcates char ac 
1804, this intense subsysten had an extensive 
overhangxrg 45-50 dBZ echo along its eastern and 
southern portions. By 1815 much of the overhang­
lng ec.o had collapsed and na:a<.u intensities 
apocearea aear the surface along the subsystem's 
southern quadrznt. The outflzw resultfrg from 
this collapse, as inferred from the above descrip­
front detected by the surface mesonet and analyzed
 
by George and Co.t 
 cn
 
The 1837 and 1848 MDT core RP.t's show 
several interesting features of Cli's echo 

morphology in toe vertical Unlike the 1814 RHI 
of this cell, these later data indicate a single, 

intense, overhnnging echo core. The secondary
 
individual far-sice echo appearing on tue 1848 
RHi in Fig. 7a is assotiated with the honk-like 
echo on the soutnern ouadrant of Cl. This hook
 
echo, i7cn is shown in the 1348 5 5 elevation
 
scan of Fag. 6a, ampears to ne a flanking line
 
o4 - cu... anatz-g fr= (ii's acno
 
core region
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Fure 6. 6'onsvcnt 5.5' elevavtor. scans ofcn-6 
vectve sucs.s-eem nwner !I (CII) at 1348!VT- (6a) 
and a; 1918 IDT (6b). Contours3 are dr~.m at 5 dB 
znverValo beginninc at 20 aBZ The dotted areas 
reprs rn ref ectiiry fac ors greater zhan or 
eoaa 7o J0 d3Z. The dasred a ,:es are the Pozn.h r-
zontat locatons of the RHI's appearirq in n g 7. 
E-anation of subsequent PPI's and RUI's 
reveals that this subs.:ste- ra the characteris-
tics of a large cuasi-steady-state, intense, 
single-cell scor-i Steady-state features of 

this cell incuue a fairly persistent PPI hook- 

ecno pattern (Fig. 6), a single, intense reflec-I
 
tx-icy core often associated with a weak-echo
 
region (WE) to the north or northwest (Fig. 7), 
and a nearly consta-it --a,.i,u ecno tOp (Fig. 8) 
The 192S Rdl and 5.59 elecation scan revealed
 
the oniy e\cepcon to the otherwise constent 
single reflectivzty core These data shov a 

-
double reflectivx core. The secondary reflec-

tivicy core (50 dBZ) appearing at this time uas 
locac,_ i-;an echo overhapg in cae cell's nortlh­
west - .rant. It should be noted chic the 
overha gkng echo structures appearing , Fig. 7 

are consistent with other spatial and Cemooral 

core structures of Cl from 1840 to 1950 
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itfi ,03 is:o '.0 ,30 2334 
Tim, ('OT, 
a,'e S The two evotuenon of CII 'a 
eco sntenitj in 358 (;op) and wmazxnz 20 aBZ 
echfo zoo (boztcT). 
The echo-inferred xnflrg treas of 'CaI 1! 
were initiall confinee to Cie southern sectors. 
The inflow region transferred to the orthern
 
and northwestern portions as the cell intensified.
 
At 1837 NmT the major inflow appeared to oe 
div-ded almost equally between the southern and
 
-norhwestern portions.- -­
At 1837 a rige of 13-km 20-aBZ echo tops 
extended from the south-cencral portion of Cell 
11 to the north-central Portion. By 1906 three 
local 13-.m zaxi-a appeared as cne major inflow 
appeared to shift to the northwest quadrant. 
The 1926 echo-top contours reverced to a single 
area of 13-k- tops. These relaci-ely minor 

fluctuations (both spatially and temporally) in
 
Cell 1l's echo top ma'ima seem to indicate a 

slagnt no'-unformity in cell's updraft and 
inflow patterns. Despite the relatively minor 

spatial non-nifcrmities in echo cores, echo 

structures, and echo tops, the persistent hoo.K 

echo and M11I core ecno features incacate that
 
Cell 11 was in a steady-state condition for the 

period 1840 to 1950 MDT. 

3.3 	A Non-Steady-State, Long-Lived, Interactive 

Subsystem (CS) 

Most convective cells interact to differing 

degrees with surrounding convective systems. 

This example provides some clues on tne important 

and complex problems of cell-cell interactions. 
Many of the physical processes %nich consczttte 
this interaction nave not Deen well defined. 
The morpoological description in this section 
presents a highly interactive subsystem as 
inferred from reflaectivity data. 
Throughout mucn of its lifetime convective
 
subsystem number 8 (C8) displayed both vertically 

and horizontally non-steady-state echo features, 

The initial echo of C8 first appeared at the 

soutnern end of tne ecno line and roved slowly 

northward through tne line as furtner ecno 

developmenc occurred to the soutn. As the 

subsystem arogressed through the ecno line, 
moderate cnanges in reflectivity maxima, in 
reflectivity structure, and i. ecao areas were 
noted 
Sequential RHI cross sections from 1730 ­
1837 :fIT exemplify the variabllia in echo 

structure and inferred flow patterns of this 
cell. Between 1730 and 17L5, the major inflow 
to Cell 8, as inferrea from an overhanging echo 
structure, shifted from the cell's eastern
 
boundary to its western boundary. C8, which had
 
a width equal to that of the echo line, was
 
located in the south-central portion of the echo
 
line at this time. For the remainder of CS's
 
lifeti-e, major inflow appeared to stay along
 
the western and northwestern ecno boundaries 

During this same time, the subs~stem (CS) itself 

retained proxrnal to the western Doundary of the
 
echo lint. The transition of this inferreo 

inflow region bears a striking resemolence to
 
the inflow cransition exhibited by C1l. The
 
availab~lity of low-level moisture was probably 
important in CS's longevity ( 3 hrs.), slow 
average speed of movement (3-4 ms ), and 200 

trajectory deviation to the left of the rean 

winds. 

No significant ma.irum reflectivity or ecoo
 
struct re cqnaages acco'panled CS's inflow transi­
tion ,!ver, an incense strong dell (C9) did
 
deveLor n~ar C3 during the 1730-1745 transition 
period. Tne 1740 :XT RHI vertical sections of 
C9 indicate the presence of e~tensive echo 
overhan; along tnis echo's eastern edge. Thus, 
it appears that C8's inflow change was con-current 
with 	the appearance of an active cell (C9) .hich 
received its moisture from the same general area
 
in wnich C8 received its low-level moist-re.
 
The temporal relationsnt, of these events suggests
 
a causal relationship, the specifics of wnicn
 
cannot be dtscerrea fron the analysis of reflec­
cavity data alone 
The relative positions of CS and C9 are 
shown in tne 17LO ZMT RHI in Fag 9. By 1751 CS 
and the northern portion of C9 appear to have 
merged Shortly after the C8-C9 merger the 
cells could not be distinguished from one another. 
C8 interacted with two otner subsystems, 
CSa and C!O (see 7ag. 2b for locations). CSa 
first became prominent at 1757 >WT wnen it 
appeared as a secondary cell attached to the 
northeaster' qdacarrt of CS. C3a incajsaztlc 
rapidly to become a separate 47-egz ecno entity 
at 1804 ?DT (see Fig. 2h) and, for the next 50
 
minutes, travelled due north with a mean speed
 
-1
 
of 7.5 ms . The difference in the rean prouaga­
tiona! velocities of C3 and CSa (150'13-4 as 
-l 
and 175'17.5 me , respectively) is quite 
striking The speed differences, at least, are
 
prooably due to east-west gtauiencs in the low­
level momentum.
 
Specifically, the northerly comporert of 
low-level momentum west of the echo line was 
approxirately twice as large as nat on the 
eastern side. (See George and Cotton (1978) 
Fig. 13.) C8, whicn lay along the line's 
western border, aopeared to be feeding upon the 
relatively strong low-level moist nortnerlies, 
thus acquiring northerly momentum. CSa-, on tIne 
other hand, anpeared to be receiving inflow from 
the region east of the ecno line where tne low­
level northerly momentum was consideraDly weaker. 
This cell, therefore, would have acquired less 
northerly momentum and consequently exhioted a 
faster southerly speed. Factors contriouting to 
the different direction of propagation of CS and 
C8a have not been resolvAd. 
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Figurc 9. As in Ftg. 7, except for C- and C9
 
at 1740 '!DT. C8 is on che lef, ,eniered at
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4.-0 	 SUDLkRY AZNID DISCUSSION 
4.1 	Comparison of Results With Other Case 

Studles 

C2's general echo structure. once establish- 

ed, appeared non-steady-stace, with the mature 

stage containing 2-3 reflectivity s a One 
maximum was located along the scorm's south-
eastern reaon wanie the oc-er reflectivizy 
maximum was present witnin tne ecno overhang
along the storm's nort!-astern segment. 
Some of the echo characteristics that C2 
exhibited are similar to the multi-cell hail-
storms examined by tlarvir: (1972b) ane Cnisbolm 
(12o7). in nis study, Cnisnolm fonno tbat storm 
"families" (a family is syno-onous with the term 
convective subsystem used here) ver composed of 

several smaller hign-reflectvit; cellular 

cops. Each cell formed an a mreferren area of 

the storm family and moved throcgn the storm 
family in a direction different from tne overall 
movement of the family. Althougn the inctvydual 
cells of C2 could not be aecurzzel, t-aked, 
they 	were multiple and appeared to -Orm in a 

preferred location along the storm's western or 

northwestern side. The apnearance of rultaple 
cores in C2 imolies a storm movement to the left 

of the mean cloud layer uinds by ciscrece propa-

gat!2- of individual cells, 

The echo strucare of 11, in contrast to 
that of C2, appeared to be auasi-steady-state 
and concainag, zor the most part, a single 
refleceivity ma-amum, an associates ,eac-eeno 
region, and a nook-like ceeo. These features 
are similar to those of suzercell storms cescribea 
by Browaing (1964) and Mar rz (1972a). Hoever, 
several important oafferesces exist oetweea the 
classcal surercell an ll. Miost case stuales 
of sunercells nave foand that the storm usually
 
propagates continously to the riget of the mean 

environmental winds. These winds usually exnzbit 

appreciable vertical shear and veering with 

height, especially in the suh-c'cud layer. Cell 
11 prooagated continuously 30-40' to the left of 

mean 	environmenca! (in-cloud) winos Voich con-

tamned small vertical wind shear and whicn 
backe with height The relatively shallow 
northerly winds did induce appreciaole wind 

shear (nearly a 180' change in wind direction) 
in the suocloud layers. 01l had ajor inflow 

from rorcnerly 1o4-level winds along its north-
western quadrant and only minor inflow In the 
vic'v'i of tne hook-like echo. Tpical super-
cell 	szorms generally have auostanmtal inflow 

from 	low-level southerly winds witnin the weak 
echo 	region along their southern cuadran. 

Apparently, interactions between Cl ant tqe 

mesoscaLe *%eremore important in determining
 
Old's echo characteristics than the cynamics of 

wind sneer present in the usual sunercell environ­
4Interactions non Convective Subsystens 

It ppers ns ~on e 

cells af -nicn the line was composed, and inter-

actions between conveccie cells and the local 

mesoscale circulations, are important in detern-

ing cell caaracterstics. Marwnit (1972o), 

It appears that interactio= a g convnvectiv
OF 	POOR QUALITY
o-RtGNML PAGE IS 
inesiacrcnludedI that - a1gqt wind 
condition mn the suocloud layer is a Drominant
 
characteristic of the nulti-cell stOrm environnent 
Lignt Winos in the SUDClOud layer were part ot 
C2's environrent. During C2's grouta and . 
developrent period, surface winds were generally

-
5-10 	mg I
 
in the suheloud layer. Conversely, a
 
change in the mesoscale and sjnoptic-scale

features of -he subcloud envarorrvent surrouncing 
Cil (a quasi-supercell) prodccad stronger 
-10 os northerly winds at che'surface and 
greater subCIoLd wine shear. 
Observed interactions among cells included
 
echo 	 mergers ana outflo-s Inrematcs Outflow 
from convective subsystems appeared to be im­
portant in new cell production. Initiation of
 
new cells apparently resulted from the outflow
 
of older cells, setting up zones of surface
 
convergence on a more localze scale than chu
 
mesoscale. A good emample is C11. it appearec
 
that intensification of tnis suasystem was
 
enhanced by outflow from an adjacent ssbsystem 
(CIO) Cell mergers aDoeared to Dla' an iZDorzznc 
role in tne intensification ana sustenance of 
the July 19 convective subsyste-s For example, 
the intensification of C2 appeared to be the 
resnt of several cell mergers. Flormca stuoles 
(1oodley and Sax, 1976; Cunn-rg, e al., 1977) 
have indicated that cumulus merger events may 
be important in increasing convergence and cell 
inflow at loter levels Uitn the steep vertical 
moisture gradients oresent on 19 July, the 
effect of low-level inflow organization and 
intensification would appear to be important in 
drawing a significant increase of water vapor 
into the convective subsystem. This increase of 
-water vapor influ may then be scffi'cent for 
the liouid-ater-deedent process of precipitation 
formataoen ant halsone growth. 
On several occasions the dissipation of 
weak to moderate cells adjacent to intensifying 
or intense convective suosystems was noted. For 
example, between 1538 and 1552 5DT, a moderately 
weak con-eccive cell 10 km socth of C2 rapidly 
dissipated while C2 rapidly intensifies. It was 
also noted that cells 12 and 13, whicn formed 
adjacent to Cl, exhibitea relatively short ecno 
lifetires and echo intensities conoarec to the 
otner subsystems observed on 19 July Radar 
observations in central Iowa of small convective 
shovers in tne vicinity of more dominating 
thunderstorms nave indcared a similar behavior 
(H C Vaughan, personal conunmicatimon). Such 
observations suggest that cne circulations 
induced by a vigorous convective s-sce- aoparently 
are sufficient at tines to innib c sagnificant 
convection in adjacent regions
 
5 0 	CONCLL!NG RflIRKS 
The cells and convective subs~stems occurring
 
on 19 July 1977 contained unusually nigh echo
intensities and echo tops. The ecno longevtq
 
and nigh echo intensities are actribuceo to tao
 presence of the organiz d esoscale o-el
 
cre
 
conergence zone discussed cy George and Cotton
 
(1976) Another factor in cell longevity and
 
intensity may have been the hortn-south orienta­
tion of the convective mesoscale line which 'as
parallel to the mean in-clouc soutnerly winds
 
This effect "steered" most cells so that they 

travelled along the echo line in a near-saturated 

environment modified by previous convection. 

Erosion and encrairrent effects would nave been
 
minimized by this type of geometry Also air at 

ridge cop levels and aDove was quite moist, 

again nin:mz~ng entrainmen: effects. There 

appears to be a feeaback mechanism between the
 
mesoscale crctlations and the inferred circula-

tions of the convective subsystems. The structure 

of individual cells or subsystems appeared to be 

dependent upon the stage of development of the 

mesoscale systen, and the location of the convec­
tive entity relative to the esoscale convective
 
system. Cli's echo structure and inferred
 
circulations appeared to be more organized than
 
those characteristics from the other convective
 
subsysters. This organization was apparently
 
c.02e1y related to the organized zeatares of tne
 
assoicated low-level mesoscale convergence field
 
that was observed at that time.
 
It is noped nat suosequent analysis of
 
storm-scale motions derived from criple-DopDler
 
radar -.ill shed further lignt on the nature of
 
storr-scale and mesoscale izreractions.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
 
Since the first launch of meteorological satellites, researchers have
 
been utilizing the resultant unique data set in various types of convec­
tive cloud studies. For example, Griffith and Woodley (1973) and Reynolds
 
and Vonder Haar (1973) have related cloud visible brightness to radar
 
cloud top heights to develop relationships for remote rainfall measure­
ment. Grant and Vonder Haar (1975) have used satellite data to determine
 
when favorable seeding conditions exist (using IR sensed cloud top tempera­
tures) for orographic precipitation enhancement in the western United
 
States. The detection, study, and prediction of severe convective
 
storms (thunderstorms whichproduce large hail and/or damaging surface
 
winds and/or tornadoes) is an area of high interest since these types of
 
damaging storms occur frequently over much of the eastern two thirds of
 
the country. The importance of real time detection of large convective
 
storms which are producing abnormally heavy rainfalls was tragically
 
emphasized by the Big Thompson flash flood in Colorado this past summer.
 
Efforts have been made to use satellite data in a qualitative manner
 
for severe storm identification, mesoscale analysis, and short range
 
"now casting" (see Purdom, 1974; Weiss and Purdom, 1974; and Fujita
 
and Forbes, 1974). Arn (1975) related satellite observed cloud bright­
ness to reported severe storm occurrences, and Shenk and Curran (1973)
 
correlated brightness to observed cloud top heights. Attempts have
 
been made to quantitatively relate satellite measured anvil growth rates
 
to severe storm occurrences (Arn, 1975) and to radar measured echo charac­
teristics (Reynolds and Vonder Haar, 1975 and Negri, et.al. 1976).
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Efforts of this type have been limited by the long time period which
 
elapses between images (usually 30 minutes at best). Recently Negri,
 
et.al. (1976) have emphasized the importance of using short interval
 
(5 to 7.5 minute) SMS data in studies of convective clouds and storms.
 
A multi-phased study of severe storms and their environments, emphasizing
 
the use and interpretation of satellite data, is underway at Colorado
 
State University and this paper presents preliminary results which
 
compare satellite sensed cloud top radiative temperature fields to
 
corresponding (intime and space) radar echo characteristics.
 
2.0 	 DATA
 
The SMS-1 satellite collected visible (.5 - .7 pm ) and infrared
 
(10.5 	- 12.5 Pm ) dataat 5 to 15 minute intervals from 1800 GMT, 24
 
April to 0200 GMT, 25 April, 1975. Numerous severe storms occurred over
 
a region stretching from southwest Oklahoma to eastern Tennessee during
 
the afternoon and evening hours this day. A destructive, killer tornado
 
struck at Neosho, Missouri and hailstones larger than baseballs pounded
 
the small town of Wewoka, Oklahoma. NASA, Marshall Space Flight Center,
 
was conducting an atmospheric variability experiment on this date and
 
provided CSU with upper air data for the eastern two thirds of the
 
country which was taken at three hour intervals. The area of interest
 
of this study included eastern Oklahoma, northern Arkansas, and much of
 
Missouri. Fig. 1 shows this region, some of the storms considered,
 
along with radar indicated heights ( x 102 ft. MSL ), and the location
 
of the upper air station at Monett, Missouri. Distinctive overshooting
 
towers, or tops, are visible on the storms in northeastern Oklahoma.
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Fujita (1972) and Pearl, et.al. (1975) have related the rapid collapse
 
of similar overshooting tops to the occurrence of tornadoes and large
 
hail at the surface. The large storm complex in Missouri is intersecting
 
a WNW to ESE orientated frontal surface and a line of cumulus clouds is
 
visible along this boundary. Qualitative studies by Purdom (1975) have
 
shown this type of intersection to be a favored location for the occurrence
 
of intense severe storms. However, in this particular case the storms
 
in Oklahoma are more intense and dangerous, emphasizing the need for
 
quantitative means of analyzing and interpreting satellite data.
 
NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, provided CSU with the SMS-1 VISSR
 
(Visible and Infrared Spin Scan Radiometer) digital data, on magnetic
 
tape, that were used in this study. Radar data used were the hourly
 
reports taken at NWS WSR-57 radar sites at Kansas City, Witchita, Oklahoma
 
City, Little Rock, Monett, and St. Louis. Intensity contoured, PPI scope
 
photographs (at zero degree antenna elevation) from Oklahoma City were
 
compared with the satellite data for the storms in Oklahoma.
 
3.0 STORM TOP COMPARISONS
 
The semi-isolated nature of the storms of interest made a direct
 
comparison with the radar reports fairly simple. Radar indicated echo
 
tops at 1935, 0035, and 0135 GMT were compared with nearly simultaneous
 
(maximum difference of nine minutes) IR satellite data. If different
 
radar stations reported slightly different top heights for the same storm
 
the values were averaged. A total of 25 radar heights have been compared
 
with the satellite measured radiative cloud top temperatures. The sample
 
number will be increased when the digital IR data for the remainder of
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the afternoon are received and processed - IR data were only available
 
for the three times listed above. Smith and Reynolds (1976) reported
 
on several different methods of estimating cloud top heights for a
 
variety of larger cloud types. They compared top heights obtained using
 
cloud shadows, IR-T (Z)relations and radar. Their results showed
 
a fairly large scatter with a root mean difference for an IR/Radar com­
parison of 2.53 km. Only large thunderstorms which reached near to, or
 
penetrated, the tropopause were considered in the current study whereas
 
Smith and Reynolds studied clouds which ranged from 6 to 15 km in height.
 
A reliable technique to remotely monitor significant storm tops from
 
satellite would provide a valuable complement to conventional radar data.
 
To determine cloud height using IR data it is usually assumed that
 
the cloud emits radiation as a blackbody and that the cloud top effective
 
temperature is the same as that of its near environment. Negri, et~al.
 
(1976) have detailed some particular problems involved in applying
 
these assumptions to obtain top heights for small, isolated clouds in a
 
hot, dry environment. However, it is felt that for large storms reaching
 
to the tropopause, these assumptions are acceptable. The primary problems
 
in monitoring this type of storm result from the coarse resolution of the
 
IR data (one IR data pixel at 35N 95W represents the mean blackbody
 
temperature for an area approximately 22 km2) and also from the nearly
 
isothermal lapse rate above the tropopause.
 
Fig. 2 is a plot of the 2100 GMT special upper air sounding taken
 
at Monett, Missouri. This temperature profile was considered to be
 
representative of that of the environment of all 25 storms used in the
 
study. The sounding is potentially very unstable with a lifted index of
 
-6 and is similar to what is considered the classic central U.S. tornado
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proximity sounding (see Miller, 1972). The coldest environmental temp­
erature present was 209°K (-640C).
 
An overshooting tower rapidly becomes much colder than its env-lron­
ment as it overshoots its level of zero buoyancy and penetrates above the
 
tropopause height (note the rapid divergence of the moist adiabat and
 
the environmental temperature above 200 mb in Fig. 2). However, as thunder­
storm tops boil above the anvil level they are entraining environmental
 
air whose temperature changes little with height. This effect masks
 
or smoothes ouz the presence of very cold temperatures within the nega­
tively buoyant top. Fig. 3 is a scatter diagram of the radar indicated
 
cloud top versus the minimum IR temperature measured for that cloud top.
 
The dashed line is an estimated smooth fit of the points and the solid
 
line is the Monett sounding (plotted using the radar height scale).
 
The two curves agree quite well up to the tropopause (approximately 42,000
 
ft.) but with the radar tops consistently higher than IR tops derived
 
using the environmental sounding. The higher bias of the radar tops is
 
likely due to the coarse resolution of the IR data which doesn't "see"
 
small, high rising turrets. The IR temperature measured for the large,
 
severe storm anvils is indicated on the figure. The anvils were at or
 
very near the tropopause.
 
The scatter for tops above the tropopause illustrates the problems
 
inherent in inferring cloud top heights for severe storms using only
 
satellite IR data. More quantitative techhiques are needed to relate
 
IR top characteristics to storm severity. Adler (1976) has studied'
 
area] rates of change for cold cloud top temperatures during the life of
 
the Omaha tornadic storm. His technique will be considered as this study
 
continues at CSU, as will other severe storm characteristics. Some
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possibilities include: examination of the time rate of change of the
 
minimum cloud top temperature, development of relationships between extent
 
of penetration above the tropopause and the difference between the IR
 
temperature and that of the tropopause, and development of relationships
 
between both IRand visual characteristics of the storm top toits
 
severity.
 
4.0 PPI DISPLAYS AND IR TEMPERATURE FIELDS
 
Figs. 4 and 5 present the Oklahoma City WSR-57 intensity contoured
 
PPI display and the nearly simultaneous cloud top temperature field.
 
(contoured in 4°C intervals with -70 C the coldest region). The very
 
cold cloud top temperatures correlate well with the radar echo configura­
tions of the large storm complexes at 0700/100 n.m. and 1300/75 n.m.
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The intense echo cells (cross-sectional areas of approximately 50-100 km

detected by the radar within these complexes do not show up within the
 
general IRcold cloud area; however, good agreement was noted between
 
intense echo cells and overshooting tops apparent inthe visible data.
 
The problem isagain most likely one of resolution andpoi'nts out the need
 
for detailed studies of simultaneous radar and satellite data. Pearl,
 
et.al. (1975) studied overshooting tops on a number of severe hailstorms.
 
The large overshooting domes had diameters of 10-12 km, or cross-sectional
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areas of approximately 80 km2. Only a small part of the area isat the
 
top of the dome and an IRdata pixel would have to be centered exactly
 
2
 
on the dome to sense the blackbody temperature of the highest 22 km
 
An interesting feature of this situation isthe intense echo SSW
 
of the radar. This storm was dropping large hail at the time of the
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photograph, but it does not stand out in the corresponding satellite IR
 
data and would pose a serious problem if it were being monitored only
 
by satellite. The radar and satellite evolution of this "hidden cell"
 
is being studied in detail.
 
5.0 	 SUMMARY
 
This paper has presented some preliminary results and interesting
 
features noted during CSU studies of severe convective storms emphasizing
 
the use of concurrent high space and time resolution radar and satellite
 
data. Comprehensive, detailed studies of the satellite characteristics
 
of severe storms are required if the best use is to be made of the tremen­
dous amount of satellite sensed data which are now available to both the
 
operational meteorologist and the researcher. Methods for quantitative,
 
optimum analysis of these complementary data sets should be developed.
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Figure 1. SMS 1 visible photograph of severe storms studied. 
 Radar
indicated cloud top heights are shown, as islocation of radio­
sonde station at Monett, Missouri. Time of photograph is2242
 
GMT, 24 April 1975.
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Figure 2. Monett, Missouri sounding at 2100 GMT, 24 April 1975.
 
Of interest are the strong potential instability and the

rapid rate at which a parcel following a moist adiabat would
 
become colder than the environment above 200 mb.
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Figure 3. Scatter diagram of radar indicated top height versus satellite
 
sensed coldest IRcloud top temperature. The 2100 GMT Monett
 
sounding isplotted showing environmental temperature as a func­
tion of height (for example at 30OX 103 ft. MSL the environmental
 
temperature was approximately -400C).
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Figure 4. 	Oklahoma City (OKC) WSR-57 intensity contoured PPI scope picture
 
at 0122 GMT, 25 April 1975.
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1. INTRODUCTION 

High-resolution GOES imagery has been 

increasingly incorporated in studies of severe 

convective storms. Most uses of this satellite 

data have been of a qualitative nature involving 

image interpretation. (For examples refer to 

Maddox, 1977; Purdom, 1976; and Weiss and Purdom, 

1974.) However, some researchers have begun to 

use quantitative, digital GOES data in their 

work. Adler and Penn (1976) computed growth 
rates of IR measured cold cloud top area for 
several severe storms on 6 May 1975 (one of 
which spawned the Omaha tornado) and compared 
the changes in growth rate with the timing of 
severe weather events at the surface. Negri 
et al. (1976) contrasted visible cloud bright­
ness changes with the evolution of radar echoes 

for several Great Plains' thunderstorms. They 

also showed that computed parameters, such as 
cloud top divergence, may be affected by the 

time interval separating data used in the compu­
tations. Maddox at al. (1976) compared IR in­
ferre4 storm top heights with radar measured top 
heights and showed that large scatter existed 
between radar and satellite heights for severe 
storms which penetrated the tropopause.
 
given in Central Standard Time) and continuing 
for 8 h. A NASA Atmospheric Variability Experi­
ment (AVE IV) was conducted this day and upper­
air soundings were taken at 3-h intervals over a
 
large region east of the Rocky Mountains. (The
 
NASA AVE program has been described in detail by
 
Hill and Turner (1977).) An unusually comprehen­
sive set of data was therefore available for use
 
in the study of the severe storms. Significant 
storm reports included: hailstones with a 
diameter of 2.75 in. (7.0 cm) at Wewoka, Oklahoma 
at 1715; a tornado near Miami, Oklahoma, at 1800; 
and a destructive tornado at Neosho, Missouri, at 
1840.
 
2. SYNOPTIC SITUATION
 
At 1500 (Fig. 1) a slow moving cold front 
stretched from southern Illinois westward to 
eastern Kansas and then southwestward to the 
Texas panhandle. South of the front a narrow band 
Houghton and Wilson (1975) presented velocity 
divergence and vertical motion fields computed 
for a severe convective situation. The winds 
were derived from tracking clouds on satellite 
photographs. The resultant fields exhibited 
horizontal and vertical coherency suggesting 
that such applications might eventually be of 
operational utility. During the current study 
cumulus clouds were tracked to develop low-level 
wind fields prior to an outbreak of severe thun-
derstorms. Divergence, moisture convergence, and 
vorticity fields were then objectively computed. 
These analyses were compared to similar fields 
computed using only surface data. Subjective 
modifications of the data set were made to des­
onstrate the sensitivity of the results to vary­
ing spatial distributions of trackable clouds. 
The day chosen for study was 24 April 1975
 
when several severe thunderstorms developed
 
during late afternoon from north Texas to
 
Missouri. GOES 1 imagery was taken at 5-min
 
intervals beginning at 1200 CST (all times are 

Also at NOAA-ERL, Boulder, Colorado 
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Fig. 1. Surface analysis at 1500 CST. Note the
 
dry line which extends from northern Oklahoma to
 
southwestern Texas. Winds are in kt with full
 
barb = 10 kt. 
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of hot, dry air had advanced eastward through 

north-central Oklahoma into a low pressure area 

east of Ponca City. The region of lowest pres-

sures was located on the dry line rather than on 

the frontal wave. The surface pattern resembles 

that of the sub-synoptic scale surface low docu-

mented by Tegtmeier (1974). He found that tor-
nadic storms were most likely to occur within the 
northeast quadrant of this type low, and this 
particular case was not an exception. The rem-
nants of a surface boundary, which separated hot, 

mist air from a region of cool air produced by 

nocturnal thunderstorms, is depicted as a dis-

sipating warm front. Note that in the narrow 

warm sector temperatures had climbed into the 

upper BOIs with dewpoint temperatures holding in
 
the uppers 60's. 

The 500 tubanalysis (Fig. 2) showed that 

a weak short-wave trough extended from south 

Kansas into central Texas. The flow field split 

into two branches to the west over the Great 

Basin, and this short wave was imbedded within 

the southerly stream. A stronger short wave, 

within the northern stream, was moving east-

southeastward across the northern Plains. By 

0000 on the 25th these two features had moved 

into phase and merged just west of the central
 
Mississippi Valley. Although severe thunder­
storms continued through the night, the most 
intense storms were those that occurred along 
the southern short wave during the late after­
noon and evening. 
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Fig. 2. 1500 CST 500 nibanalysis. Triangles 

show locations of short-wave troughs. Arrows 
depict axes Of maximum wind speeds, full barb 
10 kt, flag = 50 kt. Moist regions with T-Td < 
60C are shaded. 
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Skew T/Log P plots of upper-air soundings taken
 
at Monett, Missouri, and Amarillo, Texas, are
 
shown in Fig. 3. (Release times were 1500 and
 
1415 respectively.) The Monett plot resembles a
 
Miller (1972) Type I tornado sounding. The low­
est 100 mh layer L.I. was -4, and the mean vapor
 
mixing ratio for the same layer was almost 12 g

1
kg- . However, note that the LFC was almost
 
200 mb above the LCL with a large negative buoy­
ancy area indicated through the separating layer.
 
Most veering in wind direction occurred below
 
the LCL with west-southwesterly flow extending
 
from 800 through 100 mb. The temperature lapse
 
rate was strongly superadiabatic in the lowest
 
30 mb.
 
The Amarillo sonde was released within the
 
hot, dry air mass prior to cold frontal passage.
 
A well mixed, nearly adiabatic layer extended
 
upward from the surface to 600 mb. Although
 
strong westerly flow was present at middle and
 
upper levels, nearly uniform westerly winds of
 
1
only 10 kt (5 m s - ) existed in the mixed layer. 
Because of this weak flow the dry line moved
 
only slightly eastward during the afternoon,
 
except over central Oklahoma, where it moved
 
eastward toward the low pressure region.
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Fig. 3a. A Skew 2/Log P plot of 1500 CST Monett. 
Missouri, upper-air sounding. 
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Fig. 3b. Skew T/Log P plot of 1500 CST Amarillov 
Texas, upper-air sounding. 
Wilson (1976) has computed large scale
 
vertical motion fields (700 mb w computed with an 
adjusted kinematic method) using the AVE IV 
sounding data. His 1500 700 mb w field is shown 
in Fig. 4, along with the concurrent surface 
analysss. Regions where severe thunderstorms
 
developed during the following 2 h are
 
indicated. The large scale vertical motion
 
fields apparently did not play a dompnant rola
 
in organizing convection on this particular dy
 
since the storms developed in regions of
 
diagnosed subsidence, or of only slight upward 
motion. 
The 1702 Satellite photograph is shown in 
Fig. 5 thenh1700 urface analysis super­
imposed. The three large storms in northern Fg. 5. 1702 CST GOES photograph with 1700 
Missouri, northeastern Oklahoma and southern suface analysis. 
Oklahoma wer e la scverT Massouri sorm­
complex was oriented north to south and inter- 3. SATELLITE DATA SET 
sected the surface front and an associated "at­to-west lne of convective clouds. Empirical A low-level wind field was developed by 
ses (Purdom, 1976) suggest tha this storm tracking cumulus clouds through a four-pcture 
would be a likely tornado producen Similarly, the loop which began at 1458 and continued through 
large storm in southern Oklahoma would be con- 1513. The tracking was accomplished on the NASA
 
s Tdered Atmospheric and Oceanographic Infomation Pro­highly suspect because of its extremely 

rapid growth rate (refer to Negri et al. (1976) cessing System (AIOPS). Manual cursor position­
for details), and he obvious flanking innes ig methods were employed. (The AOIPS and cloud 
h ich from the storm
extended westenokhotward tracking techniques are described by Billingsley 
complex. However, it was the less spectacular et l. (1976).) Acceptance of a derived vector 
storm (as viewed from satellte) located east- was subjective and was primarily based upon 
northeast of the sub-synoptic surface low that obtaking consistent cloud motion through the 
became torndic tloop. 
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The set of 214 wind vectors obtained
 
is shown in Fig. 6. These data were otjectivelv
 
interpolated onto a 0.4 degree grid (approx­
imately 9 degrees square and centered on south­
western Missouri) using a 2-D cubic spline

technique which was developed by Fritsch (1971). 

The resultant wind field is shown in Fig. 7. 

The spatial distribution of the data points 

indicated that the validity of the gridded winds 

would be most questionable over northwestern and 

southeastern corners of the domain, regions not 

affected by storms. 

Results of previous studies have indicated 

that cumulus motion represents the cloud-base 
environmental wind to within 5 degrees and 

1 m s-l (Fujita et al., 1975 and Hasler et al. 

1975). Hasler et al. also noted that there
 
were no discernable biases to the differences 

indicating that analysis of a large, closely 

spaced data sample might minimize the error 

present. 
Several dynamic fields were computed using
the wind field shown in Fig. 7. The represen-
tativeness of these fields is partially a
 
function of the spatial distribution of track-

able cumulus clouds, and this important 
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Fig. 6. Set of 214 wind vectors obtained by 

tracking low-level clouds on the NASA AOIPS. 

One degree of latitute - 22.2 m s - I and one 
degree of longitude = 17.8 m s-1. 
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Fig. 7. Objectively gridded field of wind vectors.
 
S-aling is same as in Fig. 6.
 
limitation is considered in a subsequent sectiv-.
 
of the wind vectors in z-space is also
 
a significant problem. Schaefer (1973) noted 
that usually neglected terms which appear when 
divergence is computed on a nonhorizontal surface 
can significantly affect the resultant fields.
 
3owever, in this case it was assumed that the
 
satellite derived winds were on a horizontal

surface, even though rawinsonde data indicated 
that the LCL ranged from 910 to 8OO acros 
the region where clouds were trackea. A!_.,ug, 
simplifying assumptions have been made, the
 
results do seem promising.
 
4. MOISTURE CONVERGENCE FIELDS 
Hudson (1971), Newman (1972), and Sasaki
 
(1973) have all shown that severe thunderstorms
 
and squall lines tend to develop in regions

where values of moisture convergence are large.
 
9Identifiable maxima in the surface moisture
 
convergence field may precede development of
 
intense convection by as much as 2 to 3 h.
 
Studies by Pearson et al. (1967), Steyaert
 
and Darkow (1973), and Schaefer (1975) have
 
presented results indicating that surface mixing
 
ratios might be combined with the satellite de­
rived low-level wind field to approximate mean
 
mixed layer moisture convergence. Surface mixing 
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ratios were computed for the 1500 observations
 
using Tetens' empirical formula for vapor
 
pressure and the definition of mixing ratio.
 
The miring ratios were objectively analyzed onto
 
the same grid as shown in the wind field of
 
Fag. 7, These two fields were used to compute
 
the moisture divergence (V.wV), hence moisture
 
convergence is of negative sign. 	 J, 
The resultant field is presented in Fig. 8.
 
Comparison with Fig. 5 shows that during the
 
following 2 h storms developed in most of the 3
 
regions characterized by large values of mois­
thre convergence at 1500. The main exception
 
was the lack of activity within the moisture 5.
 
convergence zone in central Kansas. The mois­
ture convergence field calculated using only
 
surface data is shown in Fig. 9. The overall 57
 
pattern of the two fields is similar; however,
 
significant differences do exist. The most C
 
pronounced of these was the band of high mois­
bare convergence values that stretched across
 
south-central Oklahoma in the satellite field.
 
The surface analysis indicated moisture 35
 
divergence over much of this area. This was an
 
important difference since several severe
 
storms developed across this region. 54
 
-99 -92 -97 -96 -95 -94 -93 -92 -91 -90 
Fig. 9. 1500 CST moisture convergence field
 
- .o"c0sI 	 computed using observed surface winds Details 
"a are same as in Fig. 8.
 
3g .- n Maximum values for satellite and surface 
moisture convergence (-8.5 g kg - I h-1 ) were 
similar to values found by Newman (1972) to be 
38 associated with severe thunderstorm occurrences. 
The Neosho tornadic storm began to develop within 
sn hour of the satellite measurements and withian 
37 the area of highest moisture convergence values. 
An improved correspondence between maxima and 
subsequent severe storm genesis were character­
36 / istic of the satellite field. This may have been 
a result of both stronger flow fields at cloud 
base and an elimination of local influences which 
f5fect measurements of surface winds. 
5. DATA SENSITIVITY
 
3A modification of the original 214 wind
 
vector set was made to demonstrate that the
 
spatial distribution of trackable cumulus clouds
 
•,.,, • 	 affects- V 	 -,,,,, ,,,, strongly the results of calculations of 
-99 -98 -97 -96 -95 -94 -93 -92 -91 -90 	 the type considered above. The 24 April tornado 
case was unusual because strong synoptic scale 
weather systems and attendant large cloud masses 
were not present. Eleven of the wind vectors 
were obtained by tracking individual cumulus 
Fig 8. 1500 CST moisture convergence field within a narrow cloud band that developed to the
 
computed using satellite derived winds. Units rear of the surface cold front. These vectors
 
are g k 1 s l x 10-5 and contour interval is were arbitrarily deleted from the data set.
 
1 1
5 x 10- 4 g kg- s- . 
68
 
Calculated relative vorticity fields are
 
shown in Fig. 10 for both the complete and
 
modified data sets. The results differ both in
 
general pattern and also by as much as two
 
orders of magnitude. The data modification was
 
chosen to maximize differences; however, cloud
 
patterns associated with real weather systems are
 
also likely to systematically affect the distri-

bution of trackable clouds, For example, it 

would be most unusual to find a cumulus cloud 
field in the air mass behind a dry line, and 

low-level clouds would often be obscured north 

of a surface, cold front by layers of middle and
 
high clouds. 
These limitations emphasize the importance 

of integrating satellite determined low-level 

wind fields into a boundary layer model (both 

diagnostic and prognostic) which incorporates
 
all available conventionally and remotely
 
sensed data. This is especially true when
 
operational applications are considered. 
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Fig. 10a. 1500 CST relative vorticity computed

Fig sate150te reive ortficd.nit
c ted

using satellite derived wind field. Units are 

-

s 1 x 10- 4 and contour interval is 5 x 10- 3 s-l 
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lOb. 1500 CST relative vorticity computed 
using the modified satellite derived wind set.
 
6. SUMMARY 
Cumulus clouds were tracked, using short­
interval high-resolution GOES satellite imagery,
 
to derive a low-level wind field for a severe
 
thunderstorm situation. The cloud tracking was
 
during a period prior to storm devel­
opment. Moisture convergence fields were approx­
using these satellite derived winds and
 
surface mixing ratios. Subsequent severe storm
 
development occurred within regions of diagnosed 
high moisture convergence. Satellite moisture
 
convergence patterns specified convective patterns
 
that developed much better than did the same field
 
computed usng only surface observations. These
 
data suggest that useful applications, using 
satellite wind fields, may be possible in opera­
tional severe thunderstorm forecasting.
 
It was also shown that computed dynamic
 
fields are highly affected by the spatial dis­
tribution of trackable clouds. Satellite winds
 
must be accurately located in the vertical before
 
more precise computations can be obtained. Work
i newyo eeomn fa otmmojc
 
is underway on development of anoptimum objec­
tive analysis scheme which would simultaneously
 
analyze satellite winds, surface data, rawinsonde
 
data, and other types of remotely sensed data.
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The launch of geosynchronous satellites has 

provided meteorologists with high spatial and 

temporal resolution data essential in evaluating
 
mesoscale features which may force the develop-

ment of severe local storms (SELS). At the 

present time, only radiances from two channels,
 
the 11-12 pm infrared and the 5-7 vm visible are 

available, so that vertical temperature profiles 

cannot be obtained. However, Vertical Tempera-

ture Profile Radiometer (VTPR) data are avail-

able from the polar orbiting NOAA-4 satellite, 

which uses the 15 pm CO2 channels for tempera-

ture retrieval and the rotational water vapor 

absorption band to infer precipitaole water 

values (Hillger and Vonder Haar, 1976), however
 
temporal resolution is poor. This paper explores 

the possibility of combining these two data sets 

to simulate data that will become available with 

1
the launch of the VISSR AtmosDheric Sounder 

(VAS) on the GOES-D in the 1980's. A moisture 

analysis of 70 km resolution is combined with 

wind fields derived from tracking low-level cu-

mulus clouds using SMS visible channel data. 

This combination allows for the computation of 

moisture convergence in the boundary layer for 

the pre-storm environment.
 
Several researchers, including Hudson (1971),
 
Newman (1972) and Sasaki (1973) computed surface­
moisture convergence and found good agreement
 
between those patterns and reports of severe
 
weather several hours later. Intense moisture
 
- 3 1 - 1

convergence (- 10 g kg- s ) is one condition 

found favorable for tornadic storm development 
(Sasaki, 1975). 

The day chosen as a case study was 24 April
 
1975, when several severe thunderstorms developed
 
during the late afternoon from north Texas to
 
Missouri.
 
This day is well represented in the litera­
ture. Whitney (1977) examined the role of the 

subtropical and polar jets on this day and con-

cluded that upper-level diffluence ahead of the 

advancing trough enhanced the convective insta-

bility north of the sub-tropical jet. Maddox 

et al (1976) compared satellite sensed radiative 

temperature fields to corresponding radar echo 

characteristics in an attempt to quantify the 

detection of severe storms by satellite. Negri 

et al (1976) examined growth rates in SMS visi­
ble channel data to determine an operationally
 
significant parameter for detection of storm
 
severity Purdom (1975) examined the low-level
 
inflow into these storms from both an earth 

relative frame and a thunderstorm relative 

frame and concluded that a relative low-level
 
southerly flow into a storm is important
 
in that storm's ability to produce a 

tornado This paper will follow the latter ap­
proach in using low-level cumulus velocities
 
to compute divergence and subsequently moisture
 
divergence.
 
2 24 APRIL 1975
 
2 1 Synoptic Situation
 
Numeroas severe storms occurred in a region
 
stretching from southwest Oklahoma to eastern
 
Tennessee during the afternoon and evening hours
 
this day. A destructive, killer tornado struck
 
at Neosho, Mo. and baseball-sized hail pounded
 
the small town of Wewoka, Ok. Figure 1 is the
 
surface analysis for 1600 GMT, near the time of
 
the NOAA-4 satellite pass Features to note are­
1) the intense moisture gradient across the
 
dry line in western Oklahoma
 
2) very moist air in eastern parts of Texas
 
and Oklahoma
 
3) cold frontal boundary in the Oklahoma
 
panhandle, becoming stationary out towards
 
the northeast
 
4) squall line from previous days convective
 
activity running through Oklahoma and
 
Arkansas.
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Fig. 1. Surface analysis for 1600 GMT, 24 April
 
1975.
 
Visible and Infrared Spin-Scan Radiometer
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Figure 2 is the 1500 GMT 500 mb analysis of data radiances for the C02 channels reached some limit­
collected during NASA's Atmospheric Variability ing noise value (the instrumental noise level for
 
Experiment (AVE) on this date. The weak short 
 the VTPR instrument).
 
wave moving through the midwest increased the
 
instability over the region
 
SOM VTPRCHANNELS 
APPROXIMATE
 
CHANNEL WAVELENGTH WAVENUMBER PEAK LEVEL OF
-21 484 NUMBER (microns) ,- ) WEIGHTIhG FUNCTION 
tcn 560 (millibars) 
C1o2 channels (15 micron CO absorption band)2 

1 14.96 668 5 30
 
11715R-16 /(Q branch) 
m5 / 2 ,515 2 14 77 677 5 so 
M5 
_ 
 3 1438 69 IT 120 
4 
 14 12 708 0 
 400
 
-Is S 13 79 725 0 600
 
-1- 564 / 11576 
 6 1338 
 747 0 surface
 
_12"20channel (Rotational water vapor absorption band)
 
_1-133 45 560 
 7 18 69 635 0 700
-14 25L5n 
-o4
 
1 550 Window channel (Atmospheric window region)
 
-108 11.97 833 0 surface 
-IO7 
/ 
Table 1

-10-=
2 9-93e 

Table 1. Spectral characteristics of the Vertical
50 mb Temperature Profile Radiometer.
 
24 APRIL 1975
 
1415-1500 GMT
 
After the temperature profiles were retrieved
 
using the six CO2 channel radiances, a comparison
 
was then made between the observed and calculated
 
radiances for the VTPR H 0 channel The observed
 
H20 channel radiance is dependent upon both the
 
temperature and moisture structure of the sound-

Fig 2. 500 mb analysis for 1500 GMT. Data 
 ing column, whereas the CO2 channels are in gen­were collected during NASA's Atmospheric 
 eral less dependent on moisture than temperature.
 
Variability (AVE) experiment.
 
The calculated radiance is an integrated value
2.2 Mesoscale Precipitable Water Analysis 
 obtained by applying the radiative transfer equa­
tion to the retrieved temperature profile with
 
High horizontal resolution moisture infor-
 the initial guess PW amount. If the retrieved
 
nation was obtained 
at 1615 GUT on 24 April temperature profile is sufficiently accurate, then
 
1975. This moisture analysis was available in the only difference between observed and calculated
 
terms of total precipitable water (PW) values 
 radiances should be due to the difference between
 
at a resolution of about 70 km from the VTPR 
 the observed and initial guess precipitable water
 
on NOAA-4. Table 1 shows the spectral charac- amounts. The initial guess PW amount is not
teristics of the VTPR instrument. Clear column changed in the iterative process and does cause
 
temperature profiles were retrieved through use 
 some errors in the derived temperature profile

of an iterative temperature retrieval algorithm, 
 which are of smaller magnitude than the PUT effect
 
(Hillger and Vonder Haar, 1977). 
 As an initial on the H20 channel. Since the initial guess PW
 
guess profile the retrieval program used a com- amount is a constant value, the H 0 radiance re­
posite temperature and moisture sounding con-
 sidual should therefore be proportional to the
 
structed from 1800 GMT AVE radiosonde profiles, actual PW amount in the sounding column.
 
The temperature profile was then iterated until
 
the RMS residual between observed and calculated For the area of the satellite pass over the
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Great Plains, a correlation between the H 0 radi­
ance residuals and the actual PW values a? AVE 
radiosonde launch sites is shown in Figure 3. 
The rather high correlation of -.88 shows that 
much of the moisture distribution on the mes-
scale was explained by the radiance residuals. 
All the values except Fort Sill, Oklahoma (FSI) 
are within the absolute error bias of +0.5 cm of 
H 0 which is considered as a maximum error for 
tis data set. 
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Fig. 3. Observed precipitable water values versus 
H 0 channel radiance residuals, 
2 
A least squares linear fit was made to the mdi-
vidual points to derive PW values at the places 
other than radiosonde sites which were used for 
calibration. The resultant P1*field is shown in 
Figure 4 for the satellite pass time. One region 
in question is in central Kansas where high clouds 
caused the P14 values to be low. The clouds there 
extended above 500 miband the values obtained are 
not reliable, Otherwise, the individual values 
sh ud b c u a e t w t _ . m o W 
OF 
Lo 'O2 
.2 
. ,0 1 
2-' 
1.5 t 
,, Z 
2. 2 
2. 2 to 
A 2 
. 
.	 to 
Fig. 	4. The precipitable water field (cm) at 
CMI , 
2.3 	 Wind Fields
 
Five minute interval S113 visible channel data 
were used to track cumulus clouds and derive low­
level wind fields from their motion. Winds were 
tracked on NASA's Atmospheric and Oceanographic 
Information Processing System (AIPS) by NASA 
scientistsis and the data furnished to CSU. Cloudlocation determined by means of a cursor, which 
is moved about the screen by means of a joystick.
 
Prior navigation of the images to within one plc­
element (- 1 kin) allows for cloud tracking 
in an earth relative frame. (A description of the
 
AQIPS and cloud tracking techniques was presented
 
by Blllingsley (1976).) Figure 5 is one such
 
satellite image used. Cumulus clouds were tracked
 
in an area approximately 11 degrees on a side
 
centered near Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Figure5
 
shows the original wind field, with a vectr of
 
length one degree representing a wind speed of
 
-
17.8 msA u velocity and 22.2 mr-i v velocity.
 
eaer, et.al. (1g16) showed that for trpical 
cumulus, excellent agreement existed between cloud 
rmtion and the wind at cloud base (Vcloud - Vid 
< 1.3 ma 1) . 
Fujita et.al, (1975) used ATS images to infer
 
environmental winds and concluded that cumulus 
turrets 0.3 to 2 miles in size appear to be the 
best targets to infer mean winds in the sub-cloud 
layer. Accuracy in velocity computation was shown 
0 ,0 
to he + I ms - 1 speed and + 5 direction. More divergence field, figure 7, shows the areas of 
ttccntly, Suchman and Martin (1976) explored the 

accuracy and representativeness of tracer winds 

in the GATE area. They found that ship winds 

used as "ground" truth differed from satellite 

1

winds by less than 3 ms - . Using 30 mirnce in-

terval jmagery, they found a reproducibility of 

1.3 ms for cumulus level winds. Cumulus 

tracked winds would seem to better indicate 

boundary layer motion than do the corresponding 

surface winds because: 

1) a 20 minute "average" of mean flow is 

obtained, and 

2) surface winds are influenced by topog-

raphy and surface stress. 

Doswell (1976) recognized the Importance of using 

"filtered" surface data in computations of low­
level moisture divergence.
 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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Fig. 5. SMS visible channel image at 1757 CMT.
 
3. RESULTS 

3.1 Dynamic Parameters 

The wind field of figure 6 was objectively 
analyzed using a cubic spline technique developed 
by Fritsch (1971),by Figurer 7 shows the objectivelyoj ct v l~ F 
~~~~~ he
analyzed wind field, using a grid Interval of 0.5 

degrees, with lengths scaled as in figure 5. The 

strongest low-level convergence located in cen­
tral Kansas, southwestern Oklahoma and southern
 
Missouri. Magnitudes of this convergence are
 
5 -1 .10-20 x 10- s A final compution is done vii 
the addition of the satellite derived P fields.
 
The moisture field of figure 8 was objectively
 
analyzed onto the same grid as the winds and the
 
moisture divergence (V • PW V) was calculated.
 
This field is illustrated in figure 9, and Is
 
similiar in structure to the divergence field
 
alone. The maximum moisture convergence was
 
- 5 1
30 x 10 cm H20 s 
-
centered in eastern Kansas.
 
Local maxima are also found in southern Missouri,
 
southwestern Oklahoma, central Texas and northern
 
Louisiana. The radar summary at 1835 (Fig. 10)
 
shows some convective activity ooccurring in
 
Kansas, however these storms were not severe.
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Fig. 6. Original wind field at 1800 GMT from
 
satellite inferred cumulus velocities.
 
Because of the rather large time discrepancy
 
between the moisture field (1600), the wind field
 
(1800) and the time of initial storm genesis (2200),
 
emphasis has been placed on the description of a
 
technique rather than on demonstrating the possible
 
correlation between moisture convergence patterns
 
and the occurance of severe local storms. Maddox
 
et.al. (1977) coupled 2100 QfT derived winds with
 
corresponding surface mixing ratios on this day
 
of the
tor determinewellsca19w9possible correlations. The authors
 
are weil aware of some of the shortcoming of the
 
technique described. A satellite wind which was
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2904 
not accurately located in the vertical haq been
 
multiplied by an esrmitLon of the total Jtmo­
spheric water content. rhe wind fields are sen­
sLtive to the density and spatial configuration
 
of the cumulus clouds used to derive them, as
 
well as to the objective aualysis scheme used
 
Total PW content is likewise not retrieved per- '0 " 
fectly. It is hoped chat by the time VAS is
 
launched there will be improved algoritims for 39
 
determining 1120 content and its vertic.al dis­
trihution 38
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Fig 9. 
The 1osure divergence field.fig Units are10. NWS radar depiction chart -5
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4. St,,ARy 
The major results and limitations of this 

preliminary study of combining two types of sat­
ellite data included: 

1) 	Using data from satellite sensors only, 
wind and moisture fLuLds can be con-
structed and then combined to give mesa­
scale horizontal moisture flux infor-

mation, 

2) Satellite interred cumulus velocities 

provide a usable representation of 

boundary layer flow, with the limitation 

of not being exactly located in the ver­
taCal Subsequent calmnlacions may be 

dependent on the number and density of 

wind vectors and on the type of objec-

tive analysis used. 

3) While moisture profiles cannot be re­
trieved perfectly, total precipitable 

water can be recovered Lhrough its large 

negative correlation with radiance re-

siduals. Most of this PW resides in
 
the boundary layer. 

4) Moisture divergence fields reflect im-

portant mesoscale forcing mechanisms of 

severe local storms, notable in the ab- 

sence of a well defined synoptic 

pattern. 

5) 	Because of the early NOAA-4 pass time,
 
and a 2 h discontinuity betwoe0 the 

wind and moisture fields, no inferences 

can be made to the correlation of low-

level moisture convergence and the oc-

currence of severe local storms for this
 
case 

The proposed VISSR Atmospheric Sounder, with 
its high spatial and temporal resolution, will 
provide a vital tool for the implementation and 
evaluation of this proposed technique. 
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